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FIELD HEARING ON REAUTHORIZATION OF
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1985

FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
St. Louis, MO.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:06 a.m., at 101
Lopata Hall, Washington University, St. Louis, MO, Hon. William
D. Ford (chairman) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Coleman, Good ling, and
Tauke.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Kristin Gilbert,
clerk; John Jennings, Esquire, counsel; and Rose Di Napoli, minori-
ty legislative associate.

Mr. FORD. Good morning. I'm pleased to call to order, this field
hearing of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education of the
U.S. House of Representatives. Our hearing today will focus on rec-
ommendations and concerns with respect to the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act of 1965.

This is the sixth in what we expect to be a series of 10 field hear-
ings on this subject. Prior to today, the subcommittee has been in
Vermont, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, and New York. We have addi-
tional hearings, at this time, planned for Maine, Washington,
Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts.

The subcomittee will also held more than 20 hearings on s2ecific
subjects as a part of the reauthorization, in Washington, beginning
early in June.

The Higher Education Act is a primary source of Federal support
for students and higher education institutions. It must be reauthor-
ized or extended in this Congress. The largest and most important
programs contained in the Higher Education Act, provide grants,
loans, work opportunities, and special services, to students who
demonstrate a need for Federal help. In the coming school year,
more than $13 billion will be made available to students in grants,
loans, and work opportunities. Nearly half of the approximately 12
million students attending the 6,000 institutions of postsecondary
education in the United States will receive Federal assistance.

These Student Assistance Programs are the centerpiece of the
Higher Education Act. And they play a critical role in achieving
the Federal objective of equal educational opportunity. The Higher
Education Act also contains programs to assict college libraries,
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international education, and cooperative education, as well as the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

I expect that the process of reauthorizing the Higher Education
Act is going to be long and complex. I hope, however, that we will
succeed in reaffirming the Federal commitment to equal educaticn-
al opportunity and excelleice in higher education.

I'm particularly pleased .) be here at the invitation of my good
friend and colleague on the Education and Labor Committee, Tom
Coleman, who is the ranking Republican member of this subcom-
mittee. Tom is one of the most knowledgeable people in the House
of Representatives on higher education programs, and one of the
most committed to making them work effectively.

Today, we will be pleased to hear from representatives of colleges
and universities, student aid administrators, TRIO administrators,
students, those involved in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,
teachers and business leaders.

Before yielding to the other members of the subcommittee for
any opening comments they care to make, I want to make one
other observation. We operate under a very tough time constraint
this morning, in trying to accommodate even the number of people
who are here today. And we know that there are people who are
disappointed and wanted to testify, and we weren't able to accom-
modate them on this schedule.

We'll hold the hearing record from today, open for a month and
if any of you in attendance today would like to offer testimony to
be added to the hearing, contemporaneous with today's proceed-
ings, please submit it to us. We will be most happy to include that
in the record.

In addition to that, if you are moved by anything that anyone
else says here today, and feel -ou would like to expand on it, or
respond to it, please forward that for the record, and we'll be
happy to include it. We want to make sure that anyone who has an
idea, any idea, thought, or concern, about this business we're un-
dertaking, has an opportunity to express it in a way so that it
would come to the attention of the people who are going to be
making the decisions.

You don't have to be a witness, sitting at this table up here, to do
that, and I wanted to stress that aspect of the way in which the
proceedings of these hearings will be put together.

Mr. COLEMAN. Bill, thank you very much. Mr. Chairman, first of
all, I would like to welcome my colleague and you, to the campus of
Washington University. This campus holds a lot of fond memories
for me. It was here that I worked, I think rather diligently for 3
years to obtain my law degree, and also met my wife, Marilyn, who
was an undergraduate student majoring in German.

I attended the law school of Washington University on a scholar-
ship, as well as Government sponsored student loan, so I under-
stand and deeply support these programs as you well know. And I
want to thank you, the members of the committee, for coming to
St. Louis to hear the imput of local educators. I know how difficult
it is and the demands on everyones time. I believe that it is impor-
tant from a national standpoint to have this hearing here today.

And a thank you to my two colleagues on the committee, Bill
Goodling, from Pennsylvania, and Tom Tauke, from Iowa, for
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giving up part of their very busy schedule to be here in St. Louis to
hear the testimony before us and to be part of this exchange today.

_, personally, think that the reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act is the most important piece of social legislation that the
99th Congress will consider. As Bill Ford said, this is the sixth of a
series of hearings that we're having to deal with higher education.

In the coming months, we will have an unprecedented number of
hearings in Washington, where everybody in the higher education
community can be heard. This open hearing is a tribute to the fact
that Bill Ford wants to provide everyone with the opportunity to
make their views known.

The impact of our deliberations, and the decisions of the sibcom-
mittee will be far reaching. Last year, over $6 billion was spent on
higher education, allowing millions of students to attend schools of
their choice. There are two objectives that I would like to look at in
reauthorization.

The first objective is, to improve the quality of the administra-
tion of Al: of the programs within the act with special emphasis on
the student financial aid programs. It is the Congress' responsibilty
to ensure that the programs function well, equitably, and efficient-
ly. And to provide a Federal role which as the chairman men-
tioned, promotes improvement of our educational systems and is re-
sponsive to the changing needs of our changing society.

Second, we all must keep in mind the budget limitations that we
have placed on us today. I've answered questions for the news
media and explained that, really, higher education survived rather
well, in view of the House budget and the Senate budget resolu-
tions that's been passed. This shows a recognition and consensus
that these are programs that we do not want to cut drastically, but
they may have to endure modest reductions or a freeze, as the case
might be.

There are some issues that I think should be raised, and I will
raise them, just very briefly here, and I hope that the people who
will testify before us today will comment on them. One of them is,
should the question of whether or not an individual student's
choice in selecting a college or university, be an expressed Federal
purpose of financial aid assistance.

Another one is, is our prezent financial aid packaging policy bal-
anced appropriately. How can we bridge the gap between the grow-
ing educational cost that we see students and families facing, and
available student aid funds, keeping in mind that avaKable student
aid is not rising as fast as college costs are rising.

Should we restrict the eligibility of families and individuals to
student aid because of certain income limitations. This is some-
thing the President has raised in his initial proposal. Should our
young people be e-..pected to assume huge debt burdens in order to
pursue their academic goals? Should for-profit institutions partici-
pate, or be eligible to participate in our student aid programs?
Should any of the small categorical programs within the act be
eliminated in order to free up additional funds for student aid.

Each of these questions can be viewed from a variety of perspec-
tives, and each of them deserves careful study. We have challeng-
ing issues before us. If our hearing today, is to be truly productive,
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we will have to look toward putting the resources at hand, to the
best use.

Again, I want to thank my colleagues for coming to St. Louis,
and to this campus. It's my hope, as I've said privately to the chair-
man, and publicly, that we can produce a bipartisan bill. The
Higher Education Act has traditionally been written and reauthor-
ized on a bipartisan basis. There is no one in the Congress who
knows more about higher education and this act, than Bill Ford. I
consider it a privilege to work with him in the 1985-86 reauthoriza-
tion process.

[Prepared statement of Hon. E. Thomas Coleman follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. E. THOMAS COLEMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to welcome the Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education to St. Louis and the campus of Washington University.
I thank Chairman William Ford for taking the time out of his busy schedule to
attend this field hearing and I thank my Republican colleagues, Representatives
Bill Good ling and Tom Tauke for joining us.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act will perhaps be the most impor-
tant piece of social legislation considered by the 99th Congress.

Today is the sixth day of hearings this Subcommittee has held to discuss the
Higher Education Act. In the coming months, hearings such as these will be held in
Washington and throughout the Nation to allow those concerned with higher educe-
;on to make their views known.

The impact of our deliberations and decisions will be far reaching. Last year mil-
lions of students received a total $6.3 billion in student aid. In addition, $1 billion
was authorized for programs that support institutional functions such as libraries,
graduate education, international education and endowment building.

I believe that we should be seeking two principle objectives through this impor-
tant reauthorization. First, we must strive to improve the quality and administra-
tion of all the programs within the Act, with special emphasis on student financial
aid programs. It is our responsibility to insure that the programs function equitably
and efficiently; provide a federal role which promotes improvement in our educa-
tional system; and, is responsive to the changing needs of our society.

Secondly, like all Americans, we must keep in mind the budgetary limitations
placed upon us by the budget deficit and with that, our fiscal responsibilities. While
we all agree that the need for adequate funding for education is necessary, we must
face the reality that federal resources are not limitless. I believe as do most eamo-
mists, that failure to reduce the deficit jeopardizes our long-term economic gI h.
Both interest rates and the cost of living are likely to be adversely affected unless
something is done. Our higher education programs, like all programs, must con.rib-
ute towards reducing the federal delicit.

As we reauthorize the Higher Education Act, we must work towards developing a
clear set of federal policies. Many critical decisions must be made on several policy
issues. For example:

(1) Is the element of an individual's choice in selecting a college or University an
expressed purpose of federal financial assistance? And if oo, are public and private
institutions impacted in an equitable fashion?

(2) Is our present financial aid packaging policy of grants and loans balanced ap-
propriately?

(3) How can we bridge the gap between growing educational costs and available
student aid?

(4) Should we restrict eligibility for student aid programs on the basis of income
limits?

(5) Should our young people be expected to assume huge debt burdens in order to
pursue their academic goals?

(6) Should for-profit institutions be eligible participants in our student aid pro-
grams?

(7) Should some of the small, categorical programs within the Act, be eliminated
it order to free up additional funds for student aid?

Each of these questions can be viewed from a variety of perspectives. Each of
these questions require careful study.
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The issues before us today are challenging ones. If our hearing today is to be truly
productive in helping the cause of higher education, we have to look toward putting
the resources at hand to the best use, more funding cannot be the only solution to
the challenges facing us.

Mr. Chairman, again I would like to thank you for giving Missourians the oppor-
tunity to make their views on these important issues known. It is my hope that we
can work together to produce legislation that provides adequate federal support to
meet the difficult challenges facing higher education through the end of this decade
and the beginning of the next.

Mr. Foam Thank you, Tom. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Only to say that I'm happy to be here, and not

only that, I didn't have a choice. As Tom would say, the gentleman
has to come. I've been sitting side by side with him in the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee about 8 years. And he called the shots
and we carried it out, so I'm very happy to be here.

Mr. Foiin. Mr. Tauke.
Mr. TAUKE. I had never noticed that Bill Good ling was so pas-

sive. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a delight to be
here in Missouri, and to be here with Tom Coleman. As an Iowan
from up north, I, too, have many of the same interests that he has
here in Missouri, relating to the Higher Education Act.

So, I am pleased to be here to participate on the panel. It is not
only an indication of my interest, but also an indication of my re-
spect for Tom Colt :nan.

Mr. FORD. Thank you, gentleman. The first panel is the presi-
dent's panel, consisting of Father Thomas Fitzgerald, president of
St. Louis University; Dr. Henry Givens, president of Harris-Stowe
State College; Dr. Richard Greenfield, chancellor of St. Louis Com-
munity College; and Richard Harvey, vice president of Patricia Ste-
yew, Career College.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, all of the statements of today's wit-
nesses are in the back of tie room so that anybody who might
want to pick them up may. also it's my understanding that chan-
cellor of St. Louis Community College, Dr. Greenfield, is going to
be unable to be with us today .

I'd like to request that his testimony will be inserted in the
record.

Mr. Foiin. Without objection, it is so ordered. And before the
panel begins, I'd like to call on Chancellor Danforth, who has also
joined the panel this morning, and ask him to make any comment
he thinks appropriate at this time.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. DANFORTH, CHANCELLOR,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO

Chancellor DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, I would first like to wel-
come you and members of the subcommittee to Washington Uni-
versity and to St. Louis. It's a great privilege to have you here. It's
a particular privilege to have the chairman on the campus, and, of
course, Mr. Goodling and Mr. Tauke. And Tom Coleman is an old
friend, and an alumnus, as he has told you. One of our favorite
sons of Washington University, of whom we are very proud.

I agree, I think we all agree, that your work, the reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act, reauthorization is the most vital
aspect of the necessary and continuing investment in the future of
the Nation. The evolution of the Higher Education Act, since 1965,

10
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has been notable, as has been stated, for its bipartisan support.
And we're very grateful for that fact and congratulate the chair-
man and Mr. Coleman, and others, in their efforts to keep it that
way.

I also want to express appreciation for the way in which your
subcommittee is dealing with the Higher Education Reauthoriza-
tion. The systEm of hearings in the field, an opportunity for those
of us who are interested to testify on specific parts of the bill, the
hearings In Washington, are all important to us. The fact that
you've asked the associations that represent us to come together
and present their view, or for changes in statutory language by
April 30, was most helpful.

The effort to achieve consensus required a lot of work and soul
searching among the institutions, associations, advisers, stuck it
groups, and so on. And I think the large degree of success reflected
in the American Coy acil on Education proposals, to your subcom-
mittee, is impressive. Consensus doesn't, of course, mean total
agreement by all the parties on every issue, but it should mean an
understanding of common positions from which all parties are will-
ing to move forward.

We haven't yet total consensus on the Pell grants, and some re-
lated student aid issues, but I believe that we will achieve consen-
sus during the process of your review, and I'm committed to try
and work toward that consensus. We've made special efforts here
in Missouri. The

in
and private institutions have been under-

taking an effort n cooperation, which I believe will result in the
long-term betterment and support of higher education in the State.

We are working closely together; we believe that the strengthen-
ing of the investment in higher education is not helped by efforts
to create discord among the different parts of the higher education
community; we believe it's not helpful to pit sector against sector;
to engage in wholesale condemnation of university and college
management; to question the motives of students who are assisted;
or to confuse the potential of institutional endowments.

Our commitment is to use what resources we have to provide the
young people of this State and other States, as well, with the best
education we can. And we know that's the kind of commitment you
all share. The style of this committee is a very important part of
the whole effort to achieve consensus in the higher education com-
munity and I do appreciate that.

Last year, Mr. Chairman, I testified at the field hearing of this
subcommittee. And today, I would like to leave you with only a few
substantive remarks related to student aid. I believe the essential
framework of the student assistance programs is sound. I urge that,
in the name of simplification, we not move toward the elimination
of the campus space programs, which provide essential flexibility
in the administration of student assistance.

I emphasize the necessity of strengthening the support of past -
baccalaureate students in graduate education programs. Proposals
from you, Mr. Chairman, and from Mr. Coleman, have ueen most
welcome and I believe are complementary.

Finally, and most importantly, I urge additional programming
and funding efforts at the undergraduate and graduate level, to
bring qualified minority students into the mainstream of higher

11
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education. If we do not secure greater minority enrollments now,
the faculties and research programs in the future will not profit
from their participation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm glad you're here, and hope that
today's session is useful to you.

[Prepared statement of William H. Danforth follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H DANFORTH, CHANCELLOR, WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITY, ST. Lows, MO

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, Mr. Good ling, Mr. Tauke, I am delighted to welcome
the subcommittee to Washington University. It is especially good to greet the new
chairman, Congressman Ford. I am glad to meet Mr. Goocuing and Mr. Tauke. Tom
Coleman is an old friend, and, I am pleased to say, valued law alumnus of Washing-
ton University.

Your workthe reauthorization of the Higher Education Actis a most vital
aspect of the necessary and continuing invest -rent in the future of this nation. The
evolution of the Higher Education Act since 1965 has been notable for its bi-partisan
support. That is particularly true of the work of this subcommittee. I know, Mr.
Chairman, and Mr. Coleman, you wish to keep it that way.

The higher education community appreciates, too, the manner in which the sub-
committee is dealing with reauthorization: a system of hearings in the field, and
Washington hearings on specific titles and parts of the bill. Most importantly, your
request for the associations connected with higher education to present to you their
views for changes in statutory language by April 30 was most salutary. The effort to
achieve consensus required much work and soul-searching among institutions, asso-
ciations, student groups and advisors. The large degree of success reflected in the
American Council on Education proposals to your subcommittee is, I believe, im-
pressive. Consensus does not mean total agreement by all parties on all issues. It
should mean an understanding of Ammon positions from which all parties are will-
ing to move forward. Consensus has not yet been reached in Pell Grant and some
related student aid issues. I believe such a position will be reached during the proc-
ess of your review, and I shall try to assist in that result.

Here in Missouri the public and private institutions are undertaking an effort in
cooperation which will, I believe, result in the long-term betterment of the support
of higher education in the state. For we believe that the strengthening and continu-
ing of the investment in higher education is not helped by efforts at creating discord
among the different parts of the higher education community. It is not helpeful to
pit sector against sector, to engage in wholesale condemnation of university and col-
lege management, to question the motives of students who are assisted, or to con-
fuse the potential of institutional endowments. Our commitment is to use what re-
sources we have to provide American young people with the beet education we can.
We know you share this commitment.

The style of your subcommittee supports the spirit of concord which must attend
the reauthorization process.

Last year, Mr. Chairman, I testified at a field hearing of this subcommittee.
Today, I would leave you with only a few substantive remarks, related specifically
to student aid and graduate education.

I believe the essential framework of the student assistance programs is sound. I
urge that in the name of simplification we not move toward the elimination of the
campus-based programs which provide essential flexibility in the administration of
student assistance.

I emphasize the necessity of strengthening the support of poet baccalaureate stu-
dents and graduate education programs. Proposals from you, Mr. Chairman, and
from you, Mr. Coleman, have been most welcome and are, I believe, complementary.

Finally, and most importantly, I urge additional programming and funding efforts
at the undergraduate and graduate levels to bring qualified minirity students into
the mainstreams of higher education. If we do not secure greater minority enroll-
ments now, the faculties and research programs of the future will not profit from
their participation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm glad you're here, and hope your day's work is
useful.

Mr. FORD. Thank you, Chancellor Danforth. Father Fitzgerald.
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STATEMENT OF FATHER THOMAS R. FITZGERALD, PRESIDENT,
ST. LOUIS UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO

Father FITZGERALD. Thank you. I'm Tom Fitzgerald, president of
St. Louis University here. and perhaps I can also speak for Michi-
gan, because I'm a trustee of the University of Detroit.

St. Louis University is a comprehensive private institution of
about 10,000 students. It is a Catholic University, but it is governed
by an independent board of trustees that is self-perpetuating, that
is mostly lay, and includes persons of several religious persuasions.

To the question, how can Federal support best be used to
strengthen your postsecondary institution, my answer, unequivocal-
ly, is: by the continuance and improvement of the student aid pro-
grams We find that the very multiplicity of Federal and State pro-
grams, matched with our own institutional money, gives us the
flexibility to respond to individual needs.

Our students come from every income group, and we have a
large minority representation. And, without these p , most
of them simply could not go to college. A fellow graduate of my
high school, in Washington, DC, the Secretary of Education, has
had some harsh things to say about the lifestyles of college stu-
dents.

He's not talking about my students; most of them work pal
in the winter; full time in the summer, incur heavy person
debtedness, and have a default rate on repayment of NDSL loa s oi
only 3.9 percent.

I will not speak about the proposed compromise between the
publican leadership and the administration in the Senate, becaus
that seems to be a matter of history. But my text offers some dat,
which seem to demonstrate that there would have been no safety
net for lower income students.

Looking to reauthorization, I would like to make three very brief
comments about the guaranteed student loan, and one comment
about the Pell grants.

Generally speaking, I would express agreement with the propos-
als concerning student aid, forwarded to you by the American
Council on Education. And I thow;ht its proposals concerning guar-
anteed student loans would he particularly helpful, and I would
single out three details: raising loan limits; eliminating the 5 per-
cent origination fee; and reinstating loan consolidation provisions.

Turning to the Pella, for years, the private colleges and the
public colleges, as you know, have skirmished with each other over
the "half-cost limitation" for Pell grants. While agreeing, in gener-
al, with the ACE proposals for Pell grants, I would like to express
interest, also, in the compromise which has been very recently de-
veloped by NAICU, and has been presented to you in Washington.

There would be a two-part formula: First, half-cost formula
would be maintained for strictly educational costs, up to a maxi-
mum grant of $2,100; but, second, there would be a substantial al-
lowance to cover living expenses for all low-income students.

And I hope the educational committee will be able to come to-
gether on that compromise.

I would be tempted to speak at great length, but as one of the
first °peal:ors, I'm going to set the example of brevity. Thank you.
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[Prepared statement of Father Thomas R. Fitzgerald follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT Or FATHER THOMAS R. FrI2GERALD, PRESIDENT, ST. LOWS
UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO

Members of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, thank you for this ore
portunity to testify. I am Father Thomas Fitzgerald, president of Saint Louis Uni-
versity. Ours is a private university with undergraduate and graduate programs, as
well as schools of Law, Medicine and Social Service. Enrollments total approximate-
ly 10,000. While the University is Catholic and Jesuit, it is governed by an inde-
pendent, self-perpetuating board which is mostly lay and includes persons of several
religious persuasions.

To the question"how can Federal support best be used to strengthen your post-
secondary institution?"my answer is unequivocal: by the continuance and im-
provement of student aid programs. The present federal and state prograr,s, supple-
mented at our University by almost $1 million annually of scholarships under-
pinned by the University's Endowment and $2 million drawn from its General
Fund, give us the flexibility to respond to individual needs. Our students at Saint
Louis University come from every ncome group, and our minority population is
proportionately greater than that to be found on three of the four campuses of the
state university. A fellow graduate of my high school in Washington, D.C., the Sec-
retary of Education, has had some harsh things to say about college students with
expensive life styles. I don't know where he went to college, but it was not here
where moat students work part-time in winter, fulltime in summer, incur heavy per-
sonal indebtedness, but have a default rate on repayment of NDSL loans of only
3.9%.

In the Senate there was a proposed compromise between the Republican leader-
ship and the Administration. In particular the cost of attending college would have
been limited to $8,000. Since the compromise was rejected, I will not argue the
point, but am submitting in my written text figures developed by the research arm
of National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities demonstra'c
that there was no safety net but that students of all income levels would have suf-
fered. The figures cited are for students in the private colleges of the eleven Mid-
western states, extending from Indiana to North Dakota.

Plumber
Mame group &Peden

Amp Ica/
student

Betow $10,000 16,227 $1,691

$10,000 b $20,000 . 10,834 2,005

$20,000 to $30,000 14,912 1,599

930,000 to 840,000 11,899 1,686

840,000 to $50,000 9,644 2,453

Mae $50,000 8,094 2,033

As we look towards reauthorization, I would like to express general agreement
with the proposals concerning student financial aid submitted to you by the Ameri-
can Council on Education. Its proposals concerning Guaranteed Student Loans
would be particularly helpful, raising loan limits, eliminating the 5% origination
fee, and reinstating loan consolidation provisions.

For years the private colleges and the public colleges have skirmished with each
other over the "half-cost limitation" for Pell Grants. While agreeing in general with
the ACE proposals for Pell Grants, I would like to express interest also in the com-
promise which has been developed by NAICU and has been presented to you. There
would be a two-part formula: (1) maintaining the half-cost formula for strictly edu-
cational costa up to a maximum of $2,100, and (2) granting a substantial allowance
to cover living expenses for all low-income students.

Thank you for permitting me to testify.

Mr. FORD. Dr. Givens.
Dr. GIVENS. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Coleman- -
Mr. FORD. Excuse me just a moment. Without objection, the pre-

pared testimony of each of the witnesses who will appear, will
appear in the record immediately preceding the point in the recoil..
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where they begin their comments, so that you may p oceed know-
ing that that text precedes what you're going to say.

Excuse me for interrupting you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Henry Givens follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY GIVENS, JR , PRESIDENT, HARRIS-STOWE STATE
...ALLEGE

My name is Henry Givens, Jr. I am President of Harris-Stowe State College,
which is a member of the Missouri System of Public Higher Education. Although I
am President of an urban college, I am also wearing two other hats as an official of
two other national organizations. I am a member of the Board of Directors of the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities, better known as AASCU I
am also a member of the Board of Directors of the National Assocation for Equal
Opportunity, better known as NAITO. This latter Association is a consortium of
191 historically and predominantly black colleges and universities throughout the
nation. Both of these Associations have their home offices in Washi gton, D C.
Thus, while I do not presume to speak officially for these two other important orga-
nizations, I am acquainted with some of their views and concerns regarding the pro-
posed reauthorization of the higher education act and the impact of that reorganiza-
tion on the colleges and universities of this nation.

I am deeply grateful for this opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee at its
hearing in St. Louis on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. In my
view, the Subcommittee is to be greatly commended for its williz-ness to take so
important a matter before interested groups throughout the nation for the purpose
of giving these groups an opportunity to share with the Subcommittee their ideas
and suggestions on pending legislation affecting higher education. As the President
of a small college with over 127 years of experience in teacher education, I believe
that I might be able to provide a few ideas and suggestions which the Subcommittee
will find useful.

Toward that end, and if I may be permitted to do so I should like to limit my
brief remarks to comments, observations, and recommendations relative to just a
few of the titles of the Higher Education Act. These few titles are three in number:
(1) Title HI, which deals with Institutional Aid; (2) Title IV, which provides Student
Financial Aid in various forms, and (3) TiCe V, which provides funding for Teacher
Corps and Teaching Training Programs

ON TITLE III

Let me begin with Title IIIInstitutional Aid F rst, I should like to make it
abundantly clear that I strongly support and endorse the following recommenda-
tions that have been drawn up by the "ale III Task Force after a very careful and
in-depth review of the proposed reauthorization This Task Force included repre-
sentatives from the following important Organizations: (1) the American Association
of Community and Junior Colleges, (2) the National Association for Equal Opportu-
nity in Higher Education, (3) the National Assocation of Colleges and University
Business Offices, (4) ACCU, (5) the National Association of State Urdversities anti
Land Grant Colleges, (6) NAICU, (7) the Amencan Council on Education, (8) the
Amencan Association of State Colleges and Universities, and (3) the American Asso-
ciation of IP,iversity Professors

The General Recommendation of the Title III Task Force
That Title HI funds be targeted on a limited number and primarily to those insti

tutions of higher education that serve large numbers of minority and low-income
students at the undergraduate level, and whose Title III programs demonstrate
clearly that they are offering high quality educational opportunities, provided these
institutions have limited financial resources.

This general principle seems to make good sense in what it would provide the best
possible use of limited federa Inds.

Specific Recommendations of the Title III Task Force
1. That Part A of Title III, which speaks to Strengthening Institutions, be revised

with the aim of resolving real difficulties related to institutional eligibility for Title
III funds. I agree strongly with the recommendation that the institutional eligibility
criteria place greater emphasis on such institutional financial problems as (a) low
faculty salaries, 'b) low library expenditures, (c) 'Little or no endowments, (d) large
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numbers of students rece.ving federal and state assistance, ie) little or no foundation
support, and Ifl little or no sponsored faculty research

2 I greatly applaud and strongly recommend the Task Force's recommendation
that Part B of Title 11.. be entirely rewritten, and given a new name, possibly this
one "The Black College and University Act" However, I would somewhat modify
the Task Force's definition of such institutions to inctude those colleges and univer
sitiesregardless of their year of foundingthat have enrollments which are cur-
rently predominantly black I strongly endorse the Task Force's recommended
targec activities that should be funded under the proposed new Part B These activi-
ties include

(al the purchase or leasing of laboratory equipment,
(b) the construction, maintenance, or rehabilitation of classrooms, libraries, and

laboratory facilities,
(c) the development of curricula and programs in academic areas in which black

Americans are either absent or under-represented, and
(d) the purchase of library materials as well as learning assistance materials and

equipment
3 I would urge also serious consideration of the Task Force's recommendation

that Title III grants be basei on the number of pm Pell Grant recipients in attend-
ance at the institution during the school year immediately preceding the enactment
of the proposed law Finally, I urge that the Secretary of Education be permitted to
wave student Pid eligitility requirements under Title III in order to approve other-
wise ineligible institutions whose support would be definitely In keeping with Title
HI objectives.

4 Additionally, I would hope that the Subcommittee will seriously consider the
following observations and recommendations which I would add to those of the Title
III Task Force

tat I believe that the originally-stated purposes for grants made under Parts A
and B include goals that are not necessarily related, yet it is my understanding that
these goals collectively become the main criteria by which proposals for Tit:c III
funds are evaluated and rated Perhaps an .:.xample of what I mean might prove
helpful It will be noted that in Part A of this title. the three goals which grants
under this part are designed to achieve are (i) improving the academic quality of an
institution, and tint improving the institution's fiscal stability None of these highly
desirable goals necessarily depends on the other Hencein my judgmenttheir col-
lective use in determining whether or not a given proposal is to be funded has the
net effect of eliminating many a worthy and needy institution simply because its
proposed program does not meet all three of these not necessarily related goals To
me, this is a real distortion of the intent and purposes of ..he Act

Ibt Finally, I am greatly concerned that institutional planning, as an end in itself,
has become the primary criterion upon which proposals for funding under title HI
are funded I vouid point out that while there is always room for continued institu-
tional planning for improvement in institutional programs and facilities, it is not so
much additional planning that many colleges such as ours need as it is increased
open fling funds to enable them to more effectively implement many of the plans
they have already made

ON TITLE IV

Now, a few cbservations and recommendations for the improvement of Title IV
Student Assistance Programs

For years of Federally funded Student Aid Programs, the underlying philosophy
has been tc provide access for all students to post-secordary educational programs
than give real promise of meeting their individual needs and are clearly relevant to
their caret: goats That philosophy, whether still considered by some to be signifi-
cant or not, is st.11m my vow a valid one It IS evident that the proposed reau-
thorization of Higher Education Act and the Administration's proposed budget will
no longer adequately support that very sound initial philosophical approach The in-
evitable resutls listed below seem to support this unhappy conclusion

1 The President's proposed budget will reduce the higher education choices of mi-
nority and low-ti come atudents by eliminating for many the opportunity to attend
small private colleges which, because of their own limited institutional funds, can
not provide the needed financial aid to make up the cut-backs in Federal assistance

2 The expectatton that the proposed cuts in student financial aid can and will be
made up by state funding is neither realistic nor likely to be realized because (a)
the proposed budget will also cut or eliminate the State Student Incentive Grant
Program and (b) state revenues across the nation are generally at a low level, and
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the inclination of the states to raise these levels through additional taxes is almostnon-existent
3 Eliminating or drastically reducing the State Student Incentive Grant Programwill virtually wipe out state grant-programsprograms that in Missouri have assist-ed students in attending higher cost institutions, and have increased significantly

student access to higher education institutions of their choice. There have been ef-forts of some states, including Missouri, to provide additional funds for this programto increase support for students attending low-cost institutions Funds for this pur-pose are greatly needed and long overdue!
4 Requiring that $800 of college costs be provided by students through self-helpfunds places an increased hardship on low-income students and further reduces

their opportunity for post-secondary education Such a requirement may, indeed,eliminate entirely their chances for a college education A system for identifying
real financial need is greatly desired in order for colleges and universities to moreaccurately meet the needs of students Arbitrary cuts in student financial aid can,
in fact eliminate support where it is actually greatly needed.

5 The Guaranteed Student Loan Program, although perhaps not the most attrac-
tive student aid program, is needed by many studentsincluding the middle-class
and particularly middle-class blacksto supplement other financial assistance atnearly all institutions Curtailment of this program will undoubtedly decrease the
accessibility of post-secondary education to these students Students borrowing fromthe GSL Program may, indeed, incur a large loan debt before graduating from col-
lege and find that fund repayment is extremely difficult Such indebtedness might
be avoided through more emphasis on grant and employment programs. Moreover,
sine this program is a major source of support for many private colleges and uni-versities, its reduction in funding will clearly cause serious structural damage andreal fiscal problems for large numbers of independent institutions of higher educa-tion, many of which are black, either historically or by reason of recent enrollmentpatterns.

6. The proposed $4,000 CAP on the total aid which any student could receive fron
all federal programs will, according to the American Council of Education, reduc.
awards by an average of $1,200 for some 430,000 undergraduates half of whom have
family incomes below $12,000! It is estimated that 60% of those affected would be
needy students who are attending independent institutionsmany of which are
black The average financial aid loss for these students would approach $1,400! An
estimated 200,000 graduate students would be adversely affected by this cap. Theyconstitute about I/3 of the federally-assisted graduate student population of whom %
are presently attending independent institutions The effect ofthese cuts on our na-t.,. . s graduate schools will be near disastrous!

Placing a limit of $4,000 on financial aid received is likely to reduce the accessi-bility to high cost and prestigious institutions for minority and poverty students
Tuition and fees for such institutions would easily exceed the $4,000 limit by morethan double!

8 The Guaranteed Student Loan Program was originally designed to accommo-date the middle-income student Restrictions based on $32,500 maximum income
may also place the program outside the reach of that targeted segment of the stu-dent population.

To offset these dire results, I would offer the following general recommendations
1. Increase the funding levels of grant and employment programs Such increases

are necessary because the coot of higher education across the nation is rising yearlyat a significant rate, while family incomes are not increasing at anywhere near the
same rate Hence, more, rather than less, student financial aid is needed if we areto avoid several severely outcomes among which the following should be cited (a)
Increased loan indebtedness on the part of students who can least afford such debts
against their future earnings and (b) the drastic reduction of accessibility to thesestudents of any but low-cost institutions of higher educationa trend that will even-tually promote elitism it America To increase the targeting of Supplemental Edu-
cational Opportunity Grants to that population for which it was originally intended,
It may be necessary to return to the concept of reserving the SEOG Program to
those students demonstrating the most need.

2. Since existing financial aid programs have developed and emerged over several
years, very possibly, reallocation and reorganizing of such programs is strongly
needed However, whatever reorganization does, indeed, occur, the result mint not
remove truly needy students from financial need consideration and funchn6

3 Institutions of higher education probably must assume a larger .ole in meeting
the guidelines and regulations of the various aid programs, an in identifying thosetruly eligible students
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ON TITLE V

Now, if I may, I should like to offer a few suggestions for Title VTeacher Corps
and Teacher Training Programs. Perhaps the very title should be changed to "Pro-
fessional Development" As I see it, it was very probably a mistake to eliminate al-
together the Teacher Corps as one of the teacher education programs funded under
this title I believe strongly that there is a real and urgent need for a Teacher Corps
that is aimednot so much at bringing persons from other professions or who are
otherwise unemployed into teachingas at an up-grading and improvement of
teachers who are already serving in our nation's classrooms. The new Teachei
Corps Progam should become a program of extensive anJ innovative in-service op-
portunitits for teachers in the field!

Similarly, perhaps the elimination of the Teacher Center was also a serious mis-
take I would urge that serious consideration be given to re-establishing this pro-
gram, but this time that funding of such centers be made through accredited teach-
er education institutions, rather than through LEA's After all, teacher education
institutions are in the business of developing teachersnot just educational curricu-
la What more logical place, then, is there than these institutions as the place for
Teacher Centersnow functioning as places for the on-going, up-grading and im-
provement of teachers in our nation's classrooms.

There is an equally urgent national need that somehow and very soon must be
addressed by Title V. I am referring now to the almost desperate need for this
nation to turn the tide relative to the current flow of the academically ill-prepared
and poorly motivated into the profession of teaching I submit that the current Carl
D. Perkins Scholarship Program under Title V probably should be expanded to in-
clude provisions for funding teacher education scholarships, not only for the aca-
demically talented high school graduate, but also for the solid average and the
slightly above-average graduatepersons who have clearly demonstrated good study
skills, sound academic achievement and have given evidence of a strong and endur-
ing interest in teaching. It is this academically solid and numerically large group of
average and above average students that offers real hope and an even greater possi-
bility for a significant improvement in our teaching force. The ultra bright students
are too few in number and perhaps generally less-inclined to see teaching as a chal-
lenge to their abilities and interests for the nation to rely solely on them as a means
of up-grading teaching and the teaching profession.

I respectfully invite the Subcommittee's attention to the suggestions sent to it by
the nation's higher education community for the improvement I teacher education
The suggestions set forth by that group in great detail identify various ways by
which Title V of the Higher Education Act might be improved for more eff,-,..tive
teacher development throughout this nation I am particuls.t; .inpressed by this
group's suggestions for grants made directly to schnslo of teacher education for some
nine different kinds of teacher educaticn programs and for grants to enable shool
districts of higher education t., enter into joint projects in the improvement of
teaching and learning 'Mere is an urgent need also for Title V support, for pro-
grams deci,-;.led to improve the quality of teacher educatic,programs which will
enr,ure teacher excellence in the liberal acts, the sciences, and in mathematics 1 er-
haps the time had come for us to see teacher education as a five-year experence
based on a strong liberal arts foundation

I respectfully ask that the members of the Subcommittee ghe serious thought to
these and other suggestions brought before it for improving the three Titles which I
have addressed in these brief remarks I know that many of the observations and
recommendations that I have suggested are similar to those offered by others for
improvement in the nation's higher education area

ON THE IMPACT ON HARRIS-STOWE STATE COLLEGE

So far, I liL ye spoken very briefly on the concerns which I have relative to the
three titles of the current Higher Education Act that seem most germane to the
mission and needs of many teacher education institutions and to many other col-
leges with large black enrollments I have also offered or called attention to a few
recommendations which I sincerely believe would significantly improve these three
titles Now, if I may, I should like to say a few words about two other matters of
real importance to my college, in particular, and others serving similar student pop-
ulations the first is how federal support under one or more of these and other titles
could best be used to strengthen Harris -Stowe State College and the second is rela-
tive to the impact which the proposed modifications in Student Aid programs is
likely to have on my campus
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Harris-Stowe State College needs federal funds, in addition to those appropriated
by the State of Missouri and generated through our low, but rapidly increasing tui-
tion fees, to more effectively carry out our college mission and significantly meet
the specific needs of our students. I repeat, we need federal funds to support our
various operations We would use such funds in several important waysfirst, to
hire more faculty in such crucial areas as mathematics, chemistry, geography, com-
puter science, history, and foreign languages, to name a few, and to improve our
facilty and staff salaries. At present, we are able to meet our instructional needs in
these and other areas largely through the use of part-tune faculty and teaching ad-
ministrators. We know that this practice is not the besteither for our continued
accreditation or for meeting the best interests and needs of our students A second
important use to which additional fedet- .I funds would be put is the development of
a strong language laboratory and the completion of already existing plans for a full
academic assistance center. Such a center, well-equipped with self-teaching materi-
als and well-staffed with highly effective assistants, is a must for those students who
are entering college with some academic deficits. Still another use to which federal
funds would be put is the expansion of the support staff for our faculty and adminis-
tration We believe that our entire instructional and management efforts could be
greatly strengthened just by the addition of more support staff.

We have a great need to expand our computer science instructional laboratory
center in both hardwise and software. The teacher of the future simply must be
computer literate We are convinced thatin spite of the trend to the contrarya
truly effective teacher education institution shot'ld have a laboratory school well-
Kluipped to provide observation stations, video-taping and critiquing of practice
eaching, and other facilities for innovative instruction in student teaching and
management. We could well use federal funds to establish such a school. In addi-
tion, we need additional fundsfederal and otherto purchase instructional and
learning equipment and aids of all kinds Our audio-visual equipment and materials
nee:: Ito-dating greatly.

Final:y, we ncz,-,1 money in the form of incentive scholarships to attract the aca-
eom:caiv prepared students to teaching as a profession We are strongly convinced
that a stpificant activity of all instructions of higher learning is faculty develop-
r ent and the advancement of knowledge through research More funds are greatly
needed for this purpose

As for the impact that the proposed modifications in the student aid program are
likely to have on our campus, I can point immediately to the fact that upwards of
75% of our students must receive such aid if they are to continue their pursuit of
higher education and productive careers Many of these students are themselves
heads of families with children for whom they must provide. This fact means that
for many of our students, wEle the financial aid received through Pell Grants can
and does presently cover the cost of tuition and books at this College, the projected
financial aid limits w.11 provide little else, leaving many of these students unable to
attend college without greatly sacrificing the welfare of their children. Also, with
each passing year, the College, because of rising operating costs and understandable
requirements of the State (our largest source of funds), must increase its tuition
fees These inescapable increases in tuition take more and more of the students' Pell
Grant funds, leaving them in increasing numbers even more unable to meet paren-
tal obligations as heads of families. The net result is that they must drop out of
school or take on full-time jobs while attempting to go to college, resulting in divid-
ed energy concentration and poorer grades

A WORD OF APPRECIATION

Again, my sincere and deep appreciation for the opportinity you have given me
to speak on these important matters and my abiding hope that from these hearings
will come ideas and suggestions that will lead to a more effective Higher Education
Act as our nation faces a crucial period in 'hi historyone that might well have its
only true solution in a more productive system of higher education throughout the
land

Thank you
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STATEMENT OF DR. HENRY GIVENS, PRESIDENT OF HARRIS-
STOWE STATE COLLEGE, ST. LOUIS, MO, ACCOMPANIED BY DR.
GEORGE HARREN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AND AD-
MINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS; DR. RONALD DIEDRICHS, VICE PRESI-
DENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS; AND STAN DOWLEN, VICE
PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS

Dr. Gtvgto. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Coleman, members of
the House Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, ladies and
gentlemen, thank you for the opportunity to address this important
subcommittee.

My name is Henry Givens, Jr., I am president of Harris-Stowe
State College which is located in the city of St. Louis, and it has
the distinction of being the newest member of the Missouri system
of public higher education.

In addition, it is a predominately black college. Accompanying
me are Dr. George Harren, vice president for academic and admin-
istrative affairs; Dr. Ronald Diedrichs, vice president for student af-
fairs, and Mr. Stan Dow len, vice president for business and finan-
cial affairs. And these gentlemen might assist in any questioning
that you might have of the college.

Harris-Stowe is a professional teacher educatior institution
which, over the past 127 years, has been in the business of produc-
ing outstanding elementary school teachers, and is now producing
a new education professional, the nonteaching urban education spe-
cialist.

In a sense, today, I am wearing several hats. In addition to serv-
ing as president of an urban college, I am currently serving as a
member of the board of directors of the American Association of
State Colleges and Universities better known as AASCU, as well as
a member of the board of directors of the National Association for
Equal Opportunity better known as NAFEO.

NAFEO is a consortium of 141 historically and predominantly
black co;ieges and universities throughout the Nation. Both of
these Associations are based in Washington, DC.

Within my allotted period of 5 minutes, I will have time only to
briefly state some major points regarding my position and that of
Harris-Stowe State College relative to the matter before the sub-
committee. Hcwever a full text of my presentation has been sub-
mitted to members of the subcommittee.

I would preface my remarks with the reminder that as a presi-
dent of an institution of higher learning that is primarily a teacher
education college, I am greatly concerned with three titles of the
Act now under consideration for reauthorizaon. There three titles
are title III, title IV, and title V.

Briefly, then, here is our position. Concerning one relative to
title Ill which as you well know deals with providing financial as-
sistance to developing and strengthening the institutions. I would
strongly ..ecommend the following for your careful serious consider-
ation.

That title III finds be given special consideration. That title III
funds be given special consideration to those undergraduate institu-
tions of higher education that have large enrollments of minority
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low income students, and which offer demonstrated high qualityprograms.
Two, that institutionally, eligibility criteria place much greater

emphasis on institutional financial need as evidenced in low en-dowments and insufficient funds from state appropriations or tui-tion income.
Three, that the Black College and University Act be modified insuch a way as to include all institutions which have predominantly

black enrollments regardless of whether or not they are historical-ly black institutions.
Four, that an important basis for rating application institutionsfor title III grants meet their operational needs as well as theirneeds for developmental planning.
The concern relative to title IV, which again as you well know

deals with student financial assistance programs made availabie
through participating institutions of higher education. I would urge
one, that the subcommittee give careful thought to the potential
negative impact which the administration's proposed budget cutswould have on higher education opportunities for minority and low
income youth throughout the whale United States.

Under the proposed cuts, many thousands upon thousands of
such youth could possibly be eliminated from access to higher edu-
cation. In my written testimony which, of course, is much more in
depth than these brief remarks, I have tried to highlight in greater
detail how these cuts will adversely affect minority and low income
youth opportunities under the various components of this title.

Two, that there be an increase rather than a decrease in the
funding level of student grant and employment programs. Andthree, that there be a reallocation and reorganization of these pro-grams in such a way and to such an extent that no truly needystudent is cut off from higher education opportunities in thisnation.

Concern three relative to title V which deals with teacher educa-
tion, 1 urge the following. That the old Teacher Corps be reinstat-ed. But at this time that its mission be changed, so that it becomes
the instrument through which vitally needed inservice training op-
portunities are made available to classroom teachers all across theNation.

Two, that the old Teacher Center Program be reinstated also.But this time that these centers be located on campuses of teacher
education institutions rather than in local education agencies.

Three, that the scholarship program under title V be greatly ex-
panded to include teacher education scholarships for the solid aver-
age and slightly above average students who have demonstrated astrong interest in teaching as a career.

I would point out that while it is most desirable that we attract
the teachers who are the most academically talented, that realism
should force us to recognize that given the present level of attracti-
veness to teaching that we cannot seriously think that large num-bers of the intellectually gifted students are going to choose teach-
ing for their life's work.

The real potential for good, solid, competent teachers to staff the
Nation's classrooms are the many, many solid average and slightly
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above average students who want to teach, and would find it at-
tractive to go into teaching if given financial assistance.

Concern for which may be personal as to my own college, let me
point out in the strongest terms possible that we need greatly addi-
tional funding to strengthen us in our endeavors to meet a crisis of
teacher shortage that will be upon the Nation in the late 1980's or
the early 1990 s. Ours is a solid, well-established institution that
has specialized for well over a century, a century and a quarter, in
developing strong classroom teachers. We are specialists in this
area, and want to do the best job we need more to significantly en-. large our faculty in such crucial areas as science, mathematics, for-
eign languages, and computer science. Since we accept some stu-
dents who need academic assistance, we need to provide a first-
class educational development center which has the latest in equip-
ment, software, and highly competent academic assistance.

If there ever was an institution who has the potential for helping
our State and the Nation to successfully meet an impending crisis
in education and at the same time render invaluable assistance to
minority and other low ;ncome students, that institution is Harris-
Stowe State College.

But we need the kind of Federal assistance provided through the
Higher Education Act tc, successfully meet this challenge. In addi-
tion, we would benefit greatly as would our mission if we had in-
centives of teacher education scholarships. We are convinced that
this college could well be a vital factor in turning the growing dan-
gerous tide in our country of fewer and fewer competent persons
the field of teacher.

We ask then that this subcommittee help us in this truly worthy
effort. I should like to express again my sincere appreciation and
deep appreciation for the opportunity that has been given to me
today to say a few words about a truly vital issue. Thank you.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Harvey.
[Prepared statement of Richard P. Harvey follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD R. HARVEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CORPORATE SSC-
RIPTART, PATRICIA STEVENS CAREER COLLEGE, ST. LOUIS, MO; AFD CHAIRMAN, RE-
SEARCH COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Mr Chairman. Members of the Committee. I appreciate the opportunity to testify
before the Committee this morning regarding important issues inv-lved in reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended. We appreciate each of you
taking your very valuable time to haar our suggestions on the Higher Education Act
Reauthorization. I am particularly pleased that I have the opportunity to meet with
the esteemed Chairman of the Subcommittee and an outstanding member of the
Missouri delegation. Mr. Ford's excellent reputation in the education area precedes
him and Mr. Coleman's reputation as an effective representative of the show-me
state is well known. Certainly, programs authorized by the Act impact almost all
postsecondary institutions throughout the country.

I am Richard R. Harvey, Executive Director of the Patricia Stevens Career Col-
s lege in St Louis. I also serve as Chairman of the Research Committee of the Asso-

ciation of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS)
The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools was founded in 1912 and

now has a membership of 613 diverse business schools and colleges and another 337
branch campuses. Our institutions range from business or specialized schools offer-
ing training of up to one year in length, to junior and senior colleges offering recog-
nized associate and baccalaureate degrees. Approximately F')5,000 students are en-
roLed in tiiese institutions representing a broad range of income and racial back-
grounds. Approximately 90% of AICS-accredited institutions are tax- paying business
corporations; all of the institutions rue non-public. In common with all non-public
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institutions, they are either entirely or primarily tuition-dependent for operating
revenues.

In addition to those institutions accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the
Association of Independent Colleges and Schools, there are also more than 2,000 ad-
ditional private vocational institutions accredited by national accrediting agencies
recognized by the Secretary of Education. These institutions serve over 1.1 million
students and the students are eligible for federal student financial assistance. Ac-
cording to the National Center for Education Statistics, proprietary institutions
enroll three of every four vocational education students These institutions are free
to respond to market needs, starting new programs where need is evident and dis-
continuing prat rams when the need no longer exists.

What follows initially, is a specific overview of the issues which concern our insti-
tution most i., reauthorization.

Patricia Stevens Career College is a private proprietary instituticn, accredited by
the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools. The primary objective of the
College is to provide alternative, career-oriented education to young women seeking
opportunities not stipulating a traditional college degree for entry into the field in
question. Concentration is on, therefore, job-oriented training enabling the student
to realize her objectives within 12 months. Specific courses of instruction include
Merchandising, Interior Decorating, Customer Services/Business, Customer Service/
Travel/Sabre Operations, and Secretarial/Computer Operations/Word Processing.
These objectives when compared with current trends in the American economy are
realistic in that the:

a. Majority of positions available are service-oriented.
b. Majority of opportunities available or becoming available require lees than a

traditional 4 year degree.
Our source of Federal support is the student aid programs. Over 50% of our stu-

dents (Patricia Stevens Career College, St. Louis, MO hereafter: PSCC) participate
in the various GSL programs, another 20% in the Pell Grant Program. (Note: Stu-
dent population is limited to 200 studenta of which 70% are recent high school grad-
uates, 30% college transfers). Without these programs, at least at the current level
of funding, many of our students could not obtain an education. AILS institutions
other than PSCC maintain participation in the above programs at even higher per-
centages and many include NDSL and SEOG involvement as well.

The most significant impact on our institution with proposed r odifications to stu-
dent aid programs would be the aid cap of $4000, the 25% cut in the special allow-
ance aid to lenders, a cap at 12% on the interest rate paid on new loans to lenders
and mandatory multiple disbursement on all loans.

With the cost of attendance at our institution, the maximum amount of financial
aid that our students qualfor at the present time does not meet one half of that
cost. Therefore a cap of would put an added burden on those students who do
qualify for the maximum awards. These students can only afford a certain amount
of self-help.

The GSL loan program provides the majority of financial aid to our institution.
This program needs to be supported as it is not a give away source of financial aid
and encourages students to accept the responsibility that comes with the pay back.
Therefore, banks should continue to be given the incentive to participate in the stu-
dent loan program. The above changes would provide more paperwork and lees
return to the lender. It is well known that any time the loan programs pro-ide a
lesser return to the bank or guarantor, the most like,/ candidate for elimination is
the vocational student who borrows a smaller amount of money for a relatively
short period of time. Such loans are more costly to administer than larger loans and
banks tend to resist them.

The ultimate spinoff effect quickly becomes obvious. Business increasingly de-
mands applicants with specialized training, federal aid programs force banks to
eliminate loans to specialized trainees, no trainees = a shortage of applicants = a
withering labor force = a declining economy = a declining tax base = greater defi-
cits!

An additional concern relates to the current difficulties facing the agricultural
community and the potential effects of aid proposals on institutions traditionally
supported by students from rural communities. It is difficult enough now for the
farm family to qualify for Pell Grants because of the value of land assets in deter-
mining eligibility. The proposed levels of eligibility and the lending proposals will
serve to make educational opportunities even more unattainable for this group.

We are concerned about the deficit problem and are willing to share in an equita-
ble approach to solving the problem. A FAIR resolution is all that is sought.
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As the legislative branch ponders Reeuthorixation, hopefully the following recom-
mendations would be considered:

a. If current programs are continued or if consolidation of current Title IV occurs,
resulting in one loan/one ;rant and one work program, that the following be as-
sured:

1. Access to GSL's is assured for all eligible students
2. Max'mum be increased to $3500 and thereafter be based on some inflation ind:-

cator
O 3. Grace period on repayment extended to 9 months

4. Funds eliminated as a result of consolidation be channeled into the remaining
programs and not into the U.S. Treasury

5. Pell Grant level be raibed to $2500 also subject to some inflationary indicat.
6. Access to the Plus Loan for all eligible students, with funds available up to

$4000 annually and with a deferred payment option for the independent student
7. A compromise AGI cap of $60,000
b. Other alternatives could include "hitch-hiking" on current tax reform propos-

als, including consolidation of programs into one loan/one grant program, charted
as follows:

Rogan RGI CiSt Pei FYs

Level I $0-$10,000 (and independent) $3,500 $2,500 $4,000

level 2 $10-525.000 3,500 2,500 4,000

Lead 3 $26-$4a,u00 3,500 1,500 4,000

Level 1 . $46- $60,000 3,500 . 4,000

Level 5 161,000+ .
4,000

The above table is a simplistic presentation and would of course, need to be care-
fully reviewed. It is offered as an alternative in an attempt to be more than j,just a
"critic" of federal policies. It would also be feasible to include NDSL, SEOG, and
College Work Study Programs into the above table; however, the fact that our insti-
tution does not participate and, thus, my lack of familiarity w;th them does not
allow me the speak more directly on thosl issues. Speaking from an overall view-
point regarding the proprietary Rector, I would hope that Congress would seriously
consider the following:

1. Accrediting boles continue to be the appropriate approval authority in such
areas as:

dl. Federal program eligibility; 2. satisfactory academic progress; and 3. ability of
the student to benefit.

2. The position paper previously submitted by AICS be thoroughly reviewed in-
cluding statements pertaining to:

1. General issues; 2. loans (other than multiple disbursement); 3. grants; 4. college
work study; and 5. non-title N issues.

In conclusion, a rationally developed and viable Federal Prcviram would also serve
to motivate the educational and financial communities in 1. viding te.udents with
assistance in assuming greater financial responsibility in an effort to reduce default.
Such efforts should inch: le counseling, financial management education, and coordi-
nation of student/instititional communication relative to repayment.

Your invitation to present the views of our institution is sincerely appreciated.
Dialogue of this nature can only serve to strengthen the joint committment of gov-
ernment, finance, and education to secure future for ell Americans.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD HARVEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PATRICIA STEVENS CAREER COLLEGE

Mr. HARVEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee. I appreciate the opportunity to speak this morning, es-
pecially in my dual role representing a family institution which is
a member of the proprietary educational field, Esid as a result an
area that is not always understood and appreciated by other sec-
tors of the higher education community.

I would like to have a change of record. My mother-in-law is the
president of our college, and my wife is vice president of the col-
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lege, and they are both my bosses. And I appreciate the promotion
In being invited as being the vice president of the college. Unfortu-
nately, all I am is executive director and corporate secretary of the
institution. I would appreciate that, and get them off my back.

I am also speaking in the dual role as the chairman of the re-
search committee for the -Assoc;ation of Independent Colleges and
Schools. And as a result, 5 minutes does not give me a great deal of
time, and therefore I would refer you to the text that I have sub-
mitted for many of the points that we have concerns with regard to
both as a an independent institution and as a representative of
AICS.

Our particular institution is a 12-month school. We limit our en-
rollment to 200 women a year. Our role is to prepare young women
for alternative careers in the business community.

And as you face the issue of funding for education, I think that
we all are very aware of the complexity of the issues that we are
facing in education in our country today. If the Department of
Labor statistics are accurate and indicate that the majority of jobs
that are going to open up in our society between now and the year
2000 are going to require less than a 4-ysar degree, I think that it
is important that we take a look at what is the role of the proprie-
tary sector which traditionally has done an outstanding job in pre-
paring men and women for careers not requiring a degree.

Our particular institution, as I said, limits its students to 200,
and we participate in only two Federal aid programs, the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Program and the Pell Grant Program. We do
not participate in NDSL, SEOG, And of course, proprietary schools
at this time are currently not eligible for college work study.

AICS is concerned and has submitted a position paper relative to
NDSL and SEOG and its position on college work study. So there-
fore, I would just like to talk about our concerns as an institution.

Fifty percent of our students participate in GSL's. Our current
default rate is about one-half per..ent. In the summary of my text, Ithink that it indicates a responsibility that I think that many of
us as institutions have to face up when counseling our students in
providing them with financial education management and the re-
sponsibilities in repaying loans. And I think that if all sectors of
the industry would pay attention to that, it might improve the de-
fault rate.

Approximately 20 percent of our students participate in Pell
grants. Our major concerns, as indicated on page 3 of my text, is
the si6rnificant impact that proposed modifications would have es-
pecially in the area of the aid cap of $4,000. That is approximately
half the cost of coming to our institution; the 25- percent cut in the
special allowance paid to lenders; a 12-percent cap on interest rate
paid on new loans to lenders and mandatory multiple disbursement
on loans. I would like to point out that my position is institutional-
ly different from AICS.

Obviously, the GSL Program is very important to our students.
And as I suggest in my text, we would like to see an increase in the
GSL eventually to at least $3,500 with some type of provision for
inflationary increases thereafter.

The Pell grant is important, and we would like to see an increase
of the Pell grant to $2,500 with an inflationary clause as well.
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We hear lots of rumors about what is happening. We hear about
things relative to consolidation. We hear rumors as to AG T "rips, et
cetera. On page 4 and 5, I speak to some of that. If tl. is any
consolidation, I would hope that any funds that result as a result of
that would be disbursed into other programs and not put into the
U.S. Treasury.

No one has spoken yet about the Plus Program. I would think
that the Plus Program is an extremely important source of addi-
tional funding for students. And it would be our feeling both insti-
tutionally and as an association that the Plus Program be made
available not only to current students and parents, but also to the
so-called independent student with the provision for that student to
have repayment delayed until after the student has actually en-
tered the work force.

It is also my suggestion on page 5 that a compromise AGI cap of
$60,000 is far more realistic than the $30,000 or the $32,500 cur-
rently being discussed. It is more in line with the thinking of
where the middle class of our society currently exists.

If there is any rewriting of reauthorization which I understand is
a potential or possibility, I have suggested on page 5 hitchhiking on
current tax reform proposals. Obviously, the way that you save
money in almost anything that you do is with simplification. And I
would hope that you would refer to that chart for an idea starter.
It is much more complex than what I have proposed, but certainly
would hopefully give individuals some ideas as to where to begin.

I am very concerned about multiple disbursements, primarily be
cause it would be an increase in the cost of servicing to the banks
in providing those loans. Traditionally, Emytink you have an in-
crease in the cost of servicing loans, the short .rm student who
typically sttends our institution ends up getting cut off.

And we have had that problem in the state where students have
not been able to get loans from banks. And the explanation h .8
been it is simply too costly to serve the proprietary short-term stu-
dent. And as a result, our loan pr,licy is such that we will only pro-
vide loans to those students who are attending traditional 4-year
institutions.

I consider that discriminatory. I am certainly not in the position
to take legal action against those institutions, but I certainly think
that it is spmethir,* that should be brought to attention.

The refund polici_7 of the institution and the Association are
such that there is not going to be any short-term or defaulting of
funds. And I think that there is a protection built into that.

But I would really urge a very close look at multiple disburse-
ment. In conversations with bankers who deal with our insti'..utica,
they are all totally opposed to multiple disbursement. And I .ould
hope that the representative of the banking community would
speak accordingly.

I thank you for the opportunity to speak this morning, and I
would hope that you will speak to the balance of my text as you
weigh your decision making which is a very awesome job. We ap-
preciate your coming to Missouri, and thank you again.

[Prepared statement of Richard K. Greenfield follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICH tRD K GREENFIELD, CHANCELLOR, ST Louis
CO'IMUKrnt Courtos

St. Louis Community College is the largest public two-year college in Missouri,
and one cr the largest in the United States. During the fall and spring, enrollment
in credit courses is nearly 30,000. The College is supported by local property taxes.
state funds and student fees, and was founded 23 years ago primarily to give young
adults and ..,:alts arxess to low-coat, quality higher education and job training. Re-
search shows that nearly one-half of the households in the St. Louis area include at
least one person who has attended classesaltogether, nearly 400,000 since 1962.

These statistics emphasize thL impact that community colleges have had in St.
Louis and throughout this country. Community colleges have been able to affect so
many lives because of public financial commitment. TVs commitment, in the form
of bond issues, property taxes, state and federal aid (primarily financial assistance),
has made higher education accessible to many thousands of middle- and lower-
income citizens who train for careers and prepare for transfer to four-year institu-
tions.

Those of us committed to public education try to maintain strong, protective vigi-
lance over this public support in order to assure wide access to our services. Unfor-
tunately, federal support has aot been as strong as we had hoped. From 1977 to
1984, the public community colleges' share of Pell Grant binding has dropped 21.6
percent (even though overall Pell Grant funding has increased).

Since the Pell Grant program is the foundation of universal access, two-year
public colleges are opposing the budget proposals far the current year that would
cut the n. _mmum grant by $100 and reduce the covered-cost cap from 60% to 50%.
The 60% cap must rr be red ...c..,..' for the current year For fiscal year '86, we urge
increasing the allowance for covered costs on the Pell Grants to 65%, and the Pell
Grant maximum to $2300. These requests would maintain access for the neediest
students and stabilize the program at the level of "current services " thus stopping
the cost erosion that has depleted the purchasing power of Pell Grants by one-third
over the last five years.

We urge against requiring students to provide the first $800 of their college ex-
penses. We believe that the program should concentrate the majority of its funds on
lower-income families, and this is certainly in line with administrative philosophy.
Why, then, limit the chances of a lower-income st.,clent entering college by requir-
ing the $800 "downpayment?" This provision would have suite the opposite effect of
administrative intent.

In addition, we believe that he current "ability to benefit" standard for non-high
school graduates should not be abolished. The proposed revision would require a
high school diploma or its equivalent for eligibility for all federal programs. As St.
Louis Community College, and in many other community college districts nation-
wide, students are admitted without a h school diploma if they are 18 years of
age and have been out of school six months past the end of the last academic year
in which they were enrolled. Denying eligibility to these students is at odds with
our admissions policies and our institutional commitment to help these students
succeed at college-level work.

Finally, regarding funding for the new high-tech partnerships and adult training/
retraining programs in Title III of the Carl Perkins Vocational Education Act: The
static funding level that has prevailed the lab. five years has been e major impedi-
ment to national progress in adult education. The new Act authorizes $35 million
for adult training and retraining, and $20 million for high-tech partnershipsbut
neither program will start unless funds are expressly appropriated for them.

St. Louis Community College, and other community colleges nationwide, are the
direct link between a skilled labor force and local business and industry. We are
indispensable to the economic health of our regions, and are in a prime positionif
given adequate financial supportto positively affect industrial development, par-
ticularly in the area of high technology.

St. Louis has been described as a "hybrid" industrial city, with a mix of "smoke-
Rtark" intinatrigl ,s Ire!! = fr.-mati.w.,-.1 r".....c. an rvid)onneii Douglas and
Monsanto, which are firmly committed to high technology. Local business and in-
dustry is revitalizing in a new entrepreneurial climate. A report released two years
ago by the Joint Economic Committee of Congress indicated that high labor costs,
high taxes, and congestion are making the East and West Coasts less attractive to
high tech firms. In comparison, the Midv...: offers a better overall investment cli-
mate.

The community college plays a vital role in assuring that new business will find
technologically-trained people it needs to operate. St. Louis Community College has
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begun to meet this challenge through its Metropolitan Re-Employment Project
which has successfully retrained hundreds of workers laid-off due to failing indus-
try, and its High Technology Resource Training Center, a clearing-house service for
local business and industry seeking employee retraining. In a society in which it is
predicted that most workers may change fields three to five times during their life-
times, adult retraining becomes a crucial factor not only for the individual, but for
the local economy as well.

Mr. F(ORD. Thank you. First, Mr. Harvey un your last point. You
state that there is strong opposition to multiple disbursement, and
say that the banks would all be against it.

What kind of multiple disbursement would they be against, any
kind of multiple disbursement?

Mr. HARVEY. Just talking with the bankers that deal with our
institution, for example, we are talking about a student at this
point who may take out a $2,500 loan. As the bank currently views
that particular proposal, they are talking about $1,250 that would
b* disbursed to the institution at the beginning of the year, and
then a second disbursement of $1,250 at the 6-month point of train-
ing.

They see that as a cost factor and additional paperwork. And as
a result, they feel that that would discourage. Again they are loan-
ing money to the short-term student where there is not the oppor-
tunity for them to get an appropriate return as there would be in
the case of the student who might be attending a 4-year institution.

That cost can be spread out over 4 years with greater sums of
money involved. And therefore, the percentages are of a lesser pro-
portion.

Mr. FORD. You said earlier in your testimony that if there were
changes that you would want to see the money reapplied or reallo-
cated to student aid programs, and that would be the effect of mul-
tiple disbursement. The first year it costs the Federal Government
to make multiple disbursement. We lose, I think it was estilnated,
$45 million the first year of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
by going to multiple disbursement, because of the peculiarity of the
straddling of the semol year with the fiscal year.

After that, we would begin to pick up savings, which would then
reflect itself in a relief on the fiscal pressure it the program.
Strangely enough, although it is the most difficult time to save
money in the gi.ciranteed student loan, Loth the administration and
the Senate compromised, and put emphasis on long-term savings.

We have not yet heard very much from the bankers, and I hope
t: tat you are underestimating their commitment to the program.

Mr. HARVEY. I might point out that that is a personal position,
not an association's position. As you perhaps know, the association,
that is AICSS, indicated that of all of the proposed changes that
multiple disbursement is the one that they could live with easiest.
So I am speaking personally.

18..1r. For-. 1.I.)c11, ^^- mac" yet: thnt T rrTer
meet a banker at the country club who does not think that the Stu-
dent Loan Program is a lousy program. But the bankers we meet
who actually run the program will tell you quite honestly that it is
the best paper that they have and that the return compared to
other kinds of consumer lending is relatively high.

So there is a difference between the way bankers talk amongst
friends. I gather that like lawyers and others that they have two
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ways of talking, one when thc:y talk at the professional level, andone when they talk at the country club. Because there is an imagethat they feel has to be perpetuated.
So if you try to le.,.rn about lawyers and bankers from seeingthem at the country club or at the movies, you do not learn verymuch.
I want to thank all of you for your testimony and for the effortthat you put into its preparation.
Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. I also want to thank all of you for your testimony.Mr. Harvey, You have a very low default rate which I would like tocongr tulate the institution for.

t kind of completion rate do you ha-re at your institution?
Mr. HARVEY. About 92 percent.
Mr. COLEMAN. Which is, of course, about 40 to 50 percent higherthan the national average.
What do you attebute that to, what is your screening process,and could you give . a little bit on your observation on the abilityto benefit from the training that your institution offers, and howwe might be able to build upon your experience to have proprietary

schools in general to be able to incorporate that? Is there anythingthat we could do to emphasize things from that standpoint?
Mr. HARVEY. I have been in the proprietary industry for 27years. And my observations would be that I think that the strongsuit of the proprietary institutions is to study very carefully whatits market is, and then to pursue that market, and do what it in-tends to do.
In our particular case, our concern has been to pursue the your

woman who traditionally goes to college, takes heavily weightedliberal arts programs, and at the end of a year or two chooses that,that is just not what she wants to do.
And that Audent when she cornea into our institution is sort oflooking at her education as the last chance at this point. And per-haps her parents have said you have got to do it now. Or else she is

taming training that is job related, and therefore she is very highlymotivated. And her chances of succeeding are simply based on thenature of the type of individual she is.
We also do a great deal of screening relative to the interests ofthe student before they enter our institution to make sure thatwhat they are interested in from an occupational interest aptitudeis relative to what we offer. So that the student knows before shestarts where her interests are, what programs we offer are bestsuited to what she is interested in doing. And as a result, her pur-pose is clearer to her.
I think that our industry traditionally and I think the ICS isworking very hard on this, it starts with a very legitimate rer,gni-

tier: of yGur adriiiwitlii procedures and what your objectives andgoals are, and the type of student that you are attempting topursue.
think that you heard earlier Marianne Lawler speak to yourgroup. She represents an institution that is dramatically differentthan ours. Her student hoc'', is probably 75 or 85 percent of minori-

ty student. She does an outstanding job. She recognizes her market
and she does an excellent job with it.
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We do not feel that we are prepared to cope with that type of
educational situation, and therefore concentrate on where we feel
our strengths and abilities are. And as a result, I ,,hink that that
has a lot to do with our retention rate. And as far as the default
rate is concerned, we do include about 14 hours of financial aid
management, budgeting, responsibilities.

Many of our students are from good midwestern rural stock. And
as a result, I think that there is a natural responsibility for assum-
ing full payment of their debts.

Mr. COLEMAN. Father Fitzgerald, you indicated that your stu-
dents had a less than 4 percent default rate on NDSL, I believe the
national rate is 14 percent.

Is there anything that you are doing that we could incorporation
in legislation to encourage other institutions to do to bring down
their default rate?

Father FrrzoERALD. I have to confess that like many other col-
leges we were not very good bankers at the beginning. And I think
that over the years that we have learned a lot about carefully in-
forming our borrowers in terms of the borrowing, and then follow-
ing up with collections.

And we have gradually built up a fairly large staff just to deal
with collections. And as we become better bankers, the results have
improved.

Mr. COLEMAN. What do you feel could be done which would be an
incentive for students to actually use their loan money for educa-
tional costs?

Father FrIZGERALD. Personally, I am not sure about that. I some-
times hear concerns expressed that if the student receives too
much money at the beginning and that it does not go directly to
the institution that by second semester that money may have gone
to meet other needs. I have heard that concern expressed.

Mr. COLEMAN. I raise these questions with some of the financial
ail officers later. Thank you all.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. I thought that I was going to get an answer to a

constituent's letter from the Chancellor, but I do not see him now.
I guess that I will have to write to him. I have a brother-in-law
who believes that he in born again and that the rest of us are hea-
then. And I used the words that the Chancellor used of soul search-
ing in a Washington window letter that I sent out.

And he circled it and sent it back, that he wondered if I knew
what that really means, and that he would like to talk about it
sometime. I thought that I was going to get that answer.

Mr. Givens, how many seniors do you have that are teacher edu-
cation seniors?

Mr. GIVENS. Well, most of them are, I would say 98 percent of
our graduating class are in teacher education. Because historically
the college has been this.

Mr. GOODLING. Graduates?
Mr. GIVENS. Oh, OK. This past commencement, we graduated 95

students.
Mr. GOODLING. And in the past, how many of your students have

actually gone into teaching in the last couple of years?
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Mr. GIVENS. Most of them. I would say probably 95 percent of
them have gone into the teaching profession.

Mr. GOODLING. That is very good.
Mr. GIVENS. And most of them have found jobs.
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Harvey, I would say that I question whether

your mother and your wife run the show. I have a feeling that you
were being very generous. And I can understand that too.

Just one question for all of you. Occasionally, I hear people say
that the Federal Governm.nt should probably be as much con-
cerned with cost containment in higher education as they are with
the medical profession.

What is our reaction to that comment?
Father ERALD. Maybe I should speak to that, since I am the

proud proprietor of a medical center. And I certainly think that we
all ought to be concerned about the cost of health care. And I say
that as being a purchaser of a lot of insurance as well as a disburs-
er of services. As for cost containment in the running of colleges,
most of us find ourselves these days in a very, very competitive sit-
uation, and we are scrambling to get enough students.

And I think that most of us are. extremely aware of the need for
cost containment. I personally wear the badge of having since I
came to St. Louis eliminated 78 full-time faculty positions without
going to court. But that sort of thing is very, very d-ificult, but ob-
viously it has to be done if we are going yo contain costs.

I am not aware that absence of cost containment is a significant
problem in the higher education community.

Mr. GOODLING. Any others?
Mr. GIVENS. I would just like to commend Father Fitzgerald for

laying off 78 and not end up in court. All I did was transfer a
person from administration to faculty and ended up in court. So
you have a tremendous record.

We are forced to really watch our costs at the college. We came
into the Missouri system some 6 years ago having been a part of
the St. Louis public school system for 123 years. So we are old, but
new. And shortly after we entered the State system, it seems as
though the bottom of the State's coffer fell out. And so the second
year in the State system, we got caught in a tremendous cutback at
the State level.

So we for the past few years have had to survive. I would say
that the State legislature and the coordinating boars for higher
education, the twc have really supported us tremendously during
this crisis. So we have -.ad to watch everything.

We have not had the opportunity to hire faculty in these critical
positions. So we have had to watch every dollar, and we are really
operating in a marginal budget right now. I think that we have
luvoi, an Luileti.c im even survive these past few years.

Mr. HARVEY. Speaking to the proprietary sector again. Again I
love mother-in-law jokes, end you know how mother-in-laws are.
We are in the marketplace, and we are a proprietary institution.
Sometimes it is nonprofit, but that is not by intention. You have to
be cost contained conscious in the proprietary industry.

Because unfortunately people many times make decisions to go
to a school not on the quality of education, but rather on the size of
your parking lot, or the cost of your tuition. And therefore, we are
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not unlike the automobile dealer. Whoever is in a position to offer
an education program that is most realistic from a cost viewpoint.
So we are by necessity in the cost containment business.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Tauke.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Following up on Mr. Good ling's question, could you tell us how

much your costs or fees have gone up in the last 5 years, either
from the expense side, the expense to the student, or from the cost
side?

Mr. GIVEN. I would just say one thing about the tuition cost.
When we moved into the State system of higher education, the tui-
tion at Harris-Stowe was $175 per semester. Now that is anyone's
bargain. This semester the tuition is $360 per semester, and it will
go up again next year. So we have more than doubled in the 5 to 6
years that we have been in the State system.

I guess that one good thing is that most of our students, approxi-
mately 70 percent of our students, qualify for Pell grants. So that
is one thing that has really saved our institution and our student
enrollment. But our student enrollment has increased also. Our
full-time equivalency certainly is in the same pattern as most other
institutions across the Nation. It is declining.

But our overall head count is ui) tremendously from the 875 stu-
dents that we started with in 11r19, that we are up to over 1300 in
terms of head count. This is because of our mission of teacher edu-
cation. And we are in the whole in-service business of retraining
and retooling teachers. Anu that accounts for this increase.

Mr. TAUICE. Father Fitzgerald.
Father FITZGERALD. Our operating costs in the past 5 years nor-

mally have gone up 1 or 2 percent more than the rate of inflation
of the previous year. And the reason that we exceed, and there are
several reasons why we exceed inflation, is we are particularly vul-
nerable to the consumption of energy, and we are particularly vul-
nerable in the purchase of printed material for our libraries.

And it seems to me that the inflation in the costs of printed ma-
terial resemble the inflation in the cost of foreign oil.

The third factor in my own institution is that during the 1970's
we had some financial duress, and went through a long period
when we deferred maintenance on our physical plant, deferred
maintenance on faculty salaries and library purchases. And we
have had some very serious catching up to do, and we have made
some progress.

But our assumption has been that if we did not stay fairly close
to the rate of inflation that we might have enrollment difficulties.

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Harvey.
Mr HARVEY fur tiiitinn in 14RO was Arrrnvirrotaly $4 ,0011 ft.... 19

months, and now it is about $4,690 for 12 months. So I suspect that
we're talking about a rate of about 4 percent.

Mr. TAUKIL All right. I think that one of the things that has hap-
pened over the last several years is that there is the perception
that college costs have skyrocketed, without explanation. At the
same time, we are seeing agencies of Government and various pro-
grams of the Government freeze expenditures for several years.
And they have high heating costs, and they have high printing
costs, and so on.
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I think that, that is where you run into some of the trouble with
attitudes towards the student aid programs. One other question.

Father Fitzgerald, for the average undergraduate student from
St. Louis University, who is from a low middle income family, what
would the average loan load be that that student carries when he
graduates? Do you have any idea?

Father FITZGERALD. I have some figures that are a couple of
years old. But our students 2 to 3 years back took out $1.2 million
in national direct student loans, and over $10 million in guaran-
teed student loans. Obviously, the maximum would be $2,500 a
year.

We have something over 7,000 full-time students including our
law and medical students. And 3,000 of them took out the guaran-
teed student loan-1,150 took out national direct loans. The only
specific figures that I recall is that each year three-fourths of our
law students and three-fourths of our medical students take out the
maximum of the $5000 guaranteed student loans.

Mr. TAUKE. Do you have any concerns that students are emerg-
ing from your institution either at the undergraduate level or at
the graduate level with such a heavy debt burden that they are
really going to have difficulty starting in life. And also, especially
as an institution that has the kind of mission that you do, that you
are almost forcing them into the very high paying professions, and
not giving them the ability to do things like teach, or do social
work, or provide other services to the community.

Father FITZGERALD. This ib a very major concern. And we see
this happening with young lawyers and doctors who may have a
strong social awareness, but they have to get into a career pattern
as a lawyer or as a doctor that will permit them to cope with the
debt service that they face during those early years.

We are kind of in a trap on this. We need the availability of the
loan moneys if these students are to complete their program. But
the amount of personal indebtedness is I think reaching somewhat
alarming limits.

Mr. TAUKE. We all seem to pat ourselves on the back about how
cost saving we are when we give out loans rather than grants. And
of course, the cost to the Government, is much less for loans than
for grants. However, sometimes I wonder if we are performing a
service by jacking up the debts that some of these students carry
when they leave.

Father FITZGERALD. It is particularly dangerous, of course, with
the students from the lower income ranges. It is really terribly
challenging for them if they are forced to incur heavy personal in-
flPhtedn-co. I v..culd add that vvr *vele uunuerneci about the whole
issue of defaulters who had borrowed during their years in medical
school, the cardiologists, the neurosurgeons, and so on.

And we did a brief check on this, and we found that most of our
default from medical school were people who for one reason or the
other had dropped out of the program. So they never got the MD,
and they were never able to move into a highly paying profession
that permitted them to cope with the high level of indebtedness
that they incurred.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. FORD. I think that Tauke just went around one of the dilem-
mas that has faced this committee for years. In 1979 and 1980
during the authorization, it was fashionable for people to '7onne
before the committee and say we ought to double the amount of
money that a student could borrow.

That had a lot of appeal. But that far back, we were beginning to
.., see the pattern of extraordinary indebtedness being incurred. That

is when we came up with the idea of consolidation which was the
one way in which we could provide some income sensitive repay-
ment schedule. That unfortunately has been caught in a snarl be-
tween the House and the Senate, and is temporarily in limbo. We
hope that we will get some form of consolidation back.

But 15 years ago, the Federal aid mG ey was going about 75 per-
cent in grants and 25 percent in loans. And now we find that
grants and loans are about 50-50. If you look at the original mes-
sage that the President sent up when he sent'up his Higher Educa-
tion Act in 1965, you will find that Johnson's whole explanation of
the Guaranteed Student Loan Program was that it was an extra
factor added to take care of the middle class, because the primary
aim of the grant programs was at the low income students.

Now we have seen that it is no longer something that the middle
class uses, but indeed Pell grant recipients and others who were
not anticipated when we started as people that would be using that
kind of loan are borrowing the maximums as well particularly if
they are in a school like this.

Mr. Givens, would you characterize your school in Missouri as a
relatively low-cost institution?

Mr. GIVENS. One of the lowest. I believe that there might be one
or two other institutions with a tuition base below ours, but not
very much. It would be one of the lower.

Mr. FORD. Where is your school?
Mr. GIVE/IS. It is located in the inner city of St. Louis.
Mr. FORD. So you are an urban campus?
Mr. GIVENS. It is definitely an urban campus.
Mr. FORD. With a large percentage of commuters?
Mr. GIVENS. All commuters.
Mr. FORD. How much pressure have you got to increase the size

of your student population?
Mr. GIVENS. Well, we would like to increase it ourselves without

the pressure. And the enrollment has been going up each year. But
as I say, it has been going up on head count and FTE's as the
others have been declining somewhat.

I think that we have been helped recently because of the formu-
la. The Coordinating Board of Higher Education has moved away
from being funded strictly on enrollment. And that has really
helped us in that regard.

Our mission is E3 narrow, and that is our problem. And that is
one reason that we cannot go up a little bit more in enrollment.
We are strictly teacher education at this point with one additional
degree of urban education which is a nonteaching specialist degree.
And therefore, we are locked in as strictly being this teacher edu-
cation institution.

And we are hoping that in the near future that we will be able
to begin to expand our mission at the college to take in computer

49-919 0 - 86 - 2
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science and other related fields that are so crucial to this whole
area of teacher education.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Father Fitzgerald, I hope that you do not attribute your success

in reducing faculty to Bob Mitchell.
Father FITZGERAU). They have been through it also.
Mr. FORD. We like to think that he learned to be a big spender at

Georgetown.
Father FITZGERALD. Could I offer one further comment. I have

been thinking about concerns expressed over the rapid escalation
of college costs. And like yourselves, I read the New York Times.
And they periodically do these surveys of college costs. And they
always survey the very high cost institutions which are the very
ones that are in a Position to get away with the bigjumps.But I do not think that their increases in tuition charges are
really typical of what is going on around the country, or at the
University of Detroit or at St. Louis.

Mr. FORD. We have not had an up-to-date study. We had one that
ran in the early 1970's until the 1980's. It indicated to us whatwithin a 10 -year period overall that tuition lagged considerably
behind the CPI. That it averaged about 7 percent a year evenduring the years when the cost of living index was double-digit.

Ana I felt that you were getting close to talking about what I
call the teakettle with the lid on tight. We were hearing a few
years ago of the cumulative erosion in faculty retention and re-
cruitment that was coming as a result of almost 10 years of holding
the lid on salaries. So it was beginning to build up into an irrita-
tion that was having a deleterious effect on maintaining faculty.

So at that time a few years ago, we were talking about what hap-
pens when this kettle starts to boil, and the faculty just stand ontheir haunches and say we just cannot take it anymore. Schools
will have to give.

I think that there are people who will talk too quickly about the
accelerating costs of education, and try to find one or two reasons
for it isolated from the factors that you mentioned, Father Fitzger-
ald, and fasten on something like faculty salaries. They say, well,
we probably have too many high paid people who are not putting
enough of their time in teaching.

That is an easy assumption for any of us who spent some part of
our life in colleges and universities to make. I knew a lot more
about running a college when. I was going to college than after 20
years on this committee.

Mr enTYMAM. They hni-A-4 & lui, mule about now to be good Con-
gressmen. [Laughter.]

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. GoonuNG. I had one question that I wanted to ask.
Mr. FORD. Sure.
Mr. GOODLING. I was sitting here thinking. Four of the six Good-

ling children got to a higher education institution probably primar-
ily because of the GI bill.

And I guess particularly, Mr. Givens and Mr. Fitzgerald, what
part does the 'II bill play in relationship to the student body now?
It is a different ii.iiicl of GI bill, but it is still a very much available
one.
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Father FITZGERALD. The present GI bill does not have a major
impact within our institution. I think that it is because or I sup-
pose that it is because it is not really cost sensitive. But maybe I
should defer to one of my alumni who tells me that he was being
dunned by our student te12.phoners to help support St. Louis Uni-
versity.

Mr. GIVENS. I am going to help St. Louis University's library, be-
cause I am a graduate of St. Louis University. And then I am going
to ask Father Fitzgerald. I am going to give him an honorary doc-
torate and make him an alumnus, so he can help us with ours.

I would like to refer this question to Dr. Ronald Diedevich, our
vice president for student affairs, who has a firm grip on our veter-
ans program.

Mr. DIEDERVICH. We have about 4 percent, I guess, of our student
body who are presently attending under one of the VA programs.
That number is getting slightly less each year.

Mr. FORD. I am sorry, I cannot hear you.
Mr. GIVENS. Oh, I am sorry.
Mr. DIEDERVICH. Approximately 4 percent of our student enroll-

ment is participating under one of the VA programs, and this
number is getting somewhat less each year, because of the restruc-
turing of that GI bill and the contribution that participants must
now make.

Mr. Fowl). Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The next panel is the student aid panel. Ben Sandler, director of

financial aid at Washington University; and Mark Nugent, direc-
tor, student financial aid at the University of Missouri, St. Louis.

[Prepared statement of Benjamin S. Sandler follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN S. SANDLER, DIRECTOR Or FrANCIAL AID,
WASHINGTON UNIVa2SITY

Mr. Chairman, Representative Coleman, suLcommittees members, and members
of the subcommittee staff: my subject this morning is the legislating of need analy-
sis for Title N student aid p . There are some who believe that the impend-
ing Reauthorization of the Hrgrensducation Act should legislate the details of fed-
eral need analysis to a much greater extent than if zurrently the case. They point
out that, in the Title N student aid programs that are need-based, the way need is
now demonstrated varies confusingly from program to program: Pell Grants have
one formu1 i, campus-based programs another, and for some GEL applicar a there is
still anotta r. In the campus-based programs, the way need is demonstrated is influ-
enced more by the Department of Education and the postsecondary education com-
munity than by Congress even though it is Congress which authorizes the exist-
ence of these programs and appropriates funds for them.

The reformers argue for simplicity, consistency, and closer Congressional control.
They believe that student need for all fr.acied programs should be imalyzed in the
same way, with the same formula. They believe that the logic and the values of this
formula should be written explicitly into the Higher Education Act. These convic-
tions are based on a premise to which we all subscribe: the distribution of federal
student aid must be controlled by the federal stewards of that aid.

Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I have serious doubts, and I telieve the subcommit-
tee should have serious doubts, about whether these reforms will work. Although
they are well-intentioned, they have a fundamental flaw. They misunderstand the
natu eed analysis. They assume that governance principles which work well in
contro,. .s need analysis for specific pr riuns can effectively be extended to control
of need alysis for all federal student aid.

This 4.an't so. These two kinds of need analysis differ more markedly than their
similar appearances suggest. If Congressional governance of program-specific need
analysis is extended in th' same way to all federal student aid, the ironic result will
be that Congress will lose control of federal need analysis .,y seeking to control it

a
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too tightly. Congress can best achieve its public policy objectives in need analysiswith a system of control that carefully includes the oversight responsibility Con -' reas must exercise, but that also includes broad and deep cooperation with thepostsecondary education community.
Mr. Chairman, let me pause for a moment to talk about vested interests.
It's been said that resisters of need analysis reform have business interests to pro-

tectprivate need analysis agencies, for example. Mr. Chairman, whatever may betrue of others. I can assure you that neither I nor Washington University has anyvested interest in the current system; in fact, I believe Washington University
would fare rather well, at least in the short run, in the confusion that the proposed
reforms would bring. I speak against these reforms today because I believe their im-
plementation would bring the very disorder and inequity that Congress wants toavoid. When I have finished, I hope you will understand my concerns.
Specific and general need analysis

To understand the risk of reform, it is essential to distinguished between two dif-ferent kinds of need analysis, specific and general. The distinction is not easy tomake because it is a distinction of underlying purpose, not surface mechanics. Inte th cases the need analysis mechaniz:a is the same equation: college costs, minus
family resources, equals financial need. Beneath this common formula, however, liemarkedly different purposes.

Specific need analysis establishes student eligibility for a particular financial aid
program. Congress does specific need analysis now, and does it well. The formulathat determines Pell Grant eligibility is a good example. The formula ranks Pell
Grant applicants, but it doesn't claim to measure their complete financial needs. To
a large extent, the detail of this formula is properly written into the Higher Educa-
tion Act; indeed, recent actions by the Department of Education suggest that even
closer legislative oversight is appropriate. In this way the formula caa accurately
implement Congress' policy judgement of the economic range of families who it be-
lieves should lie eligible for Pell Grants. Tight formula control also gives Congress
the means to fit the range of family eligibility to the amoun of the Pell Grant ap-
propriation. These political and fiscal constraints are clearly Congress' prerogative
to bet.

General need analysis, on the other hand, doesn't focus on determining a stu-dent's eligibility for aid from a particular program Instead, its primary purpose is
to make the beet possible estimate of what families are able to contribute toward
college costs, and therefore what they need in the way of total financial aid in order
t^ afford those costa. General need analysis does not involve itself with the political
and fiscal constraints that influence specific need analysis. Its focus must always be
on the family's objective economic reality. In this respect, general need analysisdeals more directly with what is surely Congress' fundamental public policy goal
concerning federal student aid: to influence college enrollment decisions; to help
make enrollments possible that would otherwise be financially impossible.

College financial aid officers have to work with a general need analysis formula
because they are the final orchestrators of aid from all sources. They know that
each of their financial aid decisions will determine a family's enrollment decision,
and so, they must measure each family's total need for financial aid as fairly as
possible.

Currently, the formula that financial aid officers use for general need analysis is
one of those approved by the Department of Education each year through the so-
called "benchmark" process. Its most pimply...! thy, meawdoi,
gy. Colleges use this formula for general need analysis because its use is required by
federal campus-based program regulatioi and by GSL regulations when the fanilly
income is greater than $30,000 and other federal aid is present in the student's
award.

These regulations insist that, if a total financial aid award contains even a single
dollar of campus-based or GSL funds, the total award must not exceed the federally-
improved need. For example, in a $10,000 award whose only federal component is a
$200 SEOG, the entire $10,000 award cannot exceed the need calculated by a bench-
mark formula such as the Uniform Methodology. If thy total award exceeds the fed-
eral benchmark need, then the federal aid has been awarded illegally.

It is critical to understand the importance and power of this ule in the distribu-
tion of all student aid, federal and non-federal alike. Usually referred to as the
overaward rule, it pse rides effective federal control over the general need analysis
procedures that colleges use. It establishes the need ceilings beyond which all aid,
federal and non-federal combined, cannot go.
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Curiously, this rule is not supported by statutory language in the Higher Educa-
tion Act. Colleges nevertheless accept it without challenge, for all the aid tney pack-
age, because it is usable and credible. It is developed in close cooperation with the
postsecondary education community. It evolves from year to year in response to new
economic insights, changes in tax law, and intelligence from the front linesstu-
dents, parents, and financial aid officers. Nobody embraces it as perfection, but most
can live with it as a workable compromise. Finally, it protects colleges from them-
selves. It restrains colleges from using federal aid to engage in bidding wars, under
the guise of awarding need-based aid, to which recruitment pressures might lead
them.

As noted earlier, there is considerable interest in legislating the Uniform Method-
ology and its companion benchmark formulas out of existence. In its place would be
substituted a single formula, defined and controlled by Congress. It is uncertain
whether the advocates of this position expect to use a single Congressionally-con-
trolled formula for general need analysis, cc only for specific need analysis related
to eligibility for all federal student aid. The results .vould be bad public policy in
either case.

The negative consequences if the details of need analysts are legislated for all Title
IV programs

The programs are especially easy to forecast if a single formula is legislated for
the specific need analysis purpose of determining eligibility for federal student
In this model Congress would have no interest in dictating to colleges, as the
"benchmark" process does, how they should award their own student aid funds. The
overaward rule would disappear. Concerning their own funds, colleges could do as
they please.

This state of affairs would certainly not eliminate the necessity for general need
analysis, because colleges always have to find a way of measuring each family's
total need for assistance. Without a federal overaward rule, colleges would be com-
pelled to invent their own.

In today's competitive epvironment, it is naive to suppose that all colleges would
agree to use the same general need analysis formula. Each college would he free to
calculate a student's need for total support in its own way. Groups of colleges might
gather into loose confederations, but these fragile alliances would quickly shatter in
the face of harsh enrollment imperatives.

The ironic result of this model is that Congress would lose control of the larger
ends which federal aid supports. Eligibility for tote! aid, in wliich federal aid is in-
cluded, is what determines enrollment decisions, and federal aid in this model will
support whatever general need analysis formula colleges decide to adopt, no matter
how silly or cynical that formula happens to be.
The negative consequences if the details of need analysis are legislated for all finan-

cial aid
Of course, Congress could avoid this outcome by legislating a true general need

analysis formula. It could stipulate the formula's logic and values, and stipulate an
overaward rule that requires the formula's use whenever a total award contains a
dime of federal aid. Congress would thus assume more direct responsibility for cal-
culating not just eligibility for particular federal programs, but for calculating the
general needs that determine where students will enroll.

Congress surely has the right to take this action. If it does so, however, Congress
could lose a great deal more than it gains. Achieving the essential goal of general
need analysiito measure need with as much fairness and sensitivity as passible
would be made not easier but more difficult. Here is why.

It is in the nature of a general need analysis formula to always be evolving, ad-
justing itself, to never be a completely finished product. New economic insights are
being developed all the time about how families support themselves. Tax law
changes may alter the way in which an income appears on the 1090, even though
the income itself has not altered at all. Pension plan structures and participation

A rates may change. Changes in medical insurance may cause new medical expendi-
ture patterns.

For a formula with these characteristics to work well in practice, a governance
mechanism is required that is constantly attuned to these kinds of issues and can
act with flexibility and speed. If direct Congressional action is required before such
changes can be evaluated and implernenled, the result will be a process that is far
too slow-acting and cumbersome fcr Congress' own intent.

There is another sense in which Congress would undercut its own goals if it in-
sists on close and direct Congressional control of general need analysis. Colleges
must use a general need analysis formula that is neither too stringent nor too gen-
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erous, and that students and families find ,redible. If colleges perceive that the Con-
gressionally-controlled formula has lost these characteristics, they will act in their
own interest.

For example, Imagine a situation in which colleges believe that the federal defini-
tion of need has become far too generous, that families in reality do not need as
much as the federal formula insists, and that the consequences of meeting that need
are fiscally unacceptable. Faced with this situation, colleges will surely develop
their own tabulation of need Their calculation would not violate the federal
ove-award rule because it would generate financial aid awards less than what Con-
gret has authorized. Congress would thus lose control of a process by seeking to
control it too tightly.

In summary, if the colleges perceive that Congress is forcing on them a formula
that they can't live with, they have the means to go their own way. The result is
bad public policy. Congress would lose conch I of the uses to which federal funds are
put. Colleges would war among themselves with a dozen different formulas. Stu-
dents and parents would 'find themselves in a financial aid environment more con-
fusing than anything they have experienced so far.
The benefits of cooperative control

The best alternative is a governance structure for general need analysis that is
Inclusive and flexible. c'engress would establish the guidelines that insure proper
Congressional oversight Within those guidelines, the formula-making process would
Include participation by a broad cross-section of the postsecondary education com-
munity. Colleges will be motivated by their own self-interest to sponsor the econom-
ic research that places the need analysis formula under constant scrutiny and in a
healthy state of gradual but continual evolution. Colleges are similarly motivated to
generate need analysis outcomes that work in the marketplace but that don't spend
any more than is necessary. Collegiate temptations to manipulate the formula or
recruitment purposes are effectively suppressed because the formula will ultimately
be controlled by Congress, and will have to be the product of compromise among all
sectors of the postsecondary community.

The Congressional guidelines within which colleges would work could stipulate in
general terms what aspects of each family's situation the formula should consider.
These guidelines might also authorize the development each year of something like
the current benchmarksfamily contribution calculations that impose a general
but comprehensive constraint on the colleges' activity. Congress could review these
guidelines annually, either accepting them or requiring revision.

The resulting formula won't be perfect. Any general need analysis formula is a
collection of value judgements about which reasonable men and women will dis-
agree. Bat a formula generated and modified through open debate and compromise
among all interested parties will serve Congress far more effectively than one which
hardens every detail of the formula into the comparative rigidity of law.

Mr. Chairman, it would be derelict for me to complete my testimony this morning
without acknowledging your and Mr. Coleman's extraordinary devotion to the cause
of federal student aid. The commitments that both of you have undertaken, and the
energies you have expended, have meant better educational r,pportunities and
achievements for millioas of American citizens.

For this reason in particular, Mr. Chairman, I hope the sui-..emmittee will think
long and hard before it moves to reform need analysis. The good work accomplished
by the rest of Title IV can be undone by reforms that mean well, but that bring
confusion and inequity to the analysis of what families can afford to pay towards
college costs.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN SANDLER, DIRECTOR, FINANCIAL
AID, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS, MO

Mr. SANDLER. Mr. Chairman, Representatives Coleman, Goodling,
and Tauke, and members of the subcommittee staff, my name is
Ben Sandler, and I am director of financial aid at Washington Uni-
versity in St. Louis. I appreciate the opportunity to talk with you
this morning.

My subjc.ct will not be programmatic, but it will be need analy-
sis. Specifically, I would like to talk to you about the legislating of
need analysis for title IV student aid programs. These comments
are a brief summary of my written testimony, and I believe that
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you have copies of my oral testimony as well as those written
before you now.

There are some who believe that the impending reauthorization
of the Higher Education Act should legislate the details of Federal
need analysis to a much greater extent than is currently the case.
These convictions are based on a premise to which we all subscribe,
the distribution of all Federal student aid must be controlled by
the Federal stewards of that aid, that is Congress.

Nevertheless, Mr. Chairman, I have serious doubts, and I believe
that the subcommittee should have serious doubts about whether
these reforms will work. Although they are well-inter tioned, they
have a fundamental flaw. They misunderstand the nat ire of need
analysis.

They assume that Government principles that work well in con-
trolling need analysis for specific programs can effectively be ex-
tended to control of need analysis for all Federal student aid. I do
not believe that this is so. These two kinds of need analysis differ
more markedly than their similar appearances suggest.

If congressional governance of prog.rams' specific need analysis is
extended in the same way to all Federal student ain, the ironic
result will be that Congress will lose control of Federal need analy-
sis by seeking to control it too tightly.

Congress can best achieve its public policy objectives in need
analysis with a system of control that carefully includes the over-
sight responsibility that Congress must exercise, but that in-
cludes broad and deep cooperation with the postsecondary educa-
tion community.

To understand the risk of reform, it is essential to distinguish be-
tween two different kinds or need analysis, specific and general.
Specific need analysis establishes student eligibility for a particular
financial aid program. Congress does specific need analysis now,
and does it very well.

The formula that determines Pell grant eligibility is a good ex-
ample. The formula ranks Pell grant applicants, but it does not
claim to measure their complete financial needs. To a large extent,
the detail of this formula and congressional oversight of it is prop-
erly written into the Higher Education Act, so that the formula
can accurately implement Congress' policy judgment of the eco-
nomic range of families who we believe are eligible for Pell grants.

Tight formula control also gives Congress appropriately the
means to fit the range of family eligibility to the amount of the
ran grant appr..priaticn. Them era and fiscal constraints
that are clearly the prerogative of Congress to set.

General need analysis is what colleges do. General need analysis
does not focus on a student's eligibility for aid from a particular
program. Instead its primary purpose is to make the best and most
objective possible estimate from an economic point of view of what
families are able to contribute for college costs, and therefore what
they need in the way of total financial aid in order to afford those
costs.

General need analysis does not involve itself with the political
and fiscal constraints that properly influence specific need analy-
sis. Its focus must always be on the family's objective economic re-
ality. In this respect, general need analysis deals more directly
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with what is surely Congress' fundamental public policy goal con-cerning Federal student aid. That is to influence college enrollment
decisions, to help make enrollments possible that would otherwisebe financially impossible.

That is because students and families make their enrollment de-cisions based on the totality of aid available to them, not on thebasis of aid from a specific program.
It is not difficult to speculate on the consequences if current need

analysis procedures are legislated out of existence, and a single for-mula defined and controlled by Congress is substituted in theirplace.
The problems are especially easy to forecast if a single formula is

legislated for the purpose of determining eligibility for all Federalstudent aid, but only Federal student aid. In thk.- model, Congresswould say that it has no wish to dictate to colleges how they should
award their own student aid funds. Concerning their own funds,the colleges would do as they please.

Thi-, state of affairs would certainly not eliminate the necessity
for general need analysis. Because colleges always have to find a
way of measuring each family's need for assistance.

In today's competitive environment, it is naive to suppose that
colleges left to their own devices would agree to use the same gen-eral need analysis formula as the Department of Education's
benchmark rule requires them to do now. Each college would be
free to calculate a student's need for total support in its own way.Groups of colleges might gather into loose confederations, butthese fragile alliances would quickly shatter in the fact of harshenrollment imperatives.

The iroi is result of this model is that Congress would lose con-trol over the larger ends which Federal aid supports Eligibility fortotal ai -1 i.-1,ich Federal aid is included is what determines en-rollm ons. And Federal aid in this model will supportwhate scaeral need analysis formula colleges decide to adopt for
detern.......ag total aid no matter how silly or cynical that formula
happens to be.

Well, Congress could avoid this oit'come by legislating a true
general need analysis formula. It coulc stipulate the :4rmula's logic
and values, and stipulate a crucial rule that requires the formula's
use whenever a total award contains a dime of Federal aid.

Congress would thus assume more direct responsibility for calcu-
lating not just eligibility for Federal programs, but for the general
needs that determine where students will enroll.

Congress surely has the right to take this action. If it does so,
however, achieving the essential goal of general need analysis, agoal that I am sure that Congress shares, to measure need with asmuch fairness and sensitivity as possible would not make it easier
but it would be more difficult and here is why.

It is in the nature of a general need analysis formula t, always
be evolving, adjusting itself, to never be a completely finished prod-
uct. New economic insights are being developed all of the time
about how families support themselves.

Tax law changes may alter the way in which an income appears
on the 1040, even though the income has not altered at all. Pension
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plan structures and participation rates may change. Changes in
medical insurance may cause new medical expenditure patterns.

For a formula with these responsive characteristics to work well
in practice, the governance mechanism is required that is constant-
ly attuned to these kind of issues and can act with flexibility and
speed.

If direct congressional action is required before such changes can
be evaluated and implemented, the result will be a process that is
far too slow acting and cumbersome for Congress' own intent.

There is another sense in which Congress would undercut its
own goals if it insists on close and direct congressional control of
general need analysis. Colleges must use a general need analysis
formula that is neither too stringent or too generous, and that stu-
dents and families find credible.

If colleges perceive that the congressionally controlled formula
has lost their characteristics, they will act in their own interests
independently. For example, they will surely develop their own
general calculation of need. This calculation would not violate Fed-
eral rules, because it would generate total financial aid awards less
than what Congress has authorized. Congress would thus lose con-
trol of the need analysis process by seeking to control it too tightly.

In summary, if the colleges perceive that Congress is forcing on
them a formula that they cannot live with, they will be able to go
their own way. The result is bad public policy. Congress would lose
control of the uses to which Federal funds are put. Colleges would
war among themselves with dozen different formulas.

Student and parents would find themselves in a financial aid en-
vironment more confusing and more inequitable than anything
they have experienced so far.

A better alternative is a governance structure for general need
analysis that is inclusive and flexible. Congress would establish the
guidelines that ensure a proper congressional oversight. Within
those guidelines, the formula making process would include partici-
pation by a broad cross-section of the postsecondary education com-
munity.

The resulting formula would not be perfect. Any general need
analysis formula is a collection of val le judgments about which
reasonable men and women will disagree vehemently. But a formu-
la generated and modified through open debate and compromise
among all interested parties will serve Congress far more effective-
ly than one which hardens every detail of the formula into the
comparative rigidity of law.

Mr. Chairman, it would be derelict for me to complete my testi-
mony this morning without publicly acknowledgin. your and Mr.
Uoleman's, and this subcommittee's extraordinary devotion to the
cause of Federal student aid. The commitments that you have un-
dertaken, the energies and the talents that you have expended
have meant better educational opportunities and achievements for
millions of American citizens.

For this reason in particular, Mr. Chairman, I hope that the sub-
committee will think long and hard before it moves to reform need
analysis. The good work accomplished by the rest of the title IV
can be undone by reforms that mean well, but that bring .;onfusion
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and inequity to the analysis of what families can pay toward col-
lege costs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Nugent.
[Prepared statement of Mark Nugent follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK NUGENT, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL AID,
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, ST LOUIS

The University of Missouri-St. Louis is part of the four camus system of the Uni-
versity of Missouri. The enrollment at the University of Missoun-St. Louis was over
11,000, in the Fall of 1985, and about $5 million in assistance will be provided to our
students The University of Missouri-St. Louis is an urban commuter campus with-
out dormitories.

We appreciate the invitation to testify. We feel that our institution has a special
mission to bring quality University level education to many students who otherwise
could not obtain it. Our students are often the first in their families to have this
opportunity, and they usually are in the work force at least part-time while attend-
ing classes day and evening. The University of Missouri-St Louis was founded in
1963, and thus in a sense grew up with financial aid.

Our comments will follow the outline of the letter of invitation.

Recommendations for Improvements to Title IV programs
In general the Title IV programs have served the students and the public interest

well. They have evolved to meet the educational needs of people enrolled in postsec-
ondary education. It does not seem to us necessary at this time to completely re-
structure these programs. To do this would require an enormous effort to develop a
plan that could achieve a consensus, and time would be needed to research all the
implications of such a plan

Changes will always be appropnate in financial aid, but it should be gradual
change with plenty of advance warning in order that students and institutions can
understand the changes and prepare to deal with them. Changes should be mostly
refinements at this time.

1 Pell should be made a true entitlement.If appropriations can not be all that
ideally we would like them to be, at least we should know from year to year what a
student's Pell Grant will be, and we should be able to tell a student what his or her
award will be when the student presents the Pell Grant Student Aid Report. Be-
cause of the number of our part-time students on our campus we would not support
a limitation on the number of semesters that a student can receive a Pell Grant.
Any such limitation should take into consideration the needs of the part-time urban
student

2 Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant Proposals have been made to
eliminate this program or merge it with other grants If this program were elimi-
nated it would just put pressure on students to drop out or borrow more. If it were
submerged in another type of grant program its unique purpose of assisting the
truly needy student would be lost. If it were in the formula driven Pell Grant it
would not have the flexibility is be used m special circumstances At present it can
be used to alleviate those hardships that extremely needy students face. However,
the distinction between continuing year and initial year funds seem to serve no
useful purpose and could be discontinued.

3. National Direct Student Loan.The National Direct Student Loan has the
longest history of any of the Title IV programs, and it certainly has had a lot of bad
publicity concerning repayment of prior loans. Lendinr, to etude' is will always be a
risky business. However, schools are now more sophisticated in their collection tech-
niques and default rates should in the future be in control We have seen that
schools who do not wish the burden of collection have voluntarily dropped out of the
program.

Default rates can be improved if packaging philosophies are adopted which con-
centrate grant and work money on underdivision students and loan money on up-
perdivision students I am sure that students who have graduated and benefited
from their education are always more willing and able to repay.

It may seem redundant to have both the Guarantee( Student Loan Program and
the National Direct Student Loan Program; however, we find that it is helpful to
have the option to award some students smaller loans, which take less processing
time, making them immediately available.
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4 College Wcrk-Study College work-study has been enormously helpful both to
students and institutions Allocations should continue at and, hopefully, above cur-
rent levels. But money should not be put in this program at the expense of main-
taining the other programs. While work is virtuous, it should be remembered that
students can only work a certain number of hours a week and still adequately
pursue their studies.

ADEQUACY OF FEDERAL, STUDENT AID FUNDS FOR THE UNIvERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST.
LOUIS' POPULATION

As can be seen from the table attached, campus based awards to our school have
not kept pace with tuition on the campus Increasingly, since the student's Pell
Grant is not aufficient for tuition and books, the student must resort to Guaranteed
Studeut Loans.
Definition of Independent Student

The general position that we have taken is to modify as little as possible. Howev-
er, it may be that the definition of independent stuetent needs to be looked at close-
ly. The current definition is reasonable, but it is difficult to monitor cash payments
from parent to student and days a student might have lived with parents. Of course,
we at UMSL, are now asking to see the income tax forms of the parents of inde-
pendent students under 23.

It may be best to take a philosophic position that students under 22, should. be
dependent on their parents, and therefore, in the eyes of the financipi aid system,
they are. This definition could create a tragic situation for those students whose
parents are able to contribute, but because of family dift.erences or because of an
ingrained belief that children over 18 should be on their own, refuse to contribute.
This is an attitude that perhaps is more common among parents who themselves did
not go to college

Nevertheless, if some families were able to adopt that position, then it would be a
general practice as time passed. It might be seen as a way of getting aid not other-
wise attainable.

Thus, a solut'on might be to consider all students under the age of 22, unless an
orphan or a ward of the court, dependent. All married students and veterans, 22
and ever, should be. considered inderndent. Other students, 22 and over, would be
subject to the same test as is nor. in effect. They would be required to answer ques-
tions about money received, living with their parents, and being declared as exemp-
tions on their parents' ii.come tax.

STUDENT INDRBTEDNE6,3

We are very concerned about student indebtedness, particularly among our Op-
tometry students. They ere professional students, but it does e-em that even with
projected incomes on the professional level, they will experience hardship unless
they find themselves in lucrative practices

Even among undergraduates, ;10,000 in debt after college will be a hardship that
many young people do not completely comprehend. I am aware of situatio..s where
parents about to send children to college are still paying off their own Guaranteed
Student Loans.

I offer my suggestions hoping that the means exist to implement them.
1. Keep increases in maximums per year under Guaranteed Student Loans

modest and in line with inflation.
2. If all studer ta had to show need under Uniform Methodology Calculations of

Family contributions, it would help to keep overall indebtedness down. Each loan
would be truly necessary in light of the family's overall financial picture, including
assets. However, this action would be unpopular with middle income families who
are looking for some assistance with college expenses.

3. Provide an interest subsidy for Health Educational Assistance Loans. The loans
themselves are bad enough; the compounding of interest is ruinous to a new profes-
sional setting up a practice.

4 Develop Grant programs for graduate and professional students, but these
should not be at the expense of the undergraduate Pell Grant Program

MODIFICATIONS TO ELIGISILITY FOR PELL GRANT AND GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN
PROGRAMS

1 The Pell Grant Program should not be modified excep't, to make it a true enti-
tlement. It has served well as t}.e cornerstone of financial aid.
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2. At this time the Guaranteed Loan Program is working well for this school If
adjustments are made to require multiple disbursements during the course of theschool year, we would be willing to undertake the administrative task in order tocurtail abuse and decrease overall cost.

We recognize the costs of this program may make some changes necessary Not
being knowledgeable in banking matters, we can not predict what effect changes in
special allowances and such like matters would have on the bank's ci rrent Interestin the program We like the present situation where our students have no troublefinding lenders.

Self Help Proposals

It is reasonable to expect ,come form of self help from students. Indeed we do rcquire a contribution tower° the expected famgy contribution from the dependent
summer student's summer savings. However, we have the option to waive that if
documented circumstances warrant. Some groups of young people, especially minori-ty students, have a high unemployment rate and find it impossible to get summerjobs.

We would not object to requiring students who receive Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants to also take College Work-Study or a NDSL. However, a self
help contribution which is built into the calculation of the Pell Grant Award would
have disasterous effects. Many students might lose their eligibility for grants undersuch a system.

FUNDING CAMPUS BASED FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85

Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant $154,104 $139,273 $126,701 $121,151 $132,281
College Work-Study 285,000 261,810 241,559 215,905 260,261
National Direct Student Loan F C C 195,111 129,940 128,111 1E7,809 18,121

Totals 634,215 531,083 502,311 511,411 411,269

FEES FOR UNDERGRADUATES

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983 84 1984-85

12 his
$828 $942 $1,161 $1.116 $1,18913 his

1.202 1,28814 hrs
1,288 1,381

STATEMENT OF MARK NUGENT, DIRECTOR, STUDENT FINANCIAL
AID, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS

Mr. NUGENT. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Mark Nugent, director of student financial aid at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, St. Louis. The University of Missouri, St Louis
is part of the four campus system of the University of Missouri.
The University of Missouri, St. Louis is an urban commuter
campus without dormitories.

We appreciate the opportunity to testify. We feel that our insti-
tution has a special mission to bring quality university level educa-
tion to many students who could not otherwise obtain it.

In general, the title IV programs have served the students and
the public interest well. Changes will always be appropriate in fi-
nancial aid, but it should be gradual change with plenty of advance
warning in order that students and institutions understand the
changes and prepare to deal with them.
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Refinements, of course, clan be made. Pell should be made a true
entitlement. If appropriations cannot be all that we ideally would
like them to be, at least we should know from year to year what
the student's Pell grant will be to be able to tell the student what
his or her award will be when the student presents these Pell
grant student aid reports.

We would not support a limitation on the number of semesters
that a student can receive a Pell grant.

Now proposals have been made to eliminate the supplemental
educational opportunity grant. If this program would be eliminat-
ed, it would put pressure on the students to drop out or borrow
more. If it were submerged in another type of grant program, its
unique purpose of assisting the truly needy student would be lost.

However, the distinction between continuing year and initial
year funds seems to serve no useful purpose, and could be discon-
tinued.

The national direct student loan has the longest history of any of
the Title IV Programs. And it certainly has had a lot of bad public-
ity concerning repayments of prior loans. However, schools are now
more sophisticated in debt collection, and I think that we will see
default rates improve.

It may seem redundant to have both a Guaranteed Student Loan
Program and a National Direct Student Loan Program. However,
we find that it is helpful to have the option to award some smaller
boars that take less processing time.

College work-study has been an enormously helpful program. But
money should not be put into this program at the expense of main-
taining other programs. Students can only work so many hours a
week, and adequately pursue their studies.

Now the adequacy of Federal student aid funds for the Universi-
ty of Missouri, St. Louis population. Our campus based awards in
particular to our school have not kept pace with tuition on this
campus. In the table, I listed some of the changes in our awards,
and I did some calculations since then, and found out that campus
based funds dropped 35 percent at the same period of time that tui-
tion was increased 67 percent.

Some things that we were asked to address is the definition of
independent student. Thirty-five percent of our students claim in-
dependency. I think that a lot of people want to take a look at : his.
And I think that the best proposal that I have seen is to consider
all students under the age of 22 unless an orphan or ward of the
court dependent.

All married students and veterans 22 or older should be consid-
ered independent. Other students 22 years and older would be sub-
ject to the same test that is now in effect.

And I might add that it might be reasonable to have an upper
cap also where any student no matter what their situation 25 or
older would be independent. &cause it seems that there must be
an end when parents have to support students in their education.

Another concern that vie were asked to address is student indebt-
edness. We are very concerned about this among our optometry
students. Seventy percent of our optometry students do receive
loans. Optometry is our one professional school.
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The way to control the student indebtedness I think would be to
keep maximums per year under guaranteed student loans modest
and inline with inflation. And if all students had to show need to
get a guaranteed student loan, this would be helpf 1.

I think that if an interest subsidy could be provided for health
education loans, that this would be very helpful. I think that the
compounding of interest in that program is presenting a hilge debt
burden to a new professional setting up a practice, especially a pro-
fessional in a field that is not as lucrative as some of the other
health service fields.

Addressing self-help proposals, it is certainly reasonable to
expect some form of self-help from students. And we do expect stu-
dents to work and have a contribution from savings. However, a
self-help contribution which is built into the calculation of the Pell
grant award could have disastrous effects. Many students might
lose their eligibility for grants under such a system.

That concludes my remarks. Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Sandler, it costs about $9,000 here for cost of attendance?
Mr. SANDLER. Tuition.
Mr. FORD. Tuitic n?
Mr. SANDLER. Correct.
Mr. FORD. What do you figure the cost of attendance?
Mr. SANDLER. This year, about $13,000.
Mr. FORD That puts you about four times the cost of Mr. Nu-

gent's institution.
Mr. SANDLER. We also lack State appropriations to support our

operations.
Mr. FORD. Would you then consider yourself to be in the category

that the Secretary refers to as a high cost private institution?
Mr. SANDLER. You bet.
Mr. FORD. I take it that you have spent a good deal of time with

the needs analysis question. And you put great emphasis on the
fact, which I assume is predicated on your own experience at this
university, that you look with a good deal of specificity at he con-
ditions under which a student finds himself at the time that they
present themselves to you for a package.

Mr. SANDLER. We do the best we can.
Mr. FORD. On the basis of that kind of examination, how many

students do you figure you have on this campus who are having
their education paid for by us from families of $100,000 or more?

Mr. SANDLER. Zero.
Mr. FORD. Well, we are going to find one someplace. The Secre-

tary says there are 13,000 of them out there.
Mr. SANDLER. You all know very well, because you wrote an ex-

ce,lent letter to the Secretary on the subject, that the Secretary's
sources are suspect to say the least.

Mr. FORD. It just does not extrapolate the way that they did it.
But I think that that was done by budget people over there, not by
program people.

The needs analysis question is one chat obviously is going to be
very difficult to wrestle with because of the attention that has been
put on it and the fiction which is now accepted as part of the folk-
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lore in this country, that indeed we do pay a substantial amount of
the Federal education benefits to upper income families.

Mr. SANDLER. Yes.
Mr. FORD. I am not at all sure from what you have said here or

the conclusion that you reached on just how far the statute ought
to go in spelling out the parameters of a needs analysis.

Mr. SANDLER. I think that it is dangerous for the statute to go
too far in spelling out the p&-ameters. On the other hand, Congress
has to exercise some oversight. Congress has to exercise some judg-
ment. And that judgment has to be written in the law concerning
the limits of need analysis, how far need analysis ought to go.

One approach might be to legislate the methodology that the De-
partment of Education now operates, essentially independently and
dangerously for that reason I think, to establish parent contribu-
tion outcomes. The Department of Education says to us college fi-
nancial aid officers now essentially this, and I'm overstating slight-
ly for the sake of making a point.

That we do not care how you get this conclusion, but whatever
formula that you use has to come within shouting distance of this
conclusion for a family of given economic characteristics, family
size, income, and assets.

That is one idea that makes sense to me of proper congressional
oversight. If Congress goes a step further and starts to try to say
how income ought to be deli" -1,1 in the law, if Congress starts to say
in detail how assets ought to :.)e treated in the law, then you are
freezing into what I feel is the comparative rigidity of law a formu-
la and a set of details that have got to be responsive to changing
circumstances.

Now if the law cannot be responsive, then we cannot tolerate re-
sults that do not make sense from the point of view of our budget.
And in one way or another, we will do what we need to do to
remain viable and stable financially. I think that colleges have the
means to do that. If you try to impose too heavy of a hand on the
legislating of the details of the need analysis.

I know that ACE and I know that the C alition has given you
specific recommendations. I would like to think that because they
have been finlandized, and not because they really believe in those
recommendations. I know that NASA AA has talked in positive
terms about specificity. I think that it is very dangerous.

Mr. FORD. Yuu did touch on one of th.! other dangers. I became
very concerned when one of the new Republican members pinned
theI believe it was one of the new Republicans, but maybe it was
one of the new Democratspinned the Secretary down about who
writes the present regulation on need analysis. I think that he was
surprised when his staff told him that he did.

But I thought that I saw the light bulb go on. And I think that
the question was put that if you are letting all of these rich kids
get money, why won't you rewrite it? And I am a little wo' ried
about the incentive that there might be there to recognize that
that is a rationing tool that we do not any longer, because of the
court decisions en congressional review of regulations, have much
ability to stop.

Mr. SANDLER. Absolutely. And I think that one way to minimize
the risk of abuse from the Department of Education, which could
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be abuse in any directionyou know, 5 years down the road, itcould be in another direction entirelyis to lee-late the outline,
and then let the details of the formula be worked out in coopera-tion with the whole post-secondary education community.

It will be messy. Lots of people will not agree. Nobody will be
completely happy with the formula, but it will be something that
everybody can 1VP with, I feel.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Nugent, you pointed up another area that is goingto get a lot of attention, and that is defining an independent stu-dent. And after getting us into it, you then came down with arather rigid criteria of wing age, age 22.
What is the magic of that? In the pattern of the present school

population in this country what suggests that that is an appropri-ate age to determine independence?
Mr. Nuasarr. Well, it seems to me that there is either a commit-

ment on the part of parents to put a student through 4 years of
college which would take him to age 22, or there is not. And I
think that if the public is going to accept any turning point in age,I think that it would be 22.

We see patterns of parent behavior if you will that I have an ob-ligation to put you through high school, and then that is enough.
And this incidentally even from people who spent a lot of money
on a high school, private school education. Parents will say we willput you through college, and then hat is enough. You do not usu-
ally see people say, well, I will put you through a couple of years ofcollege.

So I think that there is either that expectation or there should
be, or that there is a total rejection of an expectation of 22. I think
saying there is a total rejection of paying or helping to contribute, Ido not think that that can be supported. Because it would soonspread. If some people can deny their obligation, then soon all
people will.

And I guess that we see this, my perspective on this is not somuch philosophical or statistical, but from talking to people who
day to day come into the office and talk to me about their problems
with getting their parents to support them through college, or toprovide support when they are able to support.

And 1 think that it is matter of education, as I mentioned inmy pape I think that pa_ ants have to be educated, particularly if
they themselves did not go to college. Parents have to be educated,
or at least it has to be made aware to thvri that college expenses ifthey are able are something that they should contribute toward.

Mr. FORD. What do we know about the percentage of people in
post-secondary education in this country now who in feet live with
a parent, never mind parents, at the time that they enter school?

Mr. NUGENT. We know now-
Mr. FORD. Since the last census we know that the so-called typi-

cal family does not exist. Less than 11 percent of all of those peoplewho fall in the category of living in a family live in a typical
family of four, two parents and two children. That now is only 11
percent of the count that we made in 1980.

So we have been looking at the computer runs on the 1980
census and discovering that most of it is lw ause we are most influ-
enced by our own community and our own E cquaintances, and have
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really developed some rather rigid ideas about what American
family life is all about. The numbers tell us that it is just not seal.

Now what do we know when we start generalizing about people
under 22 being dependent on somebody, about how many people
reaching postsecondary education institutions under 22 are indeed
living with either parent, never mind both, or with th?

Mr. NuGErrr Well, perhaps Ben has the statiPii:s. But in the 18
or so high school visits that we did this year both in rural areas
and in city areas, there would always be one or two students, and a
counselor would come to me, who have been genuinely independent
for several years. Making it on their own since they were 15. Some-
times living v ith an aunt, sometimes a friend.

Mr. FORD. What kind of an exception would you write into the 22
year old definition to take care of that person?

Mr. NtiGurr. You would also have to, I would say, get a social
worker's report, I think, to verify that that is the case. In many
cases, a counselor can document that, and has been working with
the student for several years.

Mr. FORD. You could not do that at the student aid office?
Mr. NUGENT I do not believe so. To simply have 2 person come

in and sign a statement that I have not been with my par-
ents for 2 years, I would want more documentation.

Mr. FORD. What if you asked him to attest under oath as to how
much aid in fact they can expect from their parents?

Mr. NUGENT. We have had an affidavit nonsupport which is a
notarized document which we have kept until recently when we
switched to another document. But we kept a notarized affidavit of
nonsupport after the regulation no longer required it. Just because
we found that the effect of the notary added a little solemnity, I
think, to the signing of the paper. And it did seem to---

Mr. FORD. It also turned it into a felony.
Mr. NUGENT. Yes, sir; and that was helpful, we think. But we

still never know, I guess.
Mr. FORD. Well, we have had testimony of a woman running

schools in New York that teaches basic entry level skills for gener-
al office work, who gave us a stereotype of her ccnool in the Bronx.
She used a Hispanic woman, 19 years old with two children to sup-
port who 11W, tliern in a day care center in the morning, and re-
turned to pick them up and fed them at night, and worked a night
job, and went to a school in a program that would only take 6
months, but would presumably at the end of that 6 months let her
apply for an entry level job.

Should we just not consider that as an important factor in post-
secondary education, and concentrate on the traditional 4 year col-
lege for students coming out of high school.

That brings me to another question. We now know that there are
almost more people in the nontraditional cohort involved in post-
secondary education than those within the traditional cohort. So
the traditional student is no longer numerically traditional.

I am surprised a little bit to get this from an urban university,
be-cause it is generally there that you see the kind of mix that this
woman was describing, a commuter student who would be going to
Washington if they had a family to help them, who are probably
taking the street car or whatever you have got here in the way of
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public transportation. Or somebody coming to your school because
it costs one-fourth of the cost of coming here.

Mr. NUGENT. I think though that the students in these deprived
circumstances that there would be no expected family contribution,
so that there would be no problem.

Mr. FORD. Well, we already create the presumption in the
present system of a family contribution whether it exists. A parent
might say I will be happy to help you if you are going to become an
engineer, but not if you are going to go off and waste your time
studying music, or the history of art, or something in the human-
ities, because I cannot see how you are going to be making a livingdoing that.

For all intents and purposes, that student is completely without
resources. We create the fiction in the present system that theparent is not only there, but willing to pay for education. And in
addition to that, willing to pay for education of the person's choice
when in real life we just know that that is not true.If I am going to pay the bills for my kids to go to school, I amgoing to have something to say about where they go to school andwhat it is that they pick as a career goal. That is a normal sort of
selfishness that we have as parents. I have wondered over the
years about the imperfection of the present rigid presumptions thatwe make. And now you are suggesting, as has been suggested by
the administration, an even more rigid program.

And the thing that bothers me is that I never knew why 21 years
old was the age of majority until we debated the constitutional
amendment to provide for the 18-year-old vote in the House. And a
lot of us were forced to start looking at it. Through college and law
school, it never occurred to me to question why the law of this
country ha, blindly accepted 21 as the age of which you became an
adult for all legal purposes.

And the best explanation that I could find was that some 500 or600 years ago iii Great Britain in the days of chivalry among the
people who counted, to wit the families of people who owned real
estate, that if you were going to buy a really first class set of armorfor a young person, you waited until they were 21, because they
had figured out that they had quit growing by then, and youcannot let armor out.

And they fastened on this magic time. And as you know now andwe know now, as we learned in World War II, the inaccurate as-sumption thrt everybody stops growing at 21. I did, but I was inthe Navy with people who grew too tall for the program in the first
year that we were in the service.

We do not believe those things anymore. But it is only a few
years ago that we decided that you could be an adult for a variety
of purposes below 21. So I have been a little bit suspicious of pick-
ing one of these ages. At least they had the rationale of permanent
or long-term use of the armor then.

But for the age 22, I have not been able to find any magic. I do
not see anything in the census figures that shows something magic
changes or happens at 22. And I do not know where that number
came from. If you could suggest how you fastened on 22 and not 23
or 21, it might be helpflil in my search.
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Mr. NUGENT. No; it would be just, as I did say, that people would
hopefully finish college then.

Mr. FORD. But we know that that is not true. The largest State
university in the Detroit metropolitan area, Wayne University, the
average age of the student this year is almost 28 years old. And yet
in that school, you will find people just like this young lady that I
described to you, the high school dropout whc was attending on her
ability to benefit or a GED admission, and has dropped out because
she had a child in school.

Now, we do not sweep those neople under the rug any more. We
say, look, if you have awaken*d now to maturity and you realize
that you have a child to support, and you are 19 or 20 years old,
and you want to get back it to learning something, we will help
you.

I submit LnaL -,-.. could pr)bably prove that we get back more for
the American taxpayer by investing in that kind of person than we
do with a student here at. Washington. And that makes me sound
like the Secretary when I matte lid kind of generalization.

I went to an expensive private college too, Mr. Sandler, so do not
be nervous.

Mr. SANDLER. Obviously, well educated.
Mr. FORA But I think that you can see the kind of concerns that

it stirs. And you are the first person speaking on behalf of educa-
tion who has latched on to that magic 22. I have heard it from
budget people. Now, Stockman got it out of his computer some-
place, and it became the magic number. But you are the first
person out of education that has presented this committee with
some reinforcement for Stockman's theory.

And I do not hold the Secretary responsible for that number or
anybody at the Department. I taiNed to Elmendorf about it, and he
denies that anybody over there really had an opportunity to dis-
cuss that recommendation that ended up in budget.

So, I do not want to pick on you or be quarrelsome, but to tell
you that I am not at all impressed with the age 22, and I hope that
you can help me find a way to get to what you want to get to with-
out using (mite that rigid a standard.

Mr. NUGENT. Well, we have been able to live with the present
definition as it exists. And I guess that we have enforced it a little
bit more or rather vigorously, as I said, in requiring the notarized
affidavit of nonsupport even after it was no longer in the regula-
tion.

I am more addressing, I guess, in my paper an if type situation.
If the problem of students declaring- -

Mr. FORD. Now, you have got to the big if, and it is really a what
question. What does it cost us to get to a point of zero mistakes on
independence at the expense of arbitrarily determining people to
be dependent who are not.

Now, when you balance those two, cio we screen out far more
people than we ought to screen out in order to get a handful, or is
there really a large number of people who for some reason become
eligible for aid that they otherwise would not be eligible for and
put a drain on the resources by cheating on this whole question of
independence.
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There is an impression ,ut there that people habitually cheat on
independence to get more money. In talking to student aid people
across this country for several years, I have always been bothered
by this. I find that most of them do not believe that there is a good
deal of that going on.

They will all acknowledge that sure, we probably axe being
kidded from some of these people. But, generally, the attitude that
they express is that we are getting the best we can without 100
percent efficiency, and the price that we are paying for that is
worth it to make sure that we are not arbitrarily locking out too
many people with unrealistic standards.

So, the what is what do we want to achieve. Is it that important
that we screen out x number of people or a percentage of appli-
cants for aid on this characteristic of independence? Is that impor-
tant enough to take a chance on mess'ng up this little 19-year-old
little girl that I mentioned. I should not call her a 19-year-old girl,
but a 19-year-old parent. It could be a boy.

Some of them now are accepting responsibilities for situations of
that kind. Not enough, but some do. And some of the a are
telling them that they have to assume it.

What do you do with a 20-year-old young fellow in an urban
school who has been declared to be the parent in a proceeding in
the court and is paying support for a child even though he never
married the mother, is he independent or is he dependent?

He probably got booted out of the house when the court deter-
mined that he was a parent of the child out of wedlock. That is ale
real life that we have to deal with out there. And I would think
that with an urban university that you would be seeing that all of
the time, unless St. Louis has a much more homogeneous and insu-
lated population than Detroit has.

Mr. NUGENT. We do see those hardship cases, that is true. This
year we are looking at income tax returns from the parents of stu-
dents under 23 who are claiming independence. So, perhaps hope-
fully measures like these will reinforce the present system, so that
no change need be necessary.

And if indeed that is true that we do not have a high inaccuracy
in Lhis data element, we can just maintain the current definition as
it exists.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Sandler, without asking for a long answer,

would you care to venture into this territory of independent stu-
dent because I noticed that you did .lot mention it in your testimo-
ny.

Mr. SANDLER. The chairman is not going to get any argument out
of me. That may sound ironic because I represent a low-cost urban
institution. The 22-year age limit represents to put a kind fa^e on
it, a kind of throwing up of the hands. If one assumes that tncre is
abuse of the current independent student _etinition on a very large
scale, when one probes deeply enough, it is hard to find for me at

seleast
persuasive evidence that it exists on a large scale as it is as-

serted frequently.
I feel that tho age limit approach to independence amounts to a

dangerous throwing out of the bal. v with the bath water. I feel that
that is the point that you are making, and I agree with it.
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Mr. COLEMAN. Well, maybe if we pass some sort of tax bill that
increases the personal exemption and doubles it, maybe people will
take the dependency and not the independency.

Mr. SANDLER. Have more incentive to remain with their parents.
Mr. COLEMAN. Right.
Mr. SANDLER. The parents will have more incentive to keep their

kids at home.
Mr. COLEMAN. Have you had lenders ask you to participate in

collecting loans that are in default. Are you involved in that proc-
ess at all informally or formally?

Mr. NUGENT. This question came up at a GSL workshop yester-
day. In fact, it was asked what we should be doing to cooperate. It
is sometimes unclear when collection agencies do call us, and how
we can be of assistance to them. Collection agencies do call us. We
are not always sure considering the Federal Privacy Act what we
should do, but that is being looked at.

Mr. COLEMAN. Would you want us to encourage a relationship
there for you, clarify it, encourage it, or do you feel that it is none
of your business?

Mr. SANDLER. A short answer. In principle, I think that it is our
business. Administratively, I would be leery of the administrative
implications of setting up a bureaucracy, an apparatus in my office,
for which I would probably not get additional budget funds from
my institution to go after in a systematic way what we now do in-
formally, that is to help the banks collect on defaults. I would be
uneasy about it being written in the law in any detailed way.

Mr. COLEMAN. You do not send out letters?
Mr. SANDLER. When the banks or State agencies tell us that one

of our ex-borrowers is in default, we provice them with as much
assistance as we possibly can. Sometimes we communicate with the
student directly. It can be effective for the student to hear from the
school that we are ashamed of him or her.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, the theory is that they would have more al-
legiance to the educational institutior than to a lendirg institution
who they may not have ever dealt iith.

Mr. SANDLER. One of the difficulties I think is that a large
number of defaulters or a large proportion of defaulters are in de-
fault because they have absolutely no allegiance to their institu-
tion. They do not feel that they got their money's worth. They feel
that they were defrauded. They did not even know that it was a
loan. They do not feel that they got the education that they paid
for.

You need to be careful not to paint this proision into the legisla-
tion with too broad a brush, or else you might do the opposite of
what you might intend.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, Richard Lessmann, who is the di-
rector of student financial assistance at St. Louis Community Col-
lege was unable to attend today. Would you see that his testimony
be inserted in the record?

Mr. FORD. Without objection, it will be inserted with the other
gentlemen.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Good ling.
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Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Sandler, we used to think that the age of in-
dependence as far as young people were concerned was the 1960's
ani early 1970's. Yet, we know that there his been a tremendous
increase between 1976 an..1 1982 in this busir css of declaring your-
self independent. Now I might say that 1 do not know whether
there are a lot of statistics to prove that as a matter of fact this is
being abused, but I do know that there has been a tremendous in-
crease between 1976 and 1982 in this whole business of declaring
independence.

I do not know whether we are encouraging from the Federal
level this declaration or not

Mr. SANDLER. I understand. A lot depends on where you think
that the tradeoff falls, you know. For the chairman's hypothetical
19-year-old who gets excluded from Federal aid, let us assume for

sake of argument, because you get tougher about the definition
of ,ndependence.

tire you eliminating so much fraud, are you eliminating so much
raud that it is worth it to kick her out in the cold?
Mr. GOODLING. I do not know. All I know is that there is no uni-

formity. In my State, for instance, they are very, very strict in rela-
tionship to determining what independence is or is not. So, I suf,
pose that you might say from that standpoint that my young
people are being punished in relationship apparently to another
State who really does not pay much attention to independence.

I wanted ICO 9l you one question. In response to Mr. Ford, you
tosiched on it again, but I still did not quite understand. And I
want tv make sure that I do. Because in your summary you said,
"If the colleges'" You did not say if Washington University. You
said, "I' ,he colleges perceive that Congress is forcing on them a
formula that they cannot live with, they have the means to go
their own way."

Are you saying that you really do not need this Federal aid, that
it is really not important at all?

Mr. SANDLEa. We are not talking about Federal aid. My testimo-
ny does not speak to Federal aid. My testimony speaks to the need
analysis process that is used to determine eligibility for Federal
aid. Let me clarify briefly.

Mr. GOODLING. However, if we make that onerous, in your esti-
mation, you say that you could go it yourself, go on your own?

Mr. SANDLEK. Let me tell you what I mean by that example. Sup-
pose that the Federal formula says that a family with an income of
,T,100,000, an extremewell, not so extremehas a need. That
parent can contribute only $5,000 for the cost of education. Sup-
pose, hypothetically, thai, that is the result of the congressional for-
mula that might be enacted into law.

A family of $100,000 income or more, and no unusual circum-
stances All they can contribute is $5,000. My cost of education
$13,000. That means that if I used the Federal formula, I am going
to give them $8,000 of financial aid, some of which will be Federal
and much of which will be my own.

Hogwash. I am not going to accept a $5,000 contribution from
that family. I will develop a formula of my own that will operate
under the Federal formula, and will not be in violation of it. I will
assume that the family can contribute in my example $6,000 or a
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lot more, but let us say $6,000. So, that the aid that they get is
$7,000.

Now, remember, the Federal need in this example is $8,000. I am
umlerawarding. I am not going over the Federal hreshold. I am
coming in under it. So, I am not in any legal trouble, but I can do
what I want.

Mr. GoonuNG. You are assuming that the 900 pages of regula-
tions written by the Department will allow you to do that?

Mr. SANDLER. Yes; there is no penalty in the regulations now for
underawarding.

* Mr. GOODLING. No, not now. You are talking about changes. And
I am just saying that what you see on the surface is one thing.

Mr. SANDLER. It would be hard for me to see how either Congress
or the Department of Education could punish an institution for
saying that it did not have enough funds Federal and institutional
combined to meet the Federal need. I am not saying that it could
not be done. But I am saying that I thin}, that it would be stretch-
ing a point.

To respond to the very first comment that you made, Representa-
tive Good ling

Mr. GOODLING. You do need the Federal funds?
Mr. SANDLER. Oh, you bet. I think that Washington University

would fare well 'n the confusion that would ensue if Congress
wrote into law every detail of a need analysis formula. I think that
we and institutions like us would be able to wheel and deal in a
way that would benefit us, but would no benefit public policy. Yes,
we do need the Federal money.

Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Nugent, just one quick question. You indicat-
ed that there was a 60-plus increase in cost while a 30-percent re-
duction in funds that were coming your way or were available for
the students.

I guess my question would be was that 60-percent increase justi-
fied in your estimation?

Mr. NUGENT. Oh, I believe so. Of course, this would be better ad-
dressed at the college president's level. I think that costs of higher
education and I know have gone up, because they have had to go
up. And salaries of staff and faculty have not increased exorbitant-
ly. So I believe that given the State appropriations and the needs .._f
the institution that tuition had to go up that much. And public
opinion of our students supported that.

They understood that, and there was no resentment directed
toward the university about that. They can go into the library and
look up all of our salaries. So they knew that costs of tuition had to
go up as much as they did go up.

Mr. GOODLING. I just wanted to make sure that unlike the Father
Nv.:n apparently could fire 75, that he apparently did not need those
75, but, you were not in a position where you could not fire 75 that
you did not need.

Mr. NUGENT. Well, I cannot speak for the overall university. I
know that in a staff office th,,t I went from seven full-Line people
working for me and with me L'I six. So we have all had to qtr3am-
line and take our lumps all across the campus, and that has been
true for many years.

Mr. GOCDL NG. Thank you.
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Mr. FORD. As i unde..stood your formal statement that Mr. Good-
ling was referring to, you used this ratio change. Specifically, you
mentioned campus - based programs.

Mr. NUGENT. That is correct.
Mr. FORD. So what you are saying does net take into account any

increase in the loan volum generated by that change taking place?
Mr. NUGENT. Correct. Arid what has happened
Mr. FORD. Is it fair to assume that part of the increase that onewould find at your institution was generated by the drop in the

available grant money at the same time that the cost was going up,
and that one of the ways that they would make up that differencewould be by increasing guaranteed student loans?

Mr. NUGENT. Yes, Si:
Mr. FORD. Mr. Tauke.
Mr. TAUKE. Tha.ik you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sandler, let me ask you a question on behalf of some Mem-

bers of Congress who are not here. They can understand why tne
Federal Government should assist in paying for medium-cost edu-
cation for students, but why in the world should they impose taxes
on average income taxpayers in order to finance a high-cost educa-
tion like you provide here.

In other words, why do we itav^ to give students a Cadillac, why
do we rot just give them a Ford?

Mr. SANDLER. I am not sure that the automobile analogy is exact-
ly fair. Because Cadillio implies, no offense to Detroit, a kind of
level of luxury that is really not necessary in order to get from
point A to point B.

Mr. FORD. Excuse me. I represent 6,000 employees at the Cadillac
plant, and it is necessary. [Laughter.]

Mr. TAUKE. And so is Washington University. Go ahead.
Mr. SANDLER. My own view as a private citizen as well as an em-

ployee of Washington University and as an observer of the educa-
tional scene is that a great and indispensible strength of American
higher education is the diversity that is provided to American soci-
ety by the present strength of the institutions like the University
of Missouri in St. Louis and Washington University in the commu-
nity side-by-side.

If this institution were vitiated because of fev er students orbecame more homogeneous economically because only rich kids"ould go here, and if that pattern were replicated at other institu-
tions like mine around the country, I feel in my gut and I think is
where you have got to decide the issue that American society
would be the poorer for it.

It is interesting to note based on my very cursory understanding
of international education that more and more in recent years edu-
cational establishments in other coun*ries where higher education
is largely State run, as you know, are looking to the United States
as a model of educational diversity that can bring them the variety
and the vitality that they feel that the: lack. We would be giving
up a lot that we would pay for for years and years if institutions
like this one were sapped of their energy and their vitalk by
short-term misguided Federal policies.

Mr. TAUKE. Well stated. Now let me ask you a second question.
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How much have your tuition and fees gone up in the last 5
years?

Mr. SANDLER. Remember that I am the one who is driving you
back to the airport. [Laughter.]

Mr. TAUKE. He did a good job. He is a wonderful chauffeur.
Mr. FORD. Let me tell you, Mr. Sandler. We had a hearing in his

district, and we did the same thing to the private school people
there. He is just getting even for what I asked them.

Mr. SANDLER. Over the last 5 years, 8 percent a year on the aver-
age counting 1985 and 1986. Yea have got to understand that ad-. ministratively I now live in 1985 and 1986, even th igh 1984-85 is
just over. So that as the fifth year and 5 years previously is the
first, it is about 8 percent a year. A little higher than inflation.

Library books and pc:iodicals increase in price higher than the
rate of inflation. Laboratory facilities sure increase faster than the
rate of inflation. And we are still paying for the deferred mainte-
nance. Not only physical maintenance, but faculty maintenance.
The point was made earlier that we deferred it in the 1960's and
1970's.

There is one other point that I would make that Father Fitzger-
ald made. And that is that market pressures operate in a tremen-
dous way to keep our costs down. The second point is that we do
not benefit in terms of getting more Federal aid if we increase our
costs. Federal aid is not a limitless bucket, as you all well know.

Mr. TAUKE. I understand that it does not help us a lot if I just
throw softballs at you, so I will give you another one. I am trying
to draw the best from you.

What do we have to look forward to over the next 5 years, are we
going to continue to see education costs increase at a rate that is
more rapid than inflation, and how long can this continue?

Mr. SANDLER. Well, we worry about it from the point of view of
our market, not from the point of view of public policy. A lot de-
pends obviously on what happens in the larger economy. God
forbid that there were another embargo and oil prices went up as
they did in 1974 and thereafter. That would be one kind of an
answer.

Given the present state of the economy- -
Mr. TAUKE. Let me just interject though. We have all heard the

story about oil prices going up. Oil prices are coming back down,
but it has not had any impact on university costs.

Mr. SANDLER. Given the present state of the economy even with
oil prices coming down, and considering the fact that areas where
we have to spend a lot of our money are not serzitive to the crude
national measures of inflation that one reads in the headlines of
the newspapers, I would anticipate that over the next 5 years in-
creases in tuition at schools like Washington University, and I
hope that my chancellor is not sitting here and about to shot me
for what I will say, of something in the 4- to 6-percent range.

Mr. TAUKE. Moderate increases?
Mr. SANDLER. Yes.
Mr. TAUKE. Over the last several years, there has been quite a

bit of discussion about th' makeup of the aid package that a stu-
dent receives at a high-cost university. Today if you have a low- or
middle-income student coming into your office and is going to enter
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Washington University, how is that $13,000 put together for that
student? I know that it is not the same for each student, but give
us a general idea.

Mr. SANDLER. Well, a A2,500 guaranteed student loan times 4 is
$10,0000, and a repayment of $127 a month for 10 years. And a
good argument for the repayment extension provisions of loan con-
solidation. A national direct student loan is we had the money of
$1,500 a year times 4 would be $6,000, and repayments per month
for 10 years is $61. A SEOG of $500. We do not have enough SEOG
money to give any particular student more than that.

A Pell grant for lower-middle income, probably none, if one de-
fines lower-middle income as being $25,000 or $26,000. Let us say
zerc. Work-study, you bet. A $1,200 or $1,300 job. As my colleague
pointed out, you cannot give a student a $4,000 work-study job even
if you had the money. He would not be able to do his classwork.

And after that, an institutional scholarship. I would say in the
aggregate, rnd I cannot do the calculations in my head for our hy-
pothetical student --

Mr. TAUKE. I think that we are at $5,700 or $5,800.
Mr. SANDLER. For our $25,000 income family, they need rnore

help than that to come to Washington University.
Mr. TAUKE. Obviously.
Mr. SANDLER. So we are talking about another $2,000 or $, ,000 to

$35,000 and maybe $4,000 institutional scholarship.
Mr. TAUKE. How much institution, ' aid is given out at your insti-

tution in relationship to federally driven assistance?
Mr. SANDLER. About 65 percent of all the aid that we provide to

undergraduates is institutional.
Mr. TAUKE. Very good.
Mr. SANDLER. We are making a ver;' large commitment in

schools like ours is. We are not unusual.
Mr. FORD. Do you have a good endowment?
Mr. TAUKE. You must.
Mr. SANDLER. If I answer all of these questions mrectl: 1 ought

to get a raise. Yes; we do have a good endowment, but it is a little
misleading in Washington University's case. A great deal of it,
about half, is earmarked exclusively for medical school purposes,
for explicit purposes in the medical school.

It is a grave mistake as Secretary Bennett was very willing to
make to categorize in gross terms school's endowments as making
them therefore unworth or unneeding of Federal support. Just be-
cause a school's total endowment is x does not mean that the en-
dowment available to suppo-t education is x.

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Sandler, thank you very much. I think that it is
important to get some of these things on the record. Thank you,
Mr. Chairiaan.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Now a very familiar face to the committee. Alan Purdy, chair-

man of the Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority. And Shaila
Aery, commissioner for Higher Education, Missouri Guarantee
Agency. And David Grant, the assistant vice president of the Mer-
cantile Bank Corp.

[Prepared statement of Allan W. Purdy follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALLAN W. PURDY, CHAIRMAN, MISSOURI HIGHER EDUCATION

LOAN At,THORITY

Hon Chairman Ford, Congressman Coleman of Missouri, other distinguished
members of the committee and my esteemed colleagues from the higher education
community, I am pleased to testify as chairman of the Missouri Higher Education
Loan Authority (MoHELA] to discuss issues relating to the Guaranteed Student
Loan [GSL] Program and financial aid as a whole. I come beforn you as a veteran of
financial aid, starting in 1958 as director of financial aid at the University of Mis-
souri and continuing in that role for 21 years. While in that position, I became well
acquainted with the student loan programs, as our school was a lender in both the
National Defense Student Loan [NDSL] and as a GSL lender. From 1972 to 1978 1
had the honor to sit on the board of the Student Loan Marketing Association [Sallie
Mae] in Washington. Now I come before you representing a State secondary market.
Having been the Student Loan Program from several perspectives, I do feel quali-
fied to comr tent on some of the major directions the program was initially designed
to undertake. and the effect of past and proposed detours on the road to educating

the youth of Missouri and the Nation.
I have always looked upon etude it loans as an investment. I think all of us can

see the benefit from that investment in terms of the millions of people who are fully

employed and making a significant contribution to the income tax base in this coun-
try. During the past twenty years we have amended the Student Loan Program
from time to time, ostensibly for the purpose of making it better. Admittedly, we
have made some mistakes along the way, but on the whole the Student Loan Pro-
gram has been a most successful venture for our Nation. It takes more than one
program, however, to finance higher education. There is a value in having several
diverse post secondary programs such as scholarships, grants, work study, NDSL,
GSL and PLUS. The reason we have multiple programs is because a single program
did not always meet the circumstances of all students. As a campus financial aid
officer, I found it virtually necessary to have the flexibility of campus based pro-
grams in order to orchestrate the mixture of financial aid to meet the needs of stu-
dents under varying circumstances.

Hence, as vie look forward to reauthorization, I do not believe that all of the pro-
grams created in the past need be scrapped in order to come up with something new
and different. I am sure that there can be some improvements in the Pell Grant
Program, and I think that the supplemental grants [SEOG] are still vitally needed
on campus. Certainly the Work Study Program has proved its worth an,' should be

continued with ample funding.
You have asked me to comment on several issues in the G.S.L. Program which are

currently under discussion and I will confine the remainder of my remarks to these
issues. I will follow your suggest.d questio. s and offer my responses:

The issues of default and escalating student indebtedness are appropriately linked
in this subcommittee's suggested list for discussion. High indebtedness can often ini-
tiate defaults because the student is unable to meet the high monthly payments re-
sulting from a 120 month level payment schedule. I propose that the committee
extend the repayment period or allow graduated payments to eliminate the initial
repayment problem of payments well over reasonable budgets of recent graduates. I
find the administration's desire to take more students out of grant programs and
phi .e them into borrowing situations inconsistent with a posture which bemoans
rising default rates caused in part by high levels of indebtedness. Perhaps we should
take a long, hard look at saddling our neediest students with unreasonable levels of
indebtedness. Perhaps we should take a long, hard look at saddling our neediest stu-
dents with unreasonable levels of debt until they have reached a point in academic
progress where the return justifies the risk of furthe- credit extension.

In regard to your queries about maximum annual and cumulative loan limits in
the G.S.L. Program, I recommend a GS.L. increase to $3,000 year, coupled with an
adequately funded and well administered N.D.S.L Program. I personally beieve
there is a place in the financial aid package for the N.D.S.L , as it allows the aid
director greater flexibility in tailoring the loan and the rate to the individual bor-
rower. If, on the other hand, the PI.D.S.L. is to be phased out, then the G.S.L. limit
would need to be increased to $4,000 dollars annually. This would cover some of the
cost escalation -vhich has taken place since the last time loan maximums were
raised some ten years ago. The cumulative indebtedness for undergraduates should
then be raised to $20,000 dollitrs (assuming a $4,000 dollar G S.L.) or $15,000 it the
N D.S.L. Program is retained. The current G.S.L. limits for graduate study may not
require much expansion as alternative loan programs no subsidized as greatly by
the Federal Government (PLUS) or non-title IV Programs operated by professional
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associations or bond authonties seem better tailored to those borrowers whose edu-cations will assure a financial base capable of repayment at market interest rates ornon Government subsidized below market interest ratesI firmly support those who believe that across the hoard need analysis makesfiscal as well as policy sense. In an environment of sharing in deficit redaction, oureducational community cannot afford to tell the taxpayiiig public that governmentsubsidies should be extended to those clearly able to pay the cost of their own educa-tions in full. Nee ..alysia is a much more precise tc ol than the ,nathematical ad-justed gross income features currently in force. Of course, if iry 'Ines fall below acertain "floor," it should be unnecessary to impose a need test.Hopefully, the Government will return realistic grant programs to serve thelowest income borrowers who qualify under need analysis, so that they will not bedriven into high loan indebtedness situations where default is often an unhappy by-product.
By advocating across the board need analysis, the issue of an income cap is nolonger germane. There will be situations where need exists in nomir -'ly himincome families, but that is what need analysis is designed to find. One of the sadfeatures in creating a "cap" is that it subsequently presents a target for annum ad-justment for inflation, new policy initiativ4e, etc. One of the most onerous featuresof the Student Loan Prtkram, in the eyes of lenders, is the temptation to make ad-justments.
Special allowance payments are in an area where the waters get muddy frombank to bank. While some lender have a perfect handle on their program coats andcan tell you exactly how many oasis points or hundredths of a percentage can beshaved before it hurts, others have no true idea. For those individuals, perceptionbecomes reality If the perception is that shaving the spe:4^' allowance by 25 basispoints will make the program unprofitable, then the reality is that lenders willwithdraw from participation. Our authority, being funded at present with tax-exempt funds, earns only half the spftial allowance paid to commercial lenders, so a25 basis point drop in yield to MoHela is really only a loss of one-eighth of one per-cent. While our authority might be able to get along with a little less yield, thatmay not be the case elsewhere.
It is the belief of my staff that rather than reduce the Special Allowance Pay-ments !SAP] during the in- echool and grace phases, it might be more appropriate toeffect Federal dollar savings by passing along the total cost of the program duringthe repayment period. This could be done oy converting to a market rate instru-ment, allowing the ex-student borrower to repay at a rate of plus 3 5 percent.It would seem to make more sense to do this over a 10 or 15 year repayment period,than to possibly endanger loan access by asking lenders to take 0.25 percent less ina period which generally runs only two to four years at Government expenseanyway Ultimately those who have benefitted from the education would then sharein the tne cost.

Speaking to the concept of mandatory multiple disbursement, MoHela joins manycommercial lenders in viewing this as a positive way to reduce the dollar amount ofdefaults. It also reduces the potential return to those less-than-reputable education-al institutions who may roc-uit and place in debt borrowers without a true ability tobenefit from the programs offered.
From the authority's position. as a holder of student loan notes, and not a Stateagency guarantor, it is apopriate to make only certain oimiervations about returnof the federal "seed" advances, and the issue of administrative cost allowances[A C.A.] paid to guaranty agencies based on prior year loan volumes.In order to sell our bonds, Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority representsto bond purchasers that a strong reserve fund is in place. Further, there is a con-tractual relationship between MoHela and guarantor to maintain a certain level ofreser es -e that losses are paid promptly and at 100 percent of principal and inter-est accrued To the extent that return of certain "seed" monies materially harmedthe ability of the guarantor to maintain its contractual obligations, wt would opposea return of said funds until the State agency could do so without negative impact onthe program
On the wider issue of loss of administrative cost allowance, we could support thatonly if an alternative form of financing the guaranty agency would be found of as-sured. State appropriations cannot in every year be assured, and increasing the usercost to the student at the front end only serves to take needed dollars away fromthe education purposes at hand. Were the Federal Government willing to allow amodification of the "origination fee" so that some of this money came directly to theguarantor, perhaps then A.C.A. could be reduced, by removing the Federal "middle-
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man" from the flow of funds, providing some budgetary saving's and certainly help-
ing to uncomOcate the program.

Finally, your invitation letter asked me to ..;:us on areas where improvements
can be made to the program, A major suggestion world be to allow it to run a true
course between reauthorization, rather than finding yearly changes made under
the guise of administrative adjustments or departmental interpretations of existing
laws. A case in point are the regulations that have grown from the "Ford amend-
ment". The purpose was clear and I agree with the wisdom of its intent Congress
has further strengthened its mandate that the use of tax exempt issues be cursed
under a cap imposed upon each State. I find this limitation also a wise move and we
are happy to live under this state quota. We pride uuraelves in operating a keen and
conservative agency that is serving Milk .uri. We admit that there has been "over-
issuance" abuse by certain agencies. Hence, they perverted both the Student Loan
Program and the Tax Code. These abuses should be eliminated but without regula-
tions that interfere with those who are operating within the intent of the laws.

I thank you for the opportunity to appear Before you today, and would be most
pleased to answer any questions you might have regarding my testimony.

STATEMENT OF ALLAN PURDY, CHAIRMAN, MISSOURI HIGHER
EDUCATION LOAN AUTHORITY

Mr. PURDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Coleman, and other
members of the committee. And if I might exercise a personal
privilege, and say hello to Mr. ti gland with whom I have worked
for many years.

I am Allan Purdy, the chairman of the board of the Missouri
Higher Education Loan Authority. Previously for 21 years, I was
director of financial aid for the University of Missouri.

It was 51 years ago this week, I got my first work-study job at
the university which was then called NYA, National Youth Admin-
istration. I have since put four children through college a couple of
times apiece. So I have been previously referred to as a pioneer in
financial aid, and others refer to me as just an antique. So I come
with that particular background.

I agree with President Danforth in his statement that assisting
students to develop themselves educationally is one of the finest in-
vestments that this country can make. It was proven with the GI
bill of World War II, and proven with many other programs. And
there is no way of telling how many billions of dollars of income
taxes are now paid annually by the people who got assistance when
they were in college.

We have helped millions of students with these programs, and it
is now paying off. And I am not one to say that there is any one
program to solve the whole question of financial akl. We have had
a number of programs, and they serve different students at differ-
ent economic levels for different purposes.

We worked out a pretty good pattern. Therefore, I do not think
that we need toI think that we need to take a look at the whole
program, but with the thought of not throwing out everything we
have got and reinventing the wheel. But improving what we have,
and keeping it within a cost that the country can afford.

I know that at times programs get pretty expensive, and we have
to take a commonsense look at what we are doing and what we are
getting for the taxpayers' money.

The programs that we have, the so-called campus based prn-
grams, I think that they should be retained with ample funding. I
know that I am here to talk primarily about the Guaranteed Loan
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Program, but they are all part and parcel of a policy to achieve a
goal.

NDSL, some have suggested that we could do without that if we
had GSL properly orchestrated. I spent 21 years on campus han-
dling financial aid. NDSL was part of it. I still think that it should
be retained as part of the loan program, because as was pointed out
in some of the previous questioning, I believe that the campus fi-
nancial aid officer ought to exercise a great deal of judgment if we
are to have the best working programs that serve our students
with the amount of tax dollars that we can afford.

NDSL has been one of those programs handled on campus with
discretion by the financial aid person. Now this has not been
changed for quite awhile. We started with it in 1958. We improved
it as we went along. It is pretty well in place. And it may need
looking at, but maybe not with a lot of changes.

The GSL itself I think has a maximum need .,o increase a bit to
take care of inflation. We have a ceiling now. I think that that
should be increased somewhat, maybe to $3,000 or up to $4,000. I
will not get into the technicalities of exact figures. But we do need
to increase the GSL limitation for the student.

We still ought to have a balance of programs that keeps us from
getting our students too far in debt. This has been one of the prob-
lems. And if we had a chance to monitor this in some way. Part of
our default rate has been, of course, the defaults from the dropouts.
And if we can have a strong enough grant program and subsidized
programs to get some of the lower income into their educational
program and see whether or not they are going to succeed educa-
tionally before we saddle them with loth of debt.

If a person graduates from a 4-year program or even a 6-month
program, and they are able to make an effort to pay. And most of
them do. Sure, we have some defaults. But you know, students,
former students, tend to be an awful lot like people. Most of them
are honest and most of them will pay. And some of them get into
trouble and some of them do not.

On the graduate level, I would hope that there would be some
attention given to helping with graduate fellowships or assistant-
ships. Because the graduate student has a long term, and that debt
can pile up more than what any one young person should have.

I am completely in favor of going along with the need analysis
for the Guaranteed Loan Program rather than to say anything
below $30,000 is eligible, and any family above $30,000 is ineligible.
I think that we have got a need analysis system that does sort out
those that really have need from those who can get along without
Federal help, and I think that we ought to use it.

And I would be much more in favor of that than to st.e us try to
tinker with $30,000, $35,000, $40,000, or $25,000.

Now the costs, of course, on GSL builds up with the special al-
lowance that goes on for the life of the loan. We need a special al-
lowance, because we have got to have a program within the realm
of just good business that the banker makes a living, that the stu-
dent gets the loan, that the student can pay off the loan, and that
the government can afford. We are balancing all of those.

I think that we still need the special allowance, particularly in
the in-school period. I have wondered if some of the costs of the
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program could not be reduced a little bit by having a graduate who
is out there working take over some of the special allowance costs.

I know two boys who are brothers who graduated, and both of
them had insured loans. And the reason that I know these boys so
well is they are my two sons. Both of them 5 years out of college
are making more money than their dad was the day he retired.

One of those boys is paying his loan off, and it was a sizable loan.
He is paying it off in 5 years instead of 10, and I am proud of him
for doing it. The other one is taking the 10 full years. But he is a
lawyer, so you would expect him to do that. He is also a Vietnam
veteran, so I have no criticism.

I am saying in all due honesty that I think that we do train
people for responsible positions, and they do go out and get good
salaries. And that there may be a possibility that sometime after
graduation that the special allowance load could be reduced as far
as the Government is concerned.

The multiple disbursements which was suggested that we com-
ment it, certainly I would be in favor of a multiple disbursements. I
think that it makes sense. How it is worked out can be orchestrat-
ed. But I do think that it is a sound idea.

There is one thing which has been taken out recently that I hope
can be restored. And that is the idea of consolidating student notes
for students who have loans from several different sources. That
makes sense, so why can we not find some way to do it.

I am not going to get into the technique of doing it, but let us
have consolidation of notes. There is no point in a student having
to send monthly payments on student loans to two and sometimes
three different places. That is confusing, and I think that it would
actually sort of discourage a student and encourage defaults. So let
us find some way to do that.

There has been a question raised on the administrative cost al-
lowance for the guarantee agency, and Dr. Aery will comment on
that in more particulars. Let me say from the standpoint of our
agency, the secondary market agency which is backed by the guar-
antor agency, I certainly want the state guarantor agency to be in
sound financial condition. And this should be looked at when we
get to thinking about tinkering with the cost allowance.

Some agencies have been in business for a long time and have
got a pretty firm base, and others have been more recent and need
a little help.

One of the greatest things that I think could help in our GSL is
getting a program and sticking with it through the years without
changing it every 6 months by some administrative edict. That has
caused the lender more confusion, and it has caused the student
confusion, and the institution more confusion.

The bureaucratic tinkering or interpretationand Mr. Ford, I
think that you have seen your own amendment abused in that
way. I agree completely with the purpose of your amendment, but
then they got to tinkering with it.

Congress then said, well, we do have to take a look at the
amount of tax-exempt bonds being issued. And you wisely passed a
law that I also agree with, that there is a State cap. And we are
certainly willing to operate that cap. It is reasonable.
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And then to have the bureaucratic decisions come along and tellus what we can do and cannot do within that cap. It is not onlyconfusing, but I really do not think that it is quite fair.
We know that there have been some abuses in the country of sec-ondary markets who have sold more bonds than they have actuallyused for buying student loans. And that is bad, and that kind ofabuse should be curbed. Personally, I am trying to run a lean andkeen agency, and I would like to be given the privilege of havingthe continuation of the tax-exempt status, so that we can operateand give the student the rsaxiinum service.
So these are the general policies that I see as I look back overthe worth of these programs. Certainly, I have never known a morededicated committee than this committee in its commitment to un-derstand exactly what is going on before you have to take a vote.I appreciate that very much, and certainly we appreciate yourcoming out to visit with us on these very impoi Cant things. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Ms. Aery.
[Prepared statement of Shaila Aery follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. SHAILA AZRY, COMMISSIONER OF HIGHER EDUCATION,
STATE or MIWOURI

On behalf of the Missouri Coordinating Board for Higher Education, 1 appreciatethis opportunity to address Title IV of the Higher Education Act and, s?ecifically,the Guaranteed Student Loan P-ogram from the perspective of a state guarantyagency. The Missouri Guaranteed Student Loan Program an operations in Octo-ber 1979 and is administered by the Coordinating Board for Higher Education TheMissouri program is relatively new with approximately 40 percent of all loans nowin repayment status. The Missouri program ranks fifth in the nation in the numberof lenders and eigth in the number of schools participet:ng in the program. To pro-vide you with some further national comparisons of the Missouri program it is fif-teenth in the number of loans and fourteenth in the country in loan volume. Theprogram is, I believe, an efficient one; ranking twenty-third in staff size. Missouri'saverage default rate for the past three years is approximately 5 percent, 2 percentof all outstanding loans. The Missouri Coordinating Board for Higher Education iscontinually seeking alternative ways to decrease borrower defaults. Default reduc-tion measures which recently have been initiated include a tape exchange with theSocial Security Administration and the Missouri Department of Revenue for thepurpose of locating borrowers who can be returned to repayment status. Also, a fed-eral income tax refund offset program is being implemented with the Internal Reve-nue Service as an additional collection effort for defaulted loans. Regardless of thesedefault avoidance measures, there remains a very small number of Missouri schoolswith loan default rates above an acceptable level. Recently, these schools have beennotified of informal compliance measures, limitation, suspension and, in two in-stances, termination from the Missouri Guaranteed Student Loan Program.The Missouri Coordinating Board's efforts in the loan program as with all of itsstatutory responsibilities, focuses on what it considers to be the major public policyissue confronting Missouri higher education: financial access fon citizens to qualityhigher education. This concern for access for citizens who have the ability but notthe monetary means to benefit from a postsecondary experieace does not precludethe Missouri Board from understanding, and appreciating, the need for the Congressto examine all federal programs, including education, in an effort to reduce the na-tional debt. There is also an appreciation of the concern of some in Congress withdefining more precisely what the state and federal partnership should be in t,GSL program, as well as the assurance of efficiency and accountability of guarantyagencies. And, as much as wr might wish for the discussions of reauthorize, ,,on andbudgt considerations to be separate ones, the fact of the matter is that reauthoriza-tion is being considered within the shadow of fiscal constraints. There is, I believe,an essential role that the federal government must play in assuring that citizenshave financial access to postsecondary education appropi iate to their needs At thesame time, I recognize that the federal role in higher education is and should be alimited one, that the primary responsibility for higher education rests with the
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etates. Indeed, the states provide. a third of total higher education support, three
times the federal government's contribution

With regard to the budget concerns relating to the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram, I would suggest that any cost containment changes should affect all partici-
pantsnot only the students That is, I believe that changes should affect the guar-
anty agency and the lender as well as the student It is my hope that my recommen-
dations on cost savings in the program along with those relating to ongoing program
practices will demonstrate my be efs in a viable federal and state partnership and
that guaranty agencies must be held accountable, The greatest savings in the loan
program, however, will accrue as a result of achieving stable low interest rates.

COPT SAVINGS IN PROGRAM

A
Return all federal advances by the state guaranty agencies based on an independ-

ent determination of the overall financial condition of the agency's program. The
return of the federal advances would, I understand, return approximately $150-177
million to the federal government. For those agencies unable to repay all their ad-
vances at once, I would suggest that you require the payment of interest at the rate
of the Treasury Bill plus one-eighth. The federal advances to the Missoun program
total $6 4 million dollars. A mechanism to return the advances within a reasonable
period of time would be necessary for Missouri so as to not adversely affect the pro-
gram's financial stability.

A moderate reduction of the special allowance to lenders. Current budget propos-
als, for example, would reduce lender yield approximately .3 percent. The cost sav-
ings from this modification would be an estimated $25 million the first year No re-
duction in lender participation is expected in Missouri as a result of a moderate re-
duction.

Require that Sally Mre pay a fee, to offset GSL axix 'ditures, to the federal gov-
ernment on securities issued to finance loan purchrwes and warehouse advances

PROGRAM PRACTICES

Briefly, I would like to address program practices that I believe would make the
GSL both more effident and effective, and make guaranty agencies more accounta-
ble.

Require multiple disbursement of GSL funds by lenders to save on interest and
special allowance. The Missouri data indicates that this would also reduce default
amounts.

Require all borrower checks be mailed to the school for delivery to the student.
Allow guaranty agencies to end insurance coverage for loans to students in

schools with histories of excessive GSL default rates.
Apply a needs test to determine eligibility for all borrowers regardless of parental

inzeme and completely eliminate the income cap. The needs test more accurately
reflects a family's financial situation.

End federal payment of borrower interest subsidy during the grace and deferment
periods,-and allow the borrower to capitalize interest accrued during this time.

Institute required accounting standards for guaranty agencies, and uniform prac-
tices among agencies to facilitate outside review and comparison of tae operatim,,s

Provide for a differential special allowance compensating lenders less for loans
during the in-school period when costs are lower than for loans during repayment.

I empathize with the enormous difficulties confronting the Congress in choosing
among various, important programs during fiscal constraint. I am all too familiar
with this reality as the Missouri Coordinating Board advises the Governor and Gen-
eral Assembly on l'igher education funding priorities. The GSL, as one of the cen-
tral elements of federal student aid, must continue, however, to be configured to
ensure access to affordable loan capital for students Finally, I would urge that in
your ennaideration of Title IV that you examine carefully the need to halt the ever
Increasing student debt burden in favor of a more balanced mix of grant, work, loan
and student /family support.

STATEMENT OF SHAILA AERY, COMMISSIONER OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, STATE OF MISSOURI

Ms. AERY. My name is Shaila Aery, and I am the commissionei
of higher education for the State of Missouri. And I will talk brief-
ly about title IV and particularly the GSL, and from the perspec-
tive of the State guarantee agency.

49-919 0 - 86 3
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A li ':le bit about our Missouri program. We started in October
1979. It is administered by the coordinating board of higher educa-
tion, which in Missouri is appointed by the Governor, one from
each congressional district and confirmed by the Senate. And that
board has responsibilities for postsecondary education.

We have approximately 40 percent of our loans that are now in
repayment status. The Missouri program ranks fifth in the Nation e
in the number of lenders. We have approximately 700 lend,ms. We
are eighth in the Nation in the number of schools participa Wing, ap-
proximately 205 schools.

To give you some further kinds of comparisons, we are 15th in
the number of loans, and '4th in the number of volume in the
country, and 28th in the , ize of staff. So I think that it is a fairly
efficient program.

We are constantly looking at ways to decrease borrower defe Ilts.
Missouri has a loan default rate of approximately 5 percent; 2 per-
cent of our outstanding loans are in default. A couple of things
that we are doing now that I have put in my remarks is we have
initiated a tape exchange with the Social Security Administration
and the Missouri Department of Revenue for the purpose of locat-
ing borrowers to return them to repayment status.

NNT, also require our schools who participate in the program to
updoie student addresses twice annually which we have done. Also,
we have a Federal Income Tax Offset Program which is being im-
plemented at the Internal Revenue to look at defaulted loans.

I will say to you that regardless of these kind of issues and this
kind of default 4iversic . methods, I still find that there are a very
small number of schools within our State and other States I krow
that have loan default rates that I think are not acceptable, and
certainly not acceptable by the Federal guidelines.

In the last 30 t::iys, the Missouri board has notified these schools
that have been in what we call an excessive default rate for the
past 2 years of several different measures. We have curtailed some
of their loans. We have terminated two of the schools, and I sus-
pect that we will terminate some more in the next couple of years.
We simply will not guarantee those loans.

The Missouri board when we look at what our major kind of
public policy issue is and they apply it to the GSL, it is the finan-
cial access of our citizens to quality higher education. But one
thing that I would have to say is that this board realizes that the
discussions that you are going through now are much like the dis-
cussions that we have had in Missouri. That you are going through
s period of time when you have to examine all Federal programs.

As much as we would like to have the reauthorization of this bill
and probably the farm bill , .eluded from any kind of financial or
fiscal considerations, we know that it is done in the light of the
Federal deficit.

I would like to suggest to you a couple of things from the guaran-
tee agency .:'.andpoint that I think could help this program in both
its efficiency and its effectiveness, and at the same time say to you
that I do believe that there is a viable kind of partnership the,' can
be worked out between the States and the Federal Government.
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And in fact, the States do have the responsibility for higher edu-
cation in this country, and contribute three times as much money
to higher education than does the Federal Government.

With regard to any kind of cost savings that I would recommend
to you today, I would want to remind you of two things. One, that I
do not agree with many people who believe that only the student
should be the one who has to pay the price on cost containment.
That we should look at the guarantee agency as well as the lender.
And becond, that something you know as well as I do, the greatest
savings that will accrue to this loan program will be the country

A maintaining stable interest rates.
First, I would suggest that all of the guarantee agencies return

their Federal advances. The Missouri program has approximately
$6.5 million of Federal advances. I would suggest that as this is
brought into being that you look at each of the States differently.
Some of us have been in the program less time than ethers, and
are not as financially stable or could not return it all at o...ce.

From the Missouri perspective, I think that in a reasonable
amount of time that we could return the $6.5 million with some
interest, perhaps an eighth of a point above the Treasury bill or
something. Some states tell me that they can return their Federal
advances right now. That is an immediate $150 to $175 million, I
understand.

We have in Missouri, our second point, discussed with our major
lenders and with many lenders in the State, our 700, over the past
several months what would happen if you reduced the lender yield
by 0.3 percent as you are suggesting now, which would save $25
million this next year.

I do not anticipate from the data that I have available on the
Missouri program that we would have any fewer lenders in our
program than we do now if there was some kind of moderate reduc-
tion in that lender yield. And part of that is because we have 700
lenders, and no one lender holds us captive in this State, and that
maybe different from some other States.

Third on this point, I would suggest that someone examine
whether or not Sallie Mae could pay a fee to the Federal Govern-
ment to offset GSL expenditures on securities issued to finance
loan purchases and warehouse advances. I would not want to leave
them out as we Jaok at cost savings.

With regard to the program practices, I would urge you to do
multiple disbursements. Not only to save on interest and the spe-
cial allowance to lenders, but our data shows that it would effec-
tively assist us in default reductions. And I would suggest that all
che&cs be mailed to the school with the student and the schools, for
delivery to the school.

One of the things from a guarantee agency, I think that it would
help us if you would allow guarantee agencies to end insurance
coverage for loans to schools with several years of excessive default
rates which we are now examining.

In fact, almo't everyone I believe has talked today has said to go
to a needs test as opposed to an income cap, and completely elimi-
nate the income cap. We have found in our own data that it most
accurately reflects a family's income and ability as a cap does not.
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Unlike my friends on my left and right who I depend on for the
program, I suggest that you end Federal payment of borrow-er interest subsidy during the grace and deferment periods, and
allow the borrower to capitalize the interest accrued during thetime.

From a f-uarantee agency, again one which recently went
through a Federal audit 11 months ago and which I have not re-
ceived one letter nor can I find out anything about it, I find thatthere is not any kind of required accounting standards. There is noway to compare one agency to another on how well we are doing or
how to improve ourselves, or find perhaps those of us who are notas good a job as we are or should be doing.

So some kind of uniform practices and standards of accounting
and fs.-sedback to the agencies on how we might improve. We cer-tainly go through a State audit every 2 years, and that helps. But I
think that they do nc t have any kind of comparison as io the feds
among guaranteed agencies.

I would suggest too that you provide differential special allow-
ances compensating lenders for the loans in the in-school period.And we know that the costs are lower than the loans during repay-
ment.

Finali,r, I would just like to thank you for the opportunity. Ithink that the guaranteed student program is one of the corner-
stones, if you will. And I think that there is a Federal responsibil-
ity to be concerned about financial access for citizens who have the
ability but not the nu ns, the monetary means, to go on to postsec-
ondary education.

I would reite-ate Mr. Purdy's earlier co- ament that we need to
look at the package again of student loans and what the States cando in that financial aid.

There is one thing in closing that I have not said and that I
know most people believe. I have not recommended to you that youraise the amount of money to students. I do believe that, students
are too far in debt now, and I do not see that raising that helps
students that much, No. 1.

And No. 2, T think that there are some things that we can do
within the state with regard to public education that can at least
slow down the costs, the growth of costs in higher education.

With that, I will conclude. Thank you very much.
Mr FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Grant.
[Prepared statement of David Grant follows:]
PREPARED STATEM,NT OF Dm 'D GRANT, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT, MERCANTILE

BANK CORP , ST LOUIS MO

Mr Chairman and *embers of the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the future of the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan program on behalf of the Consumer Bankers Association and my Institu-tion I am David Grant, sistant Vice-President of the Mercantile Bank Corpora-tion I am accompanied today by Clancy Dick, Assistant Vice-President for PersonalBanking at our institution

Although my testimony today reflects the views of the Consumer Bankers Asso-ciat vn, I would like to briefly describe my institution to you Mercantile is the 16thlargest lender in the Guaranteed Stvient Loan program in the State of Missouriand about the 650th largest lender natnnially We began making Guaranteed Stu-dent Loans on April 15, 1980 We, I believe, are typical of many of the lenders who
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began participating in the program in response to the 1979 an,', 1980 amendments to
the Higher Eduattion Act Enid who have continued participating because of the
sound financial structure of the program

In total, Mercantile has committed ever $31 2 million of our resources to making
GSLs Of this amount, approximately 51 percent has been lent to students in the
immediate vicinity of St Louis, and 2, percent to students in the Kansas City area
The students served under our program inci,le students attending every category
of postsecondary institution. Our average loan size is approximately $2,100 and our
small loan policy is identical to that the Higher Flucation Act, which is $500
The average loan indebtedness of our borrowers at the time of graduation ,s about
$5,000

In recent months, the Administration has put fe a series of legislative pro-
& posals designed to reduce the costs of the GSL prt As a matter of national

policy, consumer bankers, like all Amencans, supp to reduce the budget
deficit The specific legislative proposals nut forward ie Adminiat-ation, hjwev-
er, would do much more than just lower the federai costs of making stud:int lams
available to students. In a very real sense, the proposals would fundamentall, alter
the nature of the program by virtually eliminating the existing incentives in the
program for lenders to invest their depositors' capital in GSLs.

On behalf of CBA, I would like to talk briefly about two of the proposals that
most directly affect lenders. The first of these proposals relates to the special allow-
ance paid by the Federal government on GSLs. As you know, Mr Chairman, the
special allowance is cntical to lenders in that it makes up the differenrn between
the cost of making educational loans available to students and the interest rate
charged to them. The Administration has proposed that the formula for the special
allowance on Gate be reduced to a fixed 1.5 percent for the In-school period and to
3 0 percent during 'the repayment period The interest paid by students would be
established at a rate based on the 91-day Treasury bill, which is currently around 8
percent, but which .s expected by many economists to increase

Since the Administration's proposal has been put forward, it has been modified to
call for a reduction of .3 percent ir, the special allowance While this proposal is far
superior to the original proposal, it would still he quite detrimental to lenders

Consumer bankers in the GSL program are perplexed at the statements of the
Administration that the return to lenders is "excessive" In fact, many small lens-
ers in the GSL program are making only a inargmal return on GSLs and remain in
the program largely as a special service to the communities in which they are locat-
ed. For small lenders the GSL loan origination and servicing processes are both
complex and very costly.

As an objective matter, lender profit in the GSL program is best measured by
comparing the return 'enders make on GSLs with the other investments which they
make. The "return on assets" is the measure which is generally used by irost finan-
cial institutions for the purposes of comparing loan products. Under existing law
with the special allowance rete set at Treasury bill plus 3 5 percentthe return on
GSLs is roughly equal to that produced by other consumer loan products.

A survey of 175 financial institutions with assets of between one and three billion
dollars indicates tliat the typical return on assets for consumer lendirg, GSLs and
PLUS loans was 75 pt,rcent over the past few years Because of significantly less
favorable economies of scale, the return on assets at smaller financial institutions is
between 3 and 6 percent on GSLs As a medium-sized institution with a relatively
modest investment in GSLs, we find that our experience would fall within this
range

The proemial of ,,he Administration to reduce the special allowance as
outlined aoove would result in most, if not all, GSL lenders losing money on their
GSL investments. We wou; 1 anticipate that if tile proposals were enacted, several
thousands of the smaller lenders, and many of the larger lenders as well, would
drop out of the program almost immediately If this were to occur, there is no doubt
in my mind that many areas of the countryincluding Missouriwould have no
participating GSL lenders Similarly, the revised proposal will hurt lendersand ul-
timately studentsin Missouri We strongly urge the subcommittee to resist efforts
to reduce the special allowance in this program

A second proposal of the Administration which gives us concern is the proposal to
require the multiple-disbursement of loans This proposal is included in both the
( r:ginal and revised Administrntion budget packages The Consumers Bankers Asso-
ciation has endorsed multiple disbursement as a rational, effective means of reduc-
ing losses in the program resulting from students who enroll in college, collect their
GSL, but then drop out Under multiple disbursement, such a student who qualified
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for a full $2,500 GSL, would receive only $1250, with a resulting savings to the Fed-eral government
Our concerns about multiple disbursement result from the fact that it is not being

considered on Capitol Hill as a single administrative improvement in the program,but rather as part of a comprehensive package of measures designed to reduce the
return to lenders on the program. Multiple disbursement is costly to lenders be-cause of the fact that many of the administrative steps necessary to originate a loanmust be repeated as a 'exult of the requirement In total, CBA estimated that multi-ple disbursement will reduce lender return by an additional .2 percent When this
reduction is coupled with a reduction in the special allowance payment of loans, the
cumulative impact on lenders can be to discourage participation in the program

We would urge the subcommitte a to carefully consider enacting multiple disburse-ment, but to be sensitive to the fact that the lender costs associated with this pro-posal are significant.
Along the same lines, we would urge the subcommittee to provide lenders with anadequate amount of time to prepare for the implementation of any changes to the

program In 198i, legislative changes were enacted with an effective date almost im-mediately after the date of enactment The result was confusion on the part of lend-
ers that caused many insitutinns to simply stop making loans. We would urge thesubcommittee to do everything in its power to assure that the effective date for
changes is at least three months after the date of enactment

I would now like tr turn to several other proposals which have been made by the
Consumer Bankers Association to improve the administrative structure of the pro-
gram and to reduce the federal costs associated with it.

The first proposal is to establish lines of credit for GSL and PLUS loan borrowers
Under current law GSL and PLUS borrowers are required to make a full !clan appli-
cation each time they come into a lending institution for additional li an capital.
The reapplication process is in most cases totally unnecessary and drives up lenders'
administrative costs while complicating the loan origination procoss the student.A solution to this problem is to allow the lender to establish lines of credit with
borrowers in the same way that lines of credit are currently available for homeequity loans. So long as the student's enrollment status did not radically change,
the borrower's GSL or PLUS eligibility would not change The student or parent
would simply be required to submit, for each time the borrower wanted to draw
down funds on the line of credit, a certification from the educational institution that
the enrollment status of the student had not changed

A second administrative improvement in the program would be to extend the
grace penod from the current six months to nine months after the student gradu-
ates What is happening in may instances is that students are unable to find jobsand begin employment in the six month period Many borrowers thus go unneces-sarily into default while an additional three months grace pe, d could give them
time to get established and begin repayment. We believe that the small costs associ-ated with enacting this amendment would be more than made up through reduc-tions in default losses

A third category of administrative changes would also lead directly to a reduction
in federal defaul losses The committee should consider requiring lenders to report
the existence of a GSL to credit bureaus at the time that the loan enters repaymentThis small step will have a significant impact on defualts by helping to prevent
highly indebted GSL borrowers from unwisely taking on additional consumer loandebt

Similarly, assistance should be provided to lenders who want to establish graduat-
ed repayment schedules to help borrowe-1 who arc, unable to meet their initial re-
payment obligations

An additional recommendation would be that guaranty agency and lender access
to databases such a. Social Security and the Internal Revenue Service be expanded
to help improve the tracking down of delinquent and defaulted borrowers

Finally, we would recommend re-establishment of the loan consolidation program
In niy opinion, much of the default loss in the GSL program today is occurring fromgood faith borrowers who, in the face of difficult economic circi.mstances simply
cannot repay their loans Loans consolidation offers highly indebted borrowers theoption of stretching out their loan payments and easing their monthly obligationsAll current entities in the GSL program should be allowed to consolidate theloans of a borrower, if they hold at least one of the loans being consolidated Thiswould assure the availability of a consolidation program to the borrower The re-
establishment of a viable loan consolidation program should be one of the highest
priorities of the Congress as it begins the reauthorization process
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I would like to turn for a minute to the question of over-borrowing by students in
the GSL program and what Congress should do about this in the reauthorization As
you know, Mr. Chairman, default losses in the Guaranteed Student Loan program
continue to increase despite the fact that the overall default rate is declining This
results from the fact that the number of loans entering repayment is increasing
each year.

Many of the defaults in the GSL program are defaults on the part of students wLo
had to borrow 10 or 15 thousand dollars to complete their educational program and
then find themselves in a low-paying job As the amount of borrowing in the GSL
program continues to increase, the difficulty of many students in meeting their re-
payment obligations is likely to continue to increase.

Earlier, I mentioned loan consolidation as one means of addresbing the default
and over-indebtedness problem I also mentioned better reporting to credit bureaus
as a second means These two changes taken by themselves, however, will not total-
ly solve the problems that are being created by higher and higher GSL debts. In the
long run, Mr. Chairman, the Congress must decide whether it is realistic to ask stu-
dents to finance an ever-increasing percentage cf their education with loans and
then expect these loans to be paid back

I know, Mr. Chairman, that you have long been an advocate of making adequate
amounts of grant aid available to students. As a lender, it is not my role to make
recommendations on exactly what amounts or types of grant aid shculd be avail-
able I will say, however, that many of us in the lending community recognize that
an ever-increasing reliance on loans bring with it an ever-increasing problem of de-
faults occurring on the part of students who were simply forced to borrow more
than they could repay.

I believe that Con should continue the studies initiated by the National Com-
mission on Student

Congress
Aid into the question of what causes defaults At the

same time, however, Congress should structure the mixture of loans and grants in
such a fashion as to best encourage low and middle income students to obtain the
most appropriate education without having to borrow excessive sums of money

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me again thank you for the opportunity to partici-
pate in these heanngs today Because of the budget deficit and the need to address
it, the GSL and other federal student aid programs are under attack I applaud the
subcommttee for taking the time to come out to Missouri and to find out how some
of the proposals currently being circulated would effect students who, without the
helping hand of federal student aid, would be unable to obtain a college education I
hope that as the subcommittee continues its work on the reauthonzation that these
students will always be your top priority.

I would be happy to respond to any questions the subcommittee may have

STATEMENT OF DAVID GRANT, ASSISTA.NT VICE PRESIDENT,
MERCANTILE BANK CORP., ST. LOUIS, MO

M . GRANT. Mr. Chairman, I request that my entire statement be
put into the record, and I will just summarize my remarks.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on Postsecond-
ary Education, thank you for the opportunity to speak today on the
future of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program on behalf of the
Consumer Bankers Association ant, my institution.

I am Dave Grant of the Mercantile Bank Corp. And to my left is
Clancy Dick, assistant vice president for personal banking at our
lead bank, Mercantile Trust Co.

Although my testimony today primarily ..effects the views of the
CBA, I would like to briefly describe my institution to you. Mercan-
tile Trust, our lead bank, is the 16th largest lender in the Guaran-
teed Student Loan Program in Missouri, and about 650th largest
nationwide. In total, Mercantile has committed about somewhere
over $31 million of our resources in making GSL's across the State.

Of this amount, roughly half is to students in the St. Louis area,
and another fifth in the Kansas City area. The students served by
our banks include those attending every category of postsecondary
institution.
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In recent months, the administration has put forth a series oflegislative proposals designed to reduce the cost of the GSL Pro-
gram. As a matter of public policy, consumer bankers like allAmericans support the efforts to reduce the Federal deficit.

The specific legislative proposals put forward by the administra-
tion, however, would do more than just lower the Federal cost of
making student loans available. In a very real sense, the proposals
would fundamentally alter the nature of the program by eliminat-
ing many of the existing incentives for lenders to invest their de-
positor's money in GSL's.

On behalf of the CBA, I would like to speak briefly about two ofthe proposals that most directly affect lenders, modification of thespecial allowance and the requirement for multiple disbursements.
As you know, the special allowance is critical to lenders in thatit makes up the difference between the cost of making educational

loans available to students, and the interest rate which is chargedto him.
The administration has proposed that the formula for the special

allowance on GSL's be reduced to a fixed percentage, and that the
interest paid by students be established at 3 variable rate based onthe 91-day T-bill rate. Since the administration's original proposal,
it has been modified to call for a reduction of three-tenths of 1 per-cent in the special allowance. While this is certainly superior to
the original proposal, it would still be quite detrimental to manylenders.

Consumer bankers in the GSL program are perplexed frankly atthe statements of the administration and others that the return to
lenders is excessive. In fact, many small lenders both in our hold-
ing company as well as nationwide in the program are making onlya marginal return on GSL's, and many times remain in the pro-gram primarily as a special service to the communities in whichthey are located to their existing customers.

A survey sponsored by the CBA of 175 financial institutions with
assets of between $1 and !IT, biWon indicates that the typical returnon assets for consumer lending, GSL's, and Plus loans has been
roughly three quarters of 1 percent o%er the past several years.

Because of significantly less favorable economies of scale, howev-er, the return on assets at smaller institutions is between three-
tenths and six-tenths of 1 percent on GSL's.

The original proposal of the administration to reduce the special
allowance, as I indicated before, would result in most if not alllenders losing money on their GSL investments. Were this to occur,there is no doubt certainly in my mind that many areas of the
country including Missouri would have no if very few participating
GSL lenders. The revised proposal will hurt many lenders in theState, and ultimately students as well. We strongly urge the com-mittee to resist the efforts to reduce the special allowance in thisprogram.

The proposal to require multiple disbursements of loans also
gives us some concern. CBA has endorsed, as you know, multiple
disbursements as a rational effective means of reducing losses in
the program resulting from students who may enroll in college, col-
lect their loan, and then drop out of school.
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Our concerns about multiple disbursements result from the fact
that it is not being considered as a single administrative improve-
ment in the program, but rather as part of a comprehensive pack-
age of measures to reduce the returns to lenders. Multiple disburse-
ments are costly to lenders, because many of the administrative
steps necessary to originate a loan must be repeated for subsequent
disbursement of loan proceeds.

In total, CBA has estimated that the requirement for multiple
disbursement will reduce lender return during the first year of the
loan by roughly two-tenths of 1 percent. When this reduction is
coupled with a reduction in the special allowance payment on
loans, the cumulative impact on lenders can be to discourage par-
ticipation in the program.

I would now like to turn briefly to several other proposals that
have been made by CBA to improve the administrative structure of
the program and to reduce the Federal costs associated with it.

The first proposal is to establish lines of credit for GSL and Plus
loans. Under the current law, these borrowers are required to
make a full loan application each time they come into a lending
institution for a loan. The reapplication process drives up lenders'
administrative costs while placing what many times is an unneces-
sary burden on the student and his family.

A solution is to allow the lender establish lines of credit to bor-
rowers in the same way that lines of credit currently exist for such
products as home equity loans. As long as the student's enrollment
status did not radically change, the borrower's GSL or Pius eligibil-
ity would also not change.

A second administrative improvement in the program would be
to extend the grace period from the current 6 to 9 months after the
student graduates. What is hapning in many instances is that
the students are unable to find jobs and begin employment during
the current 6 month period. We believe that the smali additional
costs associated with enacting this amendment would be monn than
made up through reductions in default losses.

A third rather broad category of administrative changes would
also lead directly to a reduction in Federal default losses. This cate-
gory includes requiring lenders to report the existence of a GSL to
credit bureaus at the time that the loan enters repayment. This
would help prevent highly indebted student loan borrowers from
unwisely taking on additional consumer credit loan debt.

Simiarly, assistance should be provided to lenders who want to
establish graduated repayment schedules to help borrowers who
may be initially unable to meet repayment obligations until they
get established.

Finally, we would recommend reestablishment of the Loan Con-
solidation Program, as several other speakers have indicated today.
Loan consolidation offers highly indebted borrowers the option of
stretching out their loans and easing their monthly obligations.

In closing, I know that you, Mr. Chairman, and others speaking
today have been an advocate of making adequate amounts cf Fed-
eral grant aid available to students. As lenders, it is perhaps not
the role of CBA to make recommendations on exactly what
amounts or types of grant aid that should be made available.
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Fut I will say, however, that many of us in the lending communi-
ty recognize that an ever increasing reliance on loans brings with
it an ever increasing problem of defaults occurring on the part of
students who were simply forced to borrow more money than they
would reasonably repay.

Congress should structure the mixture of loans and grants in
such a fashion as to best encourage low- and middle-income stu-
dents in the most appropriate education without having to borrow
excessive amounts of money.

Mr. Chairman, let me again thank you and the committee for
the odportunity to participate in these hearings. We appreciate the
subcommittee coming out to Missouri to find if some of the propos-
als currently being circulated would effect students who without
the assist..nce of Federal aid would be unable to obtain a college
w'. 'cats.,._.

I hope that as the subcommittee continues its work on the Reau-
thorization Program, that these students will remain your top pri-
ority. Thank you.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Purdy, you were really in it at the beginning of these pro-

grams. Back in 1965, we had a great deal of confidence in the
people who were going to be administering the programs in Wash-
ington, because we have a lot of very committed people showing up
from around the country who were very much interested in seeing
these things work.

And over the years, we have continued to have by and large
those kind of people. But in the 20 years that I have been dealing
with this, I have watched the committees in the House and Senate
gradually become more and more, without realizing perhaps that
we were doing it, apprehensive about giving too much latitude to
people to administer the program.

You know how long it took us to talk the States into the State
guarantee business in the first place, and the incentives that we
had to use. In one State as a matter of fact we did something so
that the Governor was able to blackmail the legislature into pass-
ing the legislation by threatening, we had it in the House bill and
then took it out in conference, a provision that would have made
the Government a lender of first resort in that State. And that
struck their Midwestern nerves to the very root, and they took care
of it.

Because of that, there has been a reluctance to back off and look
at the maturation process that one must assume has taken place in
20 years it the handling of these programs. Student aid people now
tell me tat student aid offices have obtained a greater recognition
on collet,e campuses than they have had in the past. That student
aid professionals are indeed professional in what they do, and that
you just do not give somebody t'ie job 1 year and somebody else the
next year in most institutions. And that we are deal:ng with a
group of professionals that did not exist when we started.

All this is by way of getting to ask for our intuitive reaction to
trying to answer these questions about ;weds analysis and inde-
pendence by shifting the primary reliaree to the finanicial aid of-
fices on campus.
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I know that immediately when you bring this up that some
people are going to suggest that these people are not professional
enough to restrain the impulse to greed that would say, let us just
give everybody all the money we can get for them.

But do you think that something like that 1A. ild work, how
would the community respond in your view to greater latitude on
the part of the people preparing a package to make these determi-
nations within very broad outlines of restrictions?

Mr. PURDY. Certainly, we feel that there is ...obstantial develop-
ment of professionalism on the part of the student financial aid of-
ficers. That does not mean that it is a perfect personnel situation.
And I remember one time very distinctly, and this has been a long
time ago, that Mrs. Green, who was then chairman of this commit-
tee turned to me and said how would you !ike all of these to be a
bloc grant to the campus and let the student aid personnel handle
it.

And I said we are not ready for it at this time, vn still need
guidelines. I would still say that we would need some policy and
guidelines, so that tl--4.e would be a uniformity harAing the tax-
payer's money. I am i.,, saying that we are perfect yet. But I am
still saying that we need a degree of flexibility.

I was impressed with your very common problem that we have of
the 19-year-old mother. And when you are handcuffed with a 22-1
year mandate, then how do we help this very special case which we
have no doubt about.

So I guess that I would plead for a great deal of commonsense in
relying upon the professionalism and the integrity at the level
where the students are. There are not enough pages in the Con-
gressional Record to write all of the regulations that covert; every
situation.

So I do think that a great deal of flexibility within guidelines is
the direction to go.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Grant, you have heard discussion here today
about something that has bothered a lot of us. And that is the shift
to the growth in the Guaranteed Loan Program and the relative
benefits. You would notice, for example, in my opening statement
that I mentioned that this year we would generate $13 billion in
student aid, and Mr. Coleman said $8.5 billion.

We are both saying the same thing. He is talking about expendi-
ture by the Federal Government, and I am talking about the total
package. And the rest of it is the Guaranteed Student Loan Pro-
gram which generates capital from your people. They provide a
little bit more than half of the money that would be spent this year
out of their capital.

When you look at the outstanding balance that we ha-ie., we are
guaranteeing someplace in the magnitude of $33 or $34 billion.
And if you look at the special allowance, you can tell immediately
what the cost of that program is. It is not first year costs.

We are in great pain to try to figure how to save money in the
program. And as Mr. Coleman has indicated, when you look at our
costs for the loan over the years there are some who may say
maybe we ought to just give them the money in the firs place. Be-
cause by the time that we have subsidized the loan over all of the
years of it, we almost put as much money in as the bank did.
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And the answer to .hat, unfortunately, is that we do not havethe wit as an institution in the Congress to do anything that bold.There is no way in the world in today's climate but even when wewere in our salad days, that we could get the Congress to consider
appropriations up front that you would have to have to do that.

Nov something that is coming out of this and bothering me is Iwonder if you peopleand I have met with your associations, andin that meeting in Philadelphia even discussing this:s there is aquestion of whether or not part of the shift that is taking place is
not because of the growth in availability of guaranteed studentloans.

When you think back a half a dozen years ago, there were manyStates where they were virtually not available. They were veryslow in many parts of the country to get into this business. And
then they tended to be in the big urban areas. And the little schoolthat was out in the boondocks and the students from more remotepart:, of the State never had access.

Now in your State, for example, we have examples from Missouri
of the tremendous number of lenders in the State which indicates
that you have got them all over, that you are Jt really isolated inthe State in terms of not having lenders in the area chat are will-ing to do business with you.

We do not have any way to check this, and maybe this is some-thing that Mr. Purdy could cogitate on with us. But we do notknow, or ei.ample, how many people who are getting a maximum
guaranteed etude, t loan would be able to get by with less than the
maximum if they first applied for a Pell grant. It is more trouble-
some to apply for the Pell grant than it is to go over to your localfriendly bank with your father or Sur uncle, or someone who does
business there, and getting a loan is quick and painless. And it is amore familiar environment than the student aid office is for moststudents.

So we do not have any way to know, but can you tell whether ornot bankers as a habit ask people if they have exhausted all of theother resources before they decided how much they wanted toborrow, or do they just go along with whatever it is that they askedthem for?
Mr. GRANT. Well, of course, a part of the process is that the need

analysis is done by the universities. In chatting with several of the
university financial aid people recently, I get the feeling that they
go through with the student the options. I am not sure that banksper se go through whenever a student comes in for a loan, are you
sure that you have exhausted all of your alternatives I just cannotanswer that.

Mr. FORD. Now one must assume looking at the positive side of it
that there still is an American ethic that it is better to pay for
your own, and that that is very strong with some people. And given
a &lice between getting a grant and borrowing the money on theirown, they would opt for that reason for the loan. And that is nottb a person that concerns me. It is the shift of lower income stu-
dents i,) such large numbers into guaranteed student loans that isbothering me.

And I do not know how much of that is that the value of the Pellgrant has dropped as a proportion of costs so dramatically, and
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how much of it is the availability of the loan which seems to be an
easier way out.

Maybe you could get some information for us. Not a big survey,
but just sort of ask your people who have been at this for several
months what they think about that.

Now I do understand why the banker would want to make a
$2,500 loan rather than a $500 loan. But we have to assume some
good motives with bankers just like everybody else, lawyers and
student aid administrators. But they have got to help us think
through this. Because the ways in which people will go into their
pocket probably will be more distasteful than some idea of how we
could diminish the demand to some degree by trying to get people
to take advantage of other resources.

You have put great emphasis on the special allowance. We had a
presidential commission on student aid, and we commissioned a
study by the Wharton School of bankers and why they participated
in the program. Mr. Brademas and I who sat on this committee for
many years together were frankly very surprised when we found
that Wharton, which is a very respected school, came to the conclu-
sion that on a scale of 1 to 10 that the size of the special allowance
was not a very important consideration in determining how much
of their portfolio they were going to put into the guaranteed loan,
and whether they were going to participate in the program.

The other surprising thing that we found was that most Of the
directors of the banks lat were interviewed in this survey that
they took, some 600 or 8,0 banks I guess selected by some sampling
system to give a representation, and obviously you would get a dif-
ferent answer from somebody at your level than one of your little
correspondent banks, that they found that the large majority of the
bank directors really did not know what the special allowance was
or how it worked.

And so presumably, they had not weighed that very heavily in
aiding in decisions of how much of their portfolio would be as-
signed to the loans.

Now do you quarrel with that finding by them?
Mr. GRANT. Well, until recently, many banks did not have a very

good cost accounting system and did not have a very good handle
on profitability and so on. As we move forward with increasing
competition in the financial industry, each and every product if
you will that banks sell, and student loans are clearly a product is
being scrutinized increasingly carefully, what is the return to our
stockholders.

I think that there is going to be a lot more visibility in the future
or. what is the special allowance, what is the aggregate return to
the bank on making the student loan compared to some other
credit product. It may have been true in the past, I guess to sum-
marize, but it will be lest . rue in the future.

Mr. FORD. As a practical matter if you take Ms. Aery's sugges-
tion of capitalizing the in-school interest, what do the banners do if
we suggest to them that once they have taken a loan that they
have to adjust at least four times or each time that there is an ad-
dition to the loan, because you haw different periods of time in-
volved; would that create a servicing cost that diminishes the desir-
ability of the loan, or do you think that with the way that the
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States are set up now that that could be accommodated vithout too
much trouble9

Mr. GRANT. I am going to turn that over to Mr. Dick.
Mr. DICK. Are you referzing to the entire time that he is in

school, that he or she wen.. in school?
Mr. FORD. I believe that her suggestion was in school and during

the grace period which is 6 months after leaving school or complet-
ing school.

Mr. DICK. My initial comment might be the c'.11lection of interest
on less than once every 5 years. The accrual problems would not be
that great, but I am talking about actual collection of income dol-
lars.

Mr. FORD. Well, as I visualize the way that that would work is
that let us assume that a student goes to school for 4 years and
borrows a maximum each year. The first year, they owe you $2500.
The second year, they have two notes with you for $2500. And the
third yclar, three, and then four. And then ali of these notes go into
the grace period at the same time for the 6-month period. They
berome payable on the same date.

Now how much bookkeeping are we talking about to do some-
thing like that?

Mr. DICK. Depending on each individual bank's accounting and
data processi.g, it may not be that burdensome.

Mr. FORD. How about having a look at that for us and see how
they react to something like that.

Mr. DICK. Consider also though the additional debt.
Mr. FORD. I learned a long time ago that if bankers believe that

something is going to cost them money that you cannot sell it to
them no matter what.

Mr. COLEMAN. Was this on the golf course of the country club?
Mr. FORD. No. I have talked to more bankers in the last 10 years

than I have talked to in all of my life. And I hear some of the my-
thology there. And then their lawyers come in and explain what
they really meant.

But if they get the impression that we are making a change that
is going to complicate things, that seems to have a bigger impact
with smaller bankers than anything else. The dollar amounts do
not bother them nearly as much as more paperwork. And they still
talk in terms of paperwork, although it is a matter of a computer
operator feeding additional information after the computer has
been programmed. I suspect that it takes that much time to make
each of these entries that we are talking about. vies, sir.

The WITNESS. Let me correct an earlier omission. I did not intro-
duce Mr. John Wild who is the executive director of our secondary
market. John has been in this business for quite awhile, and he is
writing down some thoughts here. And why does he not just give
them to you.

Mr. WILD. Mr. Ford, one of the thoughts that I had written for
Mr. Purdy was that the special allowance seems to be a factor to
banks which are the most inefficient. And as you get to a larger
size like a Mercantile Trust where they have a good handle on it
through people like Mr. Dick, you do not have to worry so much
about it. But when you get into a small mercantile like Green
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Ridge or somewhere like that, you get into a situation where they
still might be on paper and having to make those changes.

My other comment was that on capitalizing interest which was
Dr. Aery's concept, that it is not difficult to do because most good
servicing systems allow that same data processing systems clerk as
you mentioned to sit down and do it in a snap.

. It is only the concept, you have to realize the downside, that you
are paying interest on interest, and Ciat you are putting a debt pic-
ture out there that really should be factored into a longer term re-
payment than 10 years. Because if you are going to capitalize

4 during the in-school period, maybe the fair thing to do then is to
throw them into a market rate loan after they graduc-,e when they
have the ability to pay, as my chairman has said, or hopefully to
have the ability to pay.

And at that point if they are carrying a market rate at no cost to
the Government, then you can afford to wait perhaps 15 or 20
years. And that ties into the line of credit concept that David
Grant had mentioned, because you are really mortgaging your edu-
cation. It is just a mortgage on your head instead of on your roof.

Mr. FORD. Well, you know the whole consolidation effort that we
started in 1980 got snarled up with the tax-free revenue bone issue.
And it got snarled up it the Senate, not in the House. We thought
that we were in good shape trying to renew it when it came up.
But unfortunately, one of the States that was caught in a box was
Vermont. And that is a magic State for us to do business with for
very obvious reas:,ns.

And the chairman over there, and we felt sorry for him, was
caught in a box. They said that they were not signing anything
that is going to increase the tax free revenue bonds. And his state
agency said we do not want a consolidation unless we can do it.
And there was no way to satisfy the people important to that chair-
man and to get our bill signed, so it died.

But one of the characteristics that was in that was that we did
not start to do consolidation for the bankers or for anybody else,
but we started to do consolidation as a te'thnique to reduce the
then frightening loan default rate. That was one of many things
that were in the amendments of 1979 and 1980 and designed to fa-
cilitate repayment.

And we had people in the lending business who said, you know,
as a practical matter, we do not do business that way. We do not
let somebody just to go into default if there is a way to work out a
new package for them. And that is hew we thought that it was
goiog to work.

But there were two characteristics that encouraged repayment.
One was stretching out the repayment period if there were two or
more loans consolidated. And the second one was putting the loans
in an income sensitive repayment. But it was not income sensitive,
I think that it was time sensitive. They could set it up in say incre-
ments of 5 years or over a 15-year period. The loan payback for the
first 5 years was at level A, and the loan payback for the next 5
was at level B, and sort of a balloon at the end of it.

It was on the assumption that a college graduate graduating and
therefoze taking advantage of consolidation because they had mul-
tiple loans would be growing in their ability to pay during that
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period of time. That was not to make it easier, or softer, or more
gentle on the student, but it was to get them into a more practical
repayment, recognizing that when they come out of college that
they frequently get married and incur other responsibilities that
are far more urgent than an unsecured loan.

It was working quite well. State agencies had same difficulty, but
it got snarled on because of the States that were depending entire-
ly on financing it with the tax-free revenue bonds. And then we
found some of cur neighbors unfortunately borrowing enough to
cover their loans for 3 years at one time. And by arbitrage, they
were using that as a handy-dandy way to get money in the State
treasury.

And that is what my amendment was trying to get at. We wres-
tled with that for years. And in the meantime, I am now told that
virtually ever State has found out how to live with this thing.
And the Department has grown up in their handling of it. So in-
stead of just cutting people off, they have helped them to work out
the problems.

The cap does not seem to create a problem bee.. use we exempted
that typethe tax law exempted that type of bond for all intents
and purposes.

Mr. PURDY. We are under the cap.
Mr. FORD. They are under the overall cap?
Mr. PURDY. We are under the cap, but we are willing to live

under the cap, and that was not our problem.
Mr. FOn.D. But the cap comes down again, does it not?
Mr. WILD. Yes, si. It goes down to $100 per capita in I think

1986.
Mr. FORD. That is +.1e point at which it starts to hurt me. We are

fine in Michigan with the present cap.
Mr. WILD. For the record, we are burdened by an attorney gener-

al's opinion in the State of Missouri that says we are not allowed to
go into taxable finance, and that was not the intent of the Missouri
General Assembly. And the Federal Department of Education has
failed to accept the wisdom of the Missouri General Assembly and
is trying to periodically drive this across into a vehicle that we d&
not, in good faith, feel that we could do.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Aery, how do you define an excessive default

rate?
Ms. AERY. There are Federal guidelines; 20 percent.
Mr. COLEMAN. You mentioned that you have two institutions in

Missouri that you have identified that you are no longer buying
their loans?

Ms. AERY. We are not guaranteeing their loans; that is correct.
Mr. COLEMAN. And are those for profit or not for prcfit?
Ms. AERY. For profit. We have some not for profit that , close

behind them.
Mr. COLEMAN. Have any of you seen the $100,000 family?
Ms. AERY. No.
Mr. COLEMAN. Well, we are looking for them.
Mr. FORD. When we find them, we are going to put them in the

same jail with the kids that went out with a $2,000 loan when that
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was the limit and bought a sports car. I was always fascinated,
coming from Detroit, about how you could buy a sports car for
$2,000. They had a lot of them out there.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Grant, in your testimony on page 7, you said
that we should consider requiring lenders to report the existence of
a GSL to credit bureaus at the time that the loan is entering repay-

* ment. I assume that that means a defaulted GSL loan.
Mr. GRANT. To report that the loan exists.
Mr. COLEMAN. Just that the loan exists? I have introduced a sill

that would ask the guarantee agency to report to the credit bureau
any defaulted loans.

Would you have any problem with that?
Ms. AERY. No.
Mr. COLEMAN. Have you dealt with the concept of the independ-

ent student in Missouri separate and apart from the Federal issue?
Ms. AERY. No, we have not.
Mr. COLEMAN. And Mr. Grant, why do you think that we have

700 banks in the State of Missouri that are making student loans?
Mr. GRANT. A lot of the banks are smaller banks, and not terri-

bly aggressive in the program. A lot of banks, including a lot of
mercantile banks, until recently put significant restrictions on the
availability of those loans. They do them for their customers, for
example.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do any of you know how these are grouped; in
other words, do the top three or four banks handle 75 percent of
the loans, and the other 695 do the 25 percent, or are they pretty
well distributed?

Mr. GRANT. The top 10 banks do something like 50 or 60 percent
of the originations. There is a fairly heavy skew toward the top
handful of banks.

Mr. COLEMAN. And those would be the large holding companies
here?

Mr. GRANT. Well, large banks, S&L's, and there are also some ex-
ternal to the State banks as well.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Aery, you indicated that the default rate over-
all is 2 percent, but in the last 3 years it was 5 percent.

Should I understand that the default rate is higher each year?
Mo. AERY. Well, it is getting higher. What I was saying is that it

is 5 perLenc of those in repayment, and outstanding loans is 2 pet
cent. It is the same time period, but it is our whole loan.

Mr. COLEMAN. Based upon the number of loans that are in the
repayment, you mean?

Ms. AERY. It is 5 percent of all loans. Of all loans out right now,
it is 2 percent. But we are relatively young, and only 40 percent of
ours are in repayment. So I was trying to make the difference.

Mr. COLEMAN. I'd like to emphasize one point that the chairman
made. If seems to be convenient for these people to walk across the
street to the "friendly banker" to get a loan as opposed to going
through a grant application process, the people that the chairman
is referring to would not have a friendly banker, if they are lower
to middle income people.

I just make that point for the record. Perhaps there might be
some established data to show how Tnuch of a relationship there is
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with a lender in the GS', Progr " a past relationship with that
family.

Do you '..ave any idea, Mr. Grant, of how many people are brand
new customers through a bank or service?

Mr. GRANT. Again, many of our banks until recently required a
relationship. So in those cases, it would be 100 percent. More and
more hanks are seeing it as essentially a way to establish a rela-
tionship as individuals leave school. So again, 1 think that that
number is probably dropping. As far as exact numbers or a feel, I
do not have those.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Purdy, do you have a comment?
Mr. PURDY. Mr. Coleman, as I say. students tend to be an awful

lot like people. Namely, they will hr, negligent unless prodded and
scheduled. And it was always one of the problems of a financial aid
officer that a student shows up in August and has not yet applied
fc,r the Pei grant And the Pell grant takes a lot longer to process
than the insured loan.

And I am sure that there is some of that. Now this is a problem
that will never be answered, na-n-iy that you cannot get a GSL
until you have applied for a Pelt grant. There will always be r,
pobieln. I guess that I would hef Rate to recommend that we make
application for a Pell grant a prerequisite to getting a GSL

I think as I think that I indicated earlier that I am certainly in
favor of a need analysis which goes throt gh the financial aid office.
if the financial aid officer is doing his business at all, he will recog-
nize a low income student who needs to apply for a Pell grant or a
NDSL, or whatever else is available to him. That is the job of the
finan aid person. They do not all do :t oerfectly.

Bu, I think that that kind of screening is the answer to that
rather than legislation. Now I am still the fecalty advisor for a
scholarship program sponsored by the Western Gulf Association.
They requir everybody to apply for the Pell grant, because it is on
the basis of need, do you have need And see if you are qualified;
and if so, take that and we will help you out in addition according
to what you need.

And there are 47 boys in the house. And each year, I have to say
now, have all of you applied for your Pell grant. And they are get-
ting the message. And they do, but not without a reminder. But I
think that the financial aid director is the point of reminding on
that.

Mr. COLEMAII. I asked this euestion veviously concerning the re-
lationship between the institution and the lender, or somebody on
the collection end.

Do you feel that there needs to be some clarification or authority
given to you to deal wi t institutions, so that they might be a
bigger help if they could .,e, or do you fee! that thi.. is not going to
make any difference?

Mr. 'WILD. One point that we were chatting about earlier was in
that it depends a great deal on what you are referring to in a de-
fault situation. Normally, you have gat an individual who has
dropped out of school, or perhaps has changed schools And speal -
ing as a banker, I do not see much validity in t- examples in
getting the school's assistance.
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One thing that we have had assistance with some institutions in
the past is the individual that does withdraw for any par thular
reason whether it is for a semester or they are gone compietely
where the school could notify the lender immediately instead of us
finding out through our servicing agency, and I had an example
th° other day, 4 months later that little Johnny has since with-
drawn from school, and we do not know where he is located.

The other thing prior to a default situation is the relationship
when the loans are disbursed. At Mercantile, we normally do make
the checks payable to the student and to the school. and we mail
them to the school. We make a dedicated effort to close our loan.
We would like the aid of the financial aid officers to assist us in
solidifying that relationship.

But as far as any other type of collection activity, I almost see it
as a moot point here.

Mr. GRANT. If I might comment briefly. Our experience and we
buy ft am 115 lenders in the State of Missouri, and therefore we
deal with almost every school in the State of Missouri, we find fi-
nancial aid offices most cooperative. But some of the best data that
we could get would be from the registrar's office as to where a
transcript ,night have been sent, or do they have anything in the
alumni office. Of tours . that is a good place to go if you can kind
of finesse the information out of them.

We do not have problems with financial aid shops. It is registrars
Nho are reluctant at times to help you that day when the collector
is trying to collect the loan. Instead they want to put us through
wt ite a letter to us, and we will get back to you.

Mr. COLEMAN Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. Now if somebody walks into your bank and they '10

not have an established line of credit, and they want to get a loan
for an automobile, you are going to run that through a credit
bureau. When you make the loan to me to buy the car, and I make
the payments religiously every month right on time would you not
report that to the credit bureau; you would report my auto loan as
soon as I took it out, would you not?

Mr. GRANT. Mercantile Trust Co. does.
Mr. FORD There was a suggestion several years ago coming from

the students when we were ( .nsidering a requirement to report all
defaults to credit bureaus. A id they came back and said, well, that
is fine; but if you do that, you ought to report us for Taying our
bills too, because it, will permit students to establish a re:0rd going
into -epayinent. And for some reason, we never got tnat in place

But it would seem to me that in most parts of the country that if
these were treated the sam as other loans in terms of who you
report it to and where the information is available that so and so
has a loan of such and such a size and this is his monthly obliga-
tion, that that wool(' help us facilitate keening track of people as
well.

Bede .se every tin e that that person went to borrcw money for a
car, that bank would report on him and say that you still owe for
the mone! that you got when you went to the University of Mis
souri. They might be in California or New York.

Would the banks consider t burdensome if we ,,aid that you are
not only at liberty, but we would expect that you would report to
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whatever agency or agencies, that you report the existence of other
consumer loans in your bank this loan in the same fashion?

Mr. GRANT. I think that that would be the position of CBA, that
it should be considered as other consumer loans in that regard.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. '.,"hank you very much. We have to divert
here a little bit. The presieent of the University of Missouri has to
catch a plane. We will start with Dr. Magrath.

How long have you been down here; I am curious, when did you
leave Minnesota?

Mr. MAGRATH. Well, chronologically, about 5 months ago. Psy-
chologically, about two years ago in terms of how quickly things
move when you get a place and you start over. I started here at the
University of Missouri on the first of January. I had good years in
Minnesc 'a, and I think that I am going to have some good years
here. It s a bit warmer.

Mr. Fol 1. The present Lieutenant Governor of Michigan, Martha
Griffiths, a graduate of your school, and then had the good luck
to go to Mi. iigan tc, law school.

Mr. MAGI TH. She is well credentialed, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. was the Univ( rsity of Missouri that turned her out.

She is the la, ' who passPd, the equal rights amendment for the
first time in t ,e House. She is not generally identified with the
women's mover lent, but she learned all of that at the University of
Missouri.

[Prepared statement of C. Peter Magrath follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF C PETER MACRATH, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI,
ST LOUIS MO

Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am C Peter Magrath, Presi-
dent of the University of Missouri I am also the chairman of the National Associa-
tion of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. Vice Chairman of the A.zgricia-
tion of American Universities and Chairman of the AAU Committee ( n Graduate
Education I am pleased to have the opportunity to testify before this Subcommitteeon the subjec' of graduate education

This morning, I will discuss the recommendations concerning graduate education
that have been jointly compiled by those associations having a major concern for
graduate education. These recommendations were developed by the AAU Worl-ing
Group on Graduate Education, working closely with the Association of Graa ate
Schools, the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, and the National As-
sociation of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges. The position as developed
by these groups also has been endorsed by the ACE Title IX Task Force and forms
the basis of recornmendrtions on graduate education to be submitted, by ACE on
behalf of the higher education community to this Subcommittee oi. Api it 30

We developed our reauthorization recommendations in the context of the national
interast in graduate education, the federal role defined by that national interest,
and responsibilities of the Department of Education in implementing the federal
role in the support of graduate education To quote from the report of the bipartisan
National Commission on Student Financial Assistance, "Signs of Trouble and Ero-
sion. A Report on GraduE'e Education in America": "Most Americans are aware ina general way of the imp rtance the graduate enterprise to the nation . ETA'
of us comprehend, howevi r, that graduate education and research are the bedrock
of every important area o: our national life They support our commerce and indus-
try, are crucial to our for Ign policy and security, and are the foundation for our
hopes for enhancing Amei can life and culture " (I might note here that John Bra-
demas, Chairman of the Graduate Education Subcommittee of the National Com-
mission and President of few York University, is also a member of the AAU C-,m-
mittee on Graduate Edu' ation and participated in that capacity in the devleopmP it
of our reauthorization r commendations.)

The sudden dependei ce on university science and scientists during World War II
produced a clear recognition of the importance of federal support for university pro-
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grams of research and graduate education The successful launching of Sputnik prr-
duced a new surge of federal interest in research and advanced education as essen-
tial components of a national effort to regain and sustain Ame.ican scientific a. d
technological superiority

Unfortunately, the federal commitment has eroded. The co.,sequences of contin-
ued retraction of federal support will be far rFeching. To quote Robert Rosenzweig,
the President of the Association of American Universities, "Then is a simple and
clear prescription that can serve as a guide to national policy with respect to gradu-
ate education. It is: attend to the education and training of the nation's best young
minds or fall behind those nations that do. National policy . . . has departed from
that prescription, and the costs are now beginning to be counted Successive nation-
al administrations of both parties, confronted with real economic problems and the
need to reduce federal expenditures, have yielded too easily to the half-true and
therefore doubly seductive notion that freely operating labor markets, unaided by
external stimulus Of correction, will produce the optimum number of highly trained,
first-class people, distributed as needed throughout the society There is ample
evidence that the nation cannot presume the availability of a sufficient cadre of
highly trained and talented scientists and scholars unless national palicy provides
incentives adequate to bring about that result."

Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act provides an important opportunity
for the Congress to provide the means by which the Department of Education can
help sustain the quality of graduate education by estabishing and maintaining com-
petitively funded programs that will encourage and enable a portion of the nation's
most talented students to pursue graduate education in all fields and by providing
broad -based financial support through grant, work, and loan programs to help the
nation's graduate students meet the rising costs of graduate education.

The term "graduate education" includes a rich diversity of highly sophisticated
programs ranging from professional masters to research doctorate degrees We urge
the Congress to provide in the Higher Education Act an explicit commitment to
gracleaie education by authorizing a balanced set of programs designed to meet the
diverse nef is that exist in graduate education Five of those programs now exist
and shoulc; be extended with some modifications; three net pru:rrams should be cre-
ated 'o address well-documented but unmet needs.

REAUTHORIZATION OF EXISTING PROGRAMS

Title IV
College Work-Study.This p ogram has great potential for supporting many more

graduate students if add'tional appropriatior.s are made available and if appropriate
measures of need are instituted At the graduate level, the Work-Study program
provides important opportunities for financial support through work that is func-
tionally related to a student's educational objectives. Of increasing importance, the
program provides a means for students to help meet the costs of their education
without increasing indebtedness. By supporting what are, in effect, research assist-
antships in all academic fields, work-study expands a comept that has long been
valued in the sciences and engineering as an effective means to link the conduct of
r, search and the training of researchers Teachim assistantshipc supported by
work-study not only provide training and financial as. 'stance to students but assist
the hard-pressed teaching budgets of universities.

Guarante( Student Loan Program.With the dramatic reduction in graduate
student sup ,rt through grants and fellowships over recent years, the number of
graduate students who depend on the GS1, program has increased substantially, au
has the extent of the need. Yet the amount graduate students can borrow is not
keeping pace with the increasing costs of graduate education Without some in-
crease in loan limits, a growing number of students will be unable to complete thei.
graduate education

At the same time, dependence on t, e GSL program by an increasing number of
graduate students is generating serious concern over rising indebtedness. Rising
costs have forced many students to borrow heavily for their undergraduate educa-
tion, with the consequenc that students entering graduate school often have al-
ready accumulated substa,..,al debts. For those who, as graduate students, must
continue to rely on the GSL program, the cumulative indebtedness can become ex-
cessive This is especially worrying for students who anticipate relatively low-paying
academic careers.

National Direct Student Loan Program. This program provides low-interest loans
to especially needy graduate students and should be reauthorized as it currently
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exists with continued federal capital contributions to expand the loan funds avail-
able on campuses to needy students

The NDSL program provides slightly more subsidized loan support and therefore
contributes proportionately less to indebtedness than the CSL program Nonethe-
less, we are concerned about the long-term impact of increased borrowing on the
career choices of those who receive graduate degrees and on the decision of whether
even to pursue a graduate education on the part of the most able studentswho, of
course, have other attractive options Therefore, loan consolidation should be re-
stored Either separately co as part of consolidation, extended and graduate repay-
ment options should be developed to ease the impact of indebtedness
Title IX

National Graduate Fellows Program This program provides portable, individual
fellowships to exceptionally talented students for graduate study in the arts, hu-
manities, and social sciences By encouraging able students to pursue graduate work
in these fields, and by providing comparable levels of support, this program comple-
ments the science and engineering fellowships funded by other federal agencies and
restores a measure of balance to the federal commitment to excellence in greivate
education

Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program (GPOPIMinorities make up
20 9% of the nation's population but receive only 10 9% of doctoral degrees. Blacks
make up 12 1% of the population but receive only 4% of doctoral degrees. Of the
1000 doctorates received by blacks in 1983, 715 were in education and social science/
psychology, only 32 were in the physical sciences Hispanics and Native Amerr.ins
have equally disturbing patterns of underrepresentation

Although the magnitudes vary by race and field, in general representation of
Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans drops proportionally at each ascending
level of our educational system, culminating in the severe underrepresentation of
these groups among the faculties of the leading colleges and universities This
nation cannot afford such a loss of talent from any sector of our population Diverse
faculties are important for the intellectual vigor and creativity ofour institutions,
and minority faculty members can serve as important role models for talented indi-
viduals who may not otherwise consider themselves candidates for academic careers

The GPOP program has been designed specifically to provide support for students
from groups underrepresented in graduate and professional fields The program
awards grants on a competitive basis to institutions which in turn provide fellow-
ships to underrepresented students for advanced study in selected graduate and pro-
fessional fields This program has provided valuable support for moniorities and
women and clearly should be contir

AUTHORIZATI, JF THREE NEW PROGRAMS

Title IV

Need-Based Grant- Last fall, Congressman Ford introduced H R 6379, a bill
that would provide additional broad-based financial assistance without increased re-
liance on loans Patterned after the SEGO program, the bill would provide grants to
institutions based on the aggregate financial need of their full-time first and second-
year graduate and professional students Institutions would select the students to be
supported with such grant funds, with the stipulation only that such students have
financial need and that the support provided be no less than $1000 not more than
$5000 per year This program would provide institutions with considerable flexibil-
ity to use grant funds in ways that most effectively meet their local needs It wot.'d
prove extremely useful to both students and institutions in meeting the rising costs
of graduate education We strongly urge Congress to authorize this measure.
Title IX

Competitive awards to strong academic departments to expand the quality and ca-
pacity of graduate education in key fields Last year, Congressman Coleman intro-
duced H R 5292, which would provide for a program of grants competitively award-
ed to graduate departments or programs on the basis of proposals evaluated by
panels of academic scholars Departments would use these funds to attract and sup-
port promising graudate students and to provide support for research and educa-
tional activities related to their degree programs Such a program would enhance
both the quality and capacity of our nation's graduate education enterprise and
should be given a high priority for inclusion in Title IX of the arnenutti Higher Edu-
cation Art.
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Early Intervention Program In Part A, Congress should authorize the Department
of Education to administer an "early intervention" program through which it would
competitively award grants to institutions for identifying talented minority under-
graduates and providing them with effective, early exposure to the research and
scholarly activities they will encounter in graduate school. Such exposure would
take the form of summer research internships, seminars, and other educatioaal ex-
periences Even an a modest scale, such a program would be a highly effective way
to create a pool of minority students who have a competitive preparatien for gradu-
ate education and would be an important complement to the GPOP program in the
effort to increase the participation by underrepresented minorities in graduate edu-
cation

ASSESSING FINANCIAL NEED

As a society, we cxpect that parents will provide financial support for the under-
graduate education (f their children, up to the limit of the parents' capabilities and
assu.ning that the undergraduate is not, in fact, financially independent Although
regulations based on ',hese expectations may make sense for undergraduate students
of traditional college age, they contradict reality at thE 'graduate level, where stu-
dents are typically 22 years or older and no longer have access to the same kinds of
parental contributions We strongly urge Congress to revise current policy by estab-
lishing that, for the purpose of assessing financial need, graduate students are to be
considered categorically independent upon enrollment in a graduate program, with
the single obvious constraint that, beginning with the year of their enrollment in
graduate school, they cannot be declared as dependents on any other person's
income tax return. I should note that this position was recommended by the Nation-
al Commission on Student Financial Assistance in its report on graduate education

I would like to close with a quotation from the National Commission's graduate
education report. "In a world of increasing danger, greater complexity, and more
difficult national and international problemsof larger n'fas and opportunities
graduate education is essential for securing the well-being of the' nation But
this Commission must report to the American people that it discerns signs of trou-
ble, signs of erusion, in the nation's graduate capacity. The Commission is con-
cerned that all of us apprehend the critical importance of graduate education to our
national life and understand clearly the gamble we take it we do not respond when
the enterprise is in distress "

The needs that would be met by the set of programs I have outlined this moi ning
are real and growing, and we hope that the Congress will choose to authorize this
significant investment in and commitment to graduate education in this country

STATEMENT OF PETER MACRATH, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF
MISSOURI, CHAIRMAN, AAU COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE EDU-
CATION

Mr. MAGRATH. Mr. Chairman, I have distributed some formal tes-
timony, but I would like to speak informally for a few moments.
And then my c^lleagues on the panel will have th'ir comments to
make, and perhaps you will have questions for me.

My basic purpose is to advocate a stronger role in graduate edu-
cation in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I am
here today on a number of particular paths. I do represent the Uni-
versity of Missouri which enrolls about 52,000 students. And well
over 10,000 of those students are graduate students, and about
6,200 more or less are receiving some form of financial assistance
as they pursue their graduate studies

I am also here as the current chairman of the National Associa-
tion of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges, which organiza-
tion represents about 2 million college students, and whose
member institutions, 145 of them, produce about two-thirds of all of
the doctoral degree recipients in the United States.

I am also active with the Association of American Ur iversities,
AAU. And for the past few years, I have been active in chairing
the Graduate Education Committee of that Association. And we
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have all worked together in terms of various higher education asso-
ciations and through the support of the American Council on Edu-
cation who developed what we think is a solid consensus position
with regard to the graduate education issues that are before your
subcommittee.

These issues are very significant, and I do not need to remind
you. They affect Members of Congress who have to deal with the
need for deficit reduction as well as the setting of national prior-
ities. They are of great significance to our State Governments that
are under in many cases very severe Pressures, and certainly di-
minished Federal support.

The issues are of significance, if you will, to graduate students.
You might even use the word needy graduate students, as that
comes quickly to mind. That is almost a redundant term. It is like
saying frigid North Po!e or wealthy Texans. Graduate students by
definition are needy.

But I do not think that that is good enough. I do not think that
that is the issue before us. The issue before us is what is in the
national interest, why is it important to p ovide certain forms of
encouragement and certain kinds of support to attract the best and
brightest men and women into our graduate schools.

And the answer that I give is that I truly believe that graduate
education, which is linked to our creative efforts in the United
States through our research universities, is absolutely essential if
we are to mai..tain a competitive edge as a Nation with regard to
our economy, our national defense, and our security in the broad-
est sense.

I do not think that we can argue that stronger programs that
support graduate educaticn are going to solve the Nation's prob-
lems. I will not make that argument, biit I think that that is an
overstatement. I will make the suggestion, that I believe that a
stronger Federal commitment, and I do think that it is a national
obligation, Mr. Chairman, to graduate education does provide us
with some of the critical tools that we need to work on solving our
problems, whether we are talking about international trade that
requires communication, and marketing, and foreign languages, or
whether we are tP 'king about engineering and science research
that is relevant to our economy and our national defense, of course,
and other areas.

I think that our mutual concern is to try to develop a common
strategy that makes sense not only for the Congress but for the
American people who can then appreciate the importance of
making some reasonable investments in graduate education.

As you very well know, there are a number of programs that do
currently speak to the needs and the support of graduate educa-
tion. And I do officially ask the panel to reauthorize the five exist-
ing programs that are now in the present higher education legisla-
tion. That includes the College Work-Study Program, which does
have relevance for graduate education. It provides work and train-
ing opportunities for graduate students in our Nation's universi-
ties.

It might be interesting to note that at the University of Missouri
that about 166 graduate students availing themseli. s of the Col-
lege Work-Study Program which I know has been typically regard-
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ed as primarily serving the needs of undergraduate students. But it
is not irrelevant, and in fact is relevant to graduate education.

We urge, of course, the reauthorization of the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program, the GSL Program. I might mention again
using the University of Missouri as my base of illustration, but I
think that we cou!d make the same points for Washington Univer-
sity as well as for St. Louis University, that we have about 2300
students at the University tl- at are using the GSL Program. 21nd
you might be interested that the average amount of the loan as of
last year totaled $3,782.

We are supporting, of course, the reauthorization of NDSL. I
almost said !lath...pal defense, because that is how it started, and I
still think that that is pertinent. But we now call it the National
Direct Student Lcan Program. That, of course, is to provide assist-
.in,!e to students who are disadvantaged in an economic sense; 922
University of Missour graduate students received NDSL's last
year. The average loan totalPd $1,315.

Ti, le 9, the Naticial Graduate Fellowship Program, which pro-
vides fellowships to ei,pecially talented graduate students in the
arts, humanities, and the social sciences is a modest but excellent
program and we, of course, strongly support that.

We also hope for a reauthorization of the so-called GPOP, the
Graduate and Professional Opportunities Program. I know Cult
Chancellor Danforth earlier this morning in welcoming you made
reference to the imperative national obligation and national bene-
fit in continuing to provide support and accelerating support for
our talented minorities.

I will use just one statistic. Blacks comprise about 12 percent of
our Nation's population, but they receive only about 4 percent of
the doctoral degrees. The GPOP is a program that does speak in
part to this need in terms of identifying and supporting talented
minorities and women.

At the University of Missouri, we have about fifteen students
who are benefiting from this program. And I am happy to report
that through this program that the first American black women to
receive a doctoral degree in journalism was graduated recently
from the University of Missouri, Columbia. And one of the few
women in the United States to receive a doctoral degree in nuclear
engineering at the University of Missouri came through this pro-
gram.

We ask students every year how this particular program has
helped 6nem. And I am just going to read one statement from a
student in plant pathology who is under the GPOP.

And this person wrote; To attend graduate school is a great
honor as well as a sacrifice. Many students are discouraged from
pursuing postbaccalaureate degrees due to high costs involved as
well as other factors. I have been very fortunate to have been
awarded GPOP fellowships for a master's of science degree and
currently for work toward by doctortJ degree. Without the help of
this program, I am not sure how I would ha a been able to *wail
myself of graduate education.

Mr. Chairman, we also urge you and your subcommittee and
Congress to authorize three new programs that ara recommended
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by the AAU working group in graduate education and the associa-
tions that I represent.

One of these, Mr. Chairman, is the bill that you introduced last
year under title 4 which would be a program of need based grants
that would provide broad based aid really for the first Lime for
graduate students without reliance on loans. And we strongly urge
Congress to authorize this measure.

Under title 9, with equal vigor we would hope that the program
proposal that Congressman Coleman has proposed that would pro-
vide targeted grants to graduate programs on a competitive award
basis would also be authorized. It is a very good idea as is your
idea, and both would represent tangible significant investments in
our future.

We also would hope that the early intervention program that has
been proposed which would also establish a competitive award pro-
gram to institutions for the purpose of identifying esi-ecially talent-
ed undergraduates and providing for early preparation for gradu-
ate student to attract minorities in the graduate programs is a very
good idea. It would be a very good complement, if you will, to the
pr _gram.

I believe that these existing programs as well as the three new
ones suggested represent what arguably what can be regarded as a
national priority in terms of investing in graduate education and in
the talented men and women that really not the solution, but are
important parts of the solution for our Nation in the years ahead.
The fruits of that investment are immediately obvious, but they
are painfully obviously over the long run. And I believe that gradu-
ate education should be given, and I hope what you will be able to
give it a high priority in the reauthorization. The issue, I think, is
maintaining a competitive edge in the United States. That is a
complicated subject, but it absolutely in my judgment involved a
commitment to graduate education in research universities. Thank
you very much. Mr. Chairman.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Wilson.
[Prepa,.Pd statement of Edward N. Wilson foll ,ws:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD N W1u3on, DEAN OF ME GRADUATE SCHOOL JP'
ARTS AND SCIENCES, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity granted me this morning to com-
ment upon issues in graduate education relevant to the current debate on reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act I certainly appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the con-
cern for graduate education evident in your leadership of this Subcommittee Later
in my testimony, I will comment favorably on both your recent initiative and that
of Representative Coleman.

My remarks this morning will be focuser' on the following topics
1. Merit Fellowship Programs.
2. Programs to Increase Representation of Minorities in Graduate Education
3. Broad-Based Support Programs.
Over the last fifteen years, precipitous declines in Ph.D production have ocurred

in many disciplin3s. I have reproduced in an appendix to my testimony a few of the
data presented in the 1983 Summary Report on Doctorate Recipients in the United
States published by the National Research Council. The mild decline over all fields
in Ph.D production from 1974 to 1983 hides such things as a 56% drop from 276 to
121 in the annual numbers cf French Ph.D.s, a 32% drop from 1008 to 698 in the
number of Mathematics Ph.D.s, and a 40% drop from 909 to 542 in the number of
Political Scienc .! and Public Policy Ph.D.s. Other fields where the production decline
is in excess of 40% include English, German, History, end Philosophy. A number of
recent studies have noted ominous changes in the percentages of U.S Ph.D.s grant-
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ed to citizens of foreign countries, e g from 35% in 1973 to 54% in 1983 in Engineer-
ing and over the same period from 2150 to 37% in Mathematics Other studies have
found a national decline in tne quality of graduate students Data of this kind sug-
gest an urgent need for programs designed to attract highly talented undergradu-
ates into specific fielc413szferaduate education.

Competitive merit graduate Fellowship programs provide, at relatively low
cost, an unambiguous signal to such students of the national interest in promoting
high quality scholarship. I strongly support reauthorization of the newly funded Na-
tional Graduate Fellows Program m the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences and
greatly welcome the mitistive by ReFresentative Coleman to establish a program in
designated disciplines of institutional grants to academic departments whose pro-
grams and proposals were deemed to be of high quality by assigned review panels.
The current draft bill introduced by Representative Coleman is highly admirable in
nearly every respect. I am mildly concerned, however, by its stipulation that al. de-
partmental grants be of minimal annual size without provision for institutional
transfer from one apnroved department to another As data appended to this testi-
mony indicate, there are a great many highly ranked graduate programs around the
country which produce only a handful of Ph.D s per year. As an extreme example,
in the field of German, only one program in the country produces, on the average,
more than 5 Ph.D.s annually. In Mathematics, according to the 1982 NRC rankings
of 115 doctorate granting departments, 7 out of the top 20 and 23 out of the top 39
produced an average of less than 7 Ph.D.s per year in the period from 19'75 to 1980.
Programs this small inevitably see large fluctuations from year to year in the quan-
tity and quality of their entering graduate classes By permitting some institutional
latitude on transfer of funds from one funded department to arother, the proposed
program could better serve its intent to help graduate institutions attract the best
possible students into their outstanding programs.

The nation's colleges and universities have for many years been aware of the
urgent need to increase representation of women and mirorities on their facilities
in disciplines where such individuals have been severely underrepresented Vigor-
ous recruiting efforts have often met with little or no success, however. To be more
successful, these efforts must be coupled with increases in the pool of available
Ph D.s. While modest increases in the number of women Ph.D. recipients have been
observed, the manbers of minority Ph.D. recipients, in many key fields, either have
not increased or have actually dropped is recent years.

Thus, in Mathematics, the country pi oduced a total of 3 °lack Ph.D.s in 1983 com-
pared with 6 in the previous year Out of 637 national Ph D s in the Earth, Atmos-
pheric and Marine Sciences during 1983, only 1 was black. The percentage of 1983
black Ph.D.s in every .itch of the physical sciences was at or below 1%. Similar
abysmally low percentages in the sciences apply to students of Hispanic and Ameri-
can Indian desc.ot. pcIrcentages are only Plightly higher in the social sciences
and humanities These data make it vital that reauthorization of the Higher Educa-
tion Act include not only a revitalized G'POP program with stipends compet.'ive
with other fellowship programs, but encouragement of new initiatives such as early
identification summer programs designed to acquaint minority underg. dduates with
the excitement of the research process. At Washington University, we have operat-
ed for the last five years a small summer program for MARC students attending
historically black undergraduate institutions. We did a follow-up study on the par-
ticipants in our first three summer programs and found that 60% subsequently en-
tered front-line Ph.D. programs in the sciences, 25% entered Medical School, and
only 25% did not immediately embark on poet- baccalaureate study. Numbers of this
sort speak for themselves on the huge potential benefit to be reaped by a small na-
tional investment in early identification programs. Despite our frustration with
structural drawbacks in the current G'POP program, we have been delighted to ob-
serve the success of many of our G'POP Fellows For example, from our inaugural
group of G'POP Fellows in 19'79, two chemists received their Ph.D.s here last year
and went on to accept very good post-doctoral positions. This positive experience has
led directly to concrete innovative suggestions from our Chemistry Department on
attraction and retention of future minority students.

The programs mentioned above are small in scope with highly specific goals. How-
ever, there is also a need for broad-based federal support of graduate education in
the form of grant, work and loan p . Institutional date reflecting our sizable
use of federal loan and College Wor11:ogtrfc7fundc for graduate students is appended.
H.R. 6279, Introduced by the Chairman 'Lust fall, would establish grants to institu-
tions for the purposes of providing support based on relative financial need to insti-
tutionally selected full-time first and second year graduate and professional stu-
dents The flexibility granted to institutions in this bill would encourage effective
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use of these monies to restrict the g.owing debt burden now shouldered by many
students. I hope the Congress will choose to authorize this program alnng with reau-
thorization of the College Work Study program Even with enhanced need-based
grant and work programs, many students will sti'l be forced to resort to loans inorder to complete their graduate educations. L;an consolida,.un programs and
lengthened repayment periods are urgently needed to forestall situations such as
the one which recently brought one of our promising junior faculty members to the
verge of bankruptcy when confronted by heavy GSL repayment bills and unusualfamily medical expenses.

Thank you again for permitting me to speak to you un these matters ill behappy to respond to any questions you may have

APPENDIX I.NATIONAL PRODUCTION OF PH.D'S IN SELECTED DISCIPLINES AND TOTALS FOR ALL

MCINNES

Humpahes
Number or
Ph D s tn

1971

Number of
Ph D s m

1983

Percent
change 1971-

83

Number or
Placa PhDs

tn 1983

Percent of
black PhD s

m 1983

American and English literature 1,369 114 - 48 23 0 3
French 215 121 56 3 2 5
German ;69 11 - 54 1 13
History 1.186 616 - 48 19 3
Philosophy 411 242 - 42 2 8
Social saences

Economics 834 192 5 15 1 9
Edeution 1,241 1.141 -1 516 12
Political saence, international relations ar

Public policy 901 542 - 40 25 4 6
P..ychdogy 2 598 3,301 -i 27 112 3 4

Physical sciences and engineering

Chemistry 1,191 1,159 - 2 ,5 9
Computer saeoce and computing theory 203 291 -4- 32 3 10
Earth, atmospheric. and marine sciences 629 631 + 1 1
Engineering 3.141 2.180 12 29 10
Mathematics 1.008 689 -32 3 4
Physics and astronomy 1.339 1.042 22 9 8

' :tal -all asaPhries 33,041 31,190 6 1.000 3 2

Summary noon 1983 Doctorate Reagents horn U S univerMieS National Research Gamut National Academy Press Washington IX 1983
pp 26-29 and 46-49

APPENDIX II - ,':a D PRODUCTION BY INSTITUTION IN THE FIELD GF GERMAN

Source Valters Nollendorfs and Carol A Arress, "Special Survey Graduate Pro-
grams in German," in Monatsheft Fall 1984, vol 76, No 3, page 311ff

Institutions awarding an average of at least e Ph D 's during the last 5 years

19so-84
Wisconsin-Madison .... 27
California-Berkeley 21
Stanford .... 13
Texas-Austin 18U. of Washington 14
Yale.

14
12Illinois .... 12Washington Univ 12Indiana ..... . 11

Johns Hopkins 11Princeton ....... .
11Cornell ........ ........ ....... . 10North Carolina ..... 10So California . 10Virginia 10
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PH D'S AWARDED 1965-84

1965-79 1980 1981 1982 ,483 1984
Total

1980-84
20 year

total

Universih :A Alberta 6 1 2 2 5 11

Boston College 18 18

Boston University 2 2

Brarkreis 1 1

Brigham Young 5 5

Univc...ity of British Columbia 12 3 1 1 2 7 12

Brown University 21 1 1 22

Bryn Mawr 12 1 1 14

University of California

Berkley 63 6 4 1 5 5 21 84

Davis 14 2 1 3 17

Irvine 3 2 4 6 9

Los bieles 49 1 1 3 1 6 55

Riverside 12 12

San Diego 0 1 1 2 1 1 6 6

Santa Barbara 7 3 2 1 6 13

Santa Cruz 2 2

Case Western Rtserve 10 1 1 2 12

Catholic Un.-ersity 1 1

University of Chicago 36 1 1 37

Oncinnati 31 1 2 3 6 37

University of Colorado 43 1 1 1 3 46

Columbia 37 37

University of Connecticut 35 1 1 1 1 4 39

Corneil University 42 4 1 5 10 52

CONY 11 4 4 15

Florida 1 1

Georgetown University 1 1 2 2

George Washington University 10 1 1 11

Harvard University 79 3 3 1 3 2 12 91

Illinois 50 4 3 1 3 1 !2 62

Indiana 84 2 2 3 2 2 11 95

Iowa 15 1 1 1 1 4 19

Johns Hopkins 45 3 4 3 1 11 56

Kansas 33 1 1 1 3 36

Kentucky 7 1 I 2 9

Louisiana State 14 1 2 3 17

McGill University 23 2 2 25

Maryland 1. 11

Mass -Amherst 33 4 1 11 1 1 8 41

Michigan 63 2 2 1 1 6 69

Michigan State 29 2 1 3 32

Minnesota 36 4 1 2 1 8 44

Nebraska 13 1 1 2 15

New York University /5 3 3 3 9 84

North Carolina 43 5 2 3 10 53

Northwestern 32 5 2 1 8 40

Ohio State 54 9 1 1 2 3 9 63

Western Ontario 1 1

Oregon 26 3 7 7 33

Pennsylvania 50 3 2 1 1 8 58

Penn State 9 3 1 4 13

°ittsburgh 12 1 1 2 14

Princeton 50 2 2 5 2 11 61

Purdue 3 3

Queen's University 9 1 1 1 3 12

Rice 29 2 1 1 4 33

Rochester 4 4

Rutgers 34 2 1 3 2 8 42

University of Southern California 40 4 1 1 2 2 10 50

StaliforJ 97 4 2 4 5 4 19 116

SUNY
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PH D'S AWARDED 1965-84Continued

1965-79 1980 1981 I,d2 1983 1984
Total

1980-84
20-year

total

Albany 7 2 1 2 5 12

Bmghamtoo 4 1 1 5

Buffalo 13 1 2 1 4 17
Stacy Brook 5 1 2 3 2 1 9 14

Syracuse 9 1 1 1 3 12
Tennessee 2 2

Texas-Austin 62 3 4 4 1 18 80
Naito 34 1 1 2 2 9 43
Tufts 1 1

Tulane 25 25
Utah 12 4 2 2 1 9 21
Vanderbilt 33 1 1 J4
Vitro 9 2 f, 2 10 19
University of Washington 71 4 2 6 2 14 85
Washington University 30 2 1 4 5 12 42
Waterloo 18 1 1 1 2 5 23
Wayne State 6 1 1 7

Wisconsin-Madison 62 6 6 5 2 8 27 89
Yale 59 6 2 3 3 14 73

Total 2.049 107 90 71 85 84 437 2A86

APPENDIX III PH D PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY RANKED MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENTS

University !982 N80
Program tatmg 2

Number PhD s

awl 1975-

Brandeis

Brown

CUNYGraduate School

21
2 4

19

21

80

33
California Institute of Technology 2 2 13
CaliforniaBerkeley 2 7 160
CaliforniaLos Angeles 2 3 50
CaliforniaSan Diego 2 0 31
Carnegie-Mellon 19 24
Chicago 2 7 60
Colorado 18 34
Columbia 2 3 30
Cornell 2 3 44

havard 2 7 28
Illinois Urbana /Champaign 2 3 79
Indiana 2 0 21
Kentucky 18 22
MarylandCollege Park (Applied mathematics) 1 9 3
Maryland--College Park (mathematics) 2 0 31

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 2 7 116
Michigan 2 A 67
Minnesota 2 2 34

New York University-Courant Institute 2 6 70
Northwestern 2 0 29
Ohio State 1 8 45
Oregon 18 22
Pennsylvania State 1 8 23
Pennsylvania 2 1 23
Princeton 2 8 63
Purdue 21 28
Rice 2 0 9

Rutgers 2 0 57
SAY-Stony Brook 2 0 35

Standford 2 6 48
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APPENDIX III PH D PRODUCTION OF HIGHLY RANKED MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENTS' Continued

University
1982 NRC

Program rating 2

Number PhD s
rded 1915-awa

80

Texas-Austin 18 20

Virginia 18 16

Washington-St Louis 18 14

Wahington-Seattle 18 31

Wisconsin 24 , .

Yale 2 5 43

"M Assessment of Research Doctorate Programs in the United States Mathematical and Physical Sciences Natnal kaderny Pre:,
Washington, D C 1529 pp 98-1090

2 This source ranks i15 doctoral programs in Mathematics and Computer Science Those hith program rankings of 18 or higher are listed above
3 National Ph D proNction in Mathemates has declined substantially since 1915-80 Hence current departmental produclan figures will, on the

average be lower
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APPENDIX IV -FEDERAL FUNDS USED BY WASHINGTON UNIVERSIY GRADUATE STUDENTS

Va processed by the fmanual Ad Wm of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences)

Year

Graduate and Professional Guaranteed Student loan [(SL]
*atones Program (GPOP]

College wort, study [DVS] National D'ect Student Loan [NDS1.]

Dollars Students
Dollars Students Average award Dollars , Students Average award Dollars Students Average award

1979-80 138.125 12 307,654 124 $2,481 430,813 157 $2,144 55,500 29 $2,2581980-81 148,440 16 494,215 181 2,731 75,128 235 3,213 106,450 33 2,0081981-82 203,324 23 693,170 191 3,629 409,818 124 3,291 89.250 44 2,0281982-83 178.500 22 617.913 153 4,038 317,468 102 3,701 115,750 45 2,5721983-84 75,600 9 534,051 138 3,870 392 991 102 3,853 127,932 49 2,610

. the ()pilafs ,r, this column include total compensation (federal snare-65 percent plus instlutional shar:-35 parcel)
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1983-84

NDSI

Numbs Amount

GSL

Number Amount

PLUS CWS

Number Amount Number Amount

Anthropology 2 $5.000 2 $4,500 5 $11,816

Art and Archaeology 2 4,000 1 2.500 2 10,000

Asian Studies 0 2 6,200 1 $3,00 1 2,688

Balm and Biomedical Sciences 2 9,800 16 57,849 0

Chemistry 2 8,800 4 16,300 12 66,356

Classics 0 1 5,000 0

Comparative Literature 1 1,500 1 1,500 4 10,868

Earth and Planetary Sciences 1 1,500 2 10,000 3 13,033

Econcoucs 1 2,500 9 31,665 1 3,000 6 17,208

Education 6 18,182 8 26.484 5 16,350

English-Wnter's Program 0 7 22,768 7 27,959

German 2 i,900 5 18,265 4 12,500

History 2 2,800 1 3,768 3 13,750

Mathematics 0 1 1,950 2 6,500

Music 5 11,250 11 51,150 9 23,548

Organizational Bthavar 1 3,000 1 1,700 0

Philosophy 4 11.000 9 37,468 5 22,170

Physics 1 1,500 3 11.000 20 87,644

Political science 3 6,000 5 16,254 5 19,389

psychology 7 15,800 _I? 122,100 6 22,262

Romance Languages 1 1,900 2 10,000 1 4,200

Social Work 3 11,500 6 23,130 G

Sociology 1 2.500 6 23,000 1 3,000 2 4,750

Speech and Hearing 1 2,500 5 23,500 0

Technology and Human Affairs 1 3,000 2 6,000 0

total 49 117,932 138 534,051 3 9,000 102 392,991

STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. WILSON, DEAN OF THE GRADUATE
SCHUOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity that
you have granted me to appear on this panel. My name is Edward
Wilson, and I serve as the dean of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences here at Washington University.

I certain'y appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the concern for graduate
education evident in your leadership of this subcommittee, and
later in my testimony I will comment favorably on both your initia-
tive and that of Representative Coleman.

I will focus my remarks this morning on three topics, merit fel-
lowship programs, programs to increase representation of minori-
ties in graduate education, and broad based support programs. In
the interests of time, I will not stress the things that buttress the
testimony of my colleague, President Magrath, but will instead con-
centrate on some of the experiences at Washington University that
support these things.

I have noted in my testimony that although the overall produc-
tion of Ph.D's has gone through only small declines in the last 10
years, that there have been some very dramatic and disturbing de-
clines in a number of specific fields, and very key fields to scholar-
ly endeavors and the teaching process.

There has been over a 40-percent decline in English, German,
history, philosophy, French, and political science; over 30 percent
in mathematics. At thz... same time, we have seen the percentage of
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doctorates given to citizens of foreign countries cliinb from 85 per-
cent in engineering in 1973 to 54 percent in 1983. And over the
same period, it roughly doubled in mathematics.

The indications are that those climbs in percentages are still con-
tinuing. Data of this kind strongly suggests an urgent need for pro-
grams designed to attract highly talented undergraduates in very
specific fields of graduate education. 4

Competitive merit based graduate fellowship programs provide at
relatively low cost an unambiguous signal to such students that it
is in the national interest in promoting high quality scholarship.For these reasons, I strongly support reauthorization of the
newly funded National Graduate Fellows Program. And I greatly
welcome the initiative by Representative Coleman to es'ablish the
new program that President Magrath just discussed.

might mention that although I believe that the current draft
bill introduced by Representative Coleman is highly admirable in
nearly every respect, I have mild concern by the stipulation that
all departmental grants be of minimal annual size without provi-
sion for institutional transfer from one approved department to an-
other. The reason being that as it is now conducted that many,
many Ph.D pr- ranis throughout the country are very, very small.
I have noted that in the field of German that there is only one pro-
gram :n the country that produces on the average five Ph.D's a
year, one.

In mathematics, there are some 23 out of the top 39 programs in
a list of 115, the rankings being those of the NRC, some 23 out of
29 produce on the average less than seven Ph.D's per year.

Programs this small inevitably see large fluctuations from year
to year in both the quantity and quality of their entering graduate
classes. By permitting some institutional latitude on transfer funds
from one funded department to another funded department, the
proposed program in my belief could better serve ts intent to help
graduate institutions attract the very best possible students into
their very best programs.

I strongly support reauthorization of the GPOP. And as Presi-
dent Magrath mentioned, possible new programs designed to help
graduate schools identify in an early fashion students and to begin
to acquaint them with the research process.

The numbers that President Magrath mentioned, some 4 percent
of Ph.D's awarded to minorities hide the fact that in the physical
sciences and engineering that there is not a single discipline above
1 percent. In Earth, atmospheric, and marine sciences, one Ph.D
awarded to a black individual last year out ofsome 637. In mathe- 4
,natics, three black Ph.D's out or some 700, and that compares with
six the previous year. There are other fields where the numbers
appear to be dropping.

We have operated a small summer program for the last several
years at Washington University. We did a followup study that indi-
cated that 75 percent of those that participated either later entered
a front line Ph.D Program or Medical School Program. The pro-
grams can indeed by very, very effective, and I strongly support
them.

We have had a positive experience with our GPOP fellows. We
have had some concern over structural drawbacks in the program,
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but we believe that the data that I have mentioned makes it vital
that the GPOP in some form be continued.

The programs mentioned above are small in scope with highly
specific goals. There is certainly a r-insiderable need for broad
based Federal support of graduate education in the form of grant
work and loan programs. I have appended institutional data re-

) fleeting our sizable use of Federal loan and college work-study
funds.

Your own bill, H.R. 6379, had been mentioned, and I strongly
support it. The flexibility within that bill granted to institutions
would strongly encourage the effective use of the moneys to restrict
the growing debt burden now shouldered by many students, and I
would hope that the Congress would choose to authorize that pro-
gram alotig with reauthorization of college work study.

As has been mentioned earlier this morning, even with enhanced
need hsbe grant and work programs, many students will still be
forced to resort to loans in order to complete their graduate ed aca-
tions. And I believe that it is -i-ery 4.mportant that reauthorization
give consideration to the possibility of loan consolidation programs
and lengthened repayment periods.

And I have noted that one of our junior faculty members, a very
promising one at that. came very, very close to bankruptcy during
the current year when faced with the proximity of both heavy GSL
repayment bills and unusual family medical expenses.

Thank you very much for permitting me to speak with you, and I
would be happy to answer questions.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Ashford.
[Prepared statement of Leon E. Ashford follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEON E. ASHFORD, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL SERVICES PROJECT,
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. Louts MO: PRESIDENT. MISSOURI-KANSAS-NEBRASKA
CHAPTER OF THE MID-AMERICA ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PRO-
GRAM PERSONNEL

I appreciate the opportunity to submit this testimony to the Sub-committee on
Post-secondary Education. I feel that this is a crucial time for the disadvantaged
young people of our nation. I have devoted much of my energies over the last four-
teen years to providing assistance for disadvantaged students who have matriculat-
ed in post-secondary education. While my direct experience has been within the col-
lege setting, I have remained knowledgeable about other RIO-based programs
through my affiliation with Mid-America Association of Educational Opportunity
Program Personnel (MAEOPP) and Missouri-Kansas-Nebraska (MO-KAN-NE)

All of the reports that I have seen indicate that the TRIO-based projv;ts have
been effective One such source of information is the National Council of Education-
al Opportunity Association (NCEOA). The NCEOA reports indicate: 1. High School
students who have participated in Upward Bound projects are more likely to padu-
,.te from college than similar non-participants 2 The Talent Search and Education-
al Opportunity Centers that provide information about college and financial aid to
the target group have substantially increased the number of disadvantaged students
who go on for post secondary education In fact, over 20% of the blank and hispanic
students who enter college receive assistance through these projects. 3 Special Serv-
ices Projects have increased the retention and graduation of disadvantaged students
by providing counseling, tutoring and remedial courses for participants.

The main portion of my testimony will address the Special Services Project at
Washington University First, I will present some background information about the
University and explain how the Special Services Project has retained and helped
stidenta graduate from the institution.

The second section of my testimony outlines recommendations for additions or
m "ffications to the Higher Education Act Information about two students who
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participated in an Upward Bound Program is presented in the third section, and the
last section contains data on the TRIO projects in Missouri

Washington University is an independent medium-sized (4,499 undergraduates,
3,814 graduates), nonsectarian institution located in metropolitan St Louis, Missou-ri Its strong emphasis on excellence in undergraduate, graduate and professionaleducation, as well as research and scholarly activity, attracts many outstanding fac-
ulty members and students It is a highly selective institution with a competitive
student body that has sought out the kind of challenging curriculum the Universityoffers Over the last four years, mo e than half of the entering freshman graduatedin the to ten percent of their high school class Their average Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT) and American Ce liege Test (ACT) score ranked in the 90th percentile of
the national distribution of scores Table I shows the average SAT and ACT scores
for Washington University's freshmen for 1980-1983.

Washington University attracts a relatively large number of disadvantaged (i elow income and first generation) students with academic potential, who are seekinga quality education During the current academic year, approximately 600 studentsare eligible for Special Services assistance on one or more of the government-desig-
nated criteria. This figure includes 25 handicapped students (physical or learning
disabled). Only 290 students were selected from the eligible pool to participate in theSpecial Services Project for the 1984-85 year. Project participants are selected on
the basis of academic need and government distribution requirementsThere are a number of potential difficulties that disadvantaged students must
overcome in order to successfully complete their curriculum at Washington Univer-sity These students encounter educational, sociocultural, financial and vocationalchallenges The problems faced by any one student often involve more than one of
these areas and a range of services may be needed to enhance that student's chanceof academic success.

Amelioration of participants' educational deficits is a major goal of Special Serv-
ices staff. The project's experience since 1970 has shown that if these students are to
succeed at Washington University, special services, in addition to the University's
services, are needed to help alleviate such educational deficits.

One source of evidence supporting exii..tence of educational deficits comes fromtest scores There is a striking discrepancy between the average SAT and ACT
scores of Special Services freshmen for the years 19'0-1983 and correspondingscores for the total group of Washington. University entering freshmen. Data inTable 2, when compared to that in Table 1, shows a difference of 90-100 points on
SAT-V, 110-130 points on SAT-M, and 5-7 points on ACT-Composite. This differ-
ence in average test scores suggests that the background of most disadvantaged stu-dents is not equal to that of the traditional student at the University and that it
may be difficult for Special Services students to compete with the rest of their class-mates unless some developmental and remedial services bridge the gap.

TABLE I AVERAGE SAT AND ACT SCORES,' ENTERING FRESHMAN CLASSES, 1980-83

1980 1981 1982 1983

SAT V
562 563 562 555SATM
614 613 618 622

ACTComposite 27 27 27 21

' Data turntseel by admissions off ice

TABLE II AVERAGE SAT AND ACT SCORES, SPECIAL SERVICE FRESHMAN, 1980-83

1980 1981 1982 1983

SAT -V
465 460 471 463SAT M
485 482 . 504 516ACT -C

22 21 20 21

Computed of avaiLable data in special services tiles

Project participants are also at a disadvantage when the quality of their highschool education is considered Many attended high schools in economically de-
pressed areas where they have not received the rigorous training needed for success
at an institution like Washington University However, there is striking evidence
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that these students have high academic potential Since the fall of 1980, approxi-
mately 60-65% of the Special Services Project participants have ranked in the top
10% of their high school class This figure suggests that these students have the po-
tential but may only need the assistance provided by Special Services in order to
succeed

The following supportive services have been provided to increase the retention
and g Aduation rate of Special Services project participants: (1) counseling, (2) tutor-
ing, (3) 'sic skills instruction, (4) career guidance and (5) financial aid information

1 Counseling The purpose of counseling is to assist students in adjusting aca-
demically and/or socially to the university environment. Project participants are
provided individual and group personal counseling to help them work through prob-
lem areas and concerns related to their personal growth and development. Empha-
sis is placed on helping each student develop a positive self image and the confi-
dence needed to effectively manage his/her environment. Project participants also
receive academic counseling/advising Advising includes course selection, choosing
appropriate major, identifying academic strengths and weaknesses as well as plan-
ning a four-year course of study.

2. Tutoring. Project participants are provided academic support services designed
to improve their academic skills. Individual and small group tutonal sessions are
available for Special Services' students. Since Washington University does not gen-
erally offer remedial courses, the intense one-on-one tutoring experience provides an
environment for helping students remedy deficits and develop the needed cognitive
skills. The group format consists of small tutorial groups and workshops. The small
tutonal groups, comwsed of a tutor and 2-3 students, foster peer interaction and a
supportive milieu. These groups are scheduled as needed in any subject area For
groups of 6-20 people, workshops are scheduled weekly in specific disciplines (e.g ,
mathematics, chemistry and physics).

3. Basic Skills Insiruction.Project participants receive basic skills instruction
through the Special Services' Learning Center Instruction areas include reading,
writing, and study skills. The reading skills instruction includes training in speed
reading, critical reading and textbook mastery Writing instructors provide a varie-
ty of services ranging from teaching basic grammar to assisting students in prepar-
ing term papers and other written assignments. Students also receive training in
test taking, problem solving, time management and other topics.

4. Career GuidanceAnother important service available for project participants
is assistance in career planning and development. Counselors help student integrate
their measured interests and abilities with a compatible academic major The staff
also helps students establish realistic career goals. Activities designed to accomplish
the above task consist of vocatioral and interest testing, career fairs and workshops
which may include guest speakers

5 Financial Aid Information.While the Special Services project does not admin-
ister financial aid, the staff is cognizant of the complexity of the financial aid proc-
ess To this end, counselors help students obtain needed information and make sure
that participants have enough financial aid tc take care of their needs.

RECOMMENDATION FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

That in making grants and contracts under the TRIO subpart, the Secretary
shall give the applicant's prior experience of service delivery under the particular
program for which funds are sought in weight of at least 13%

2 That the requirement that institutions sponsoring Educational Opportunity
Centers provide a 25% matching cost by eliminatc.d since no other TRIO program
has a matching requirement.

3. That admissions counselors, financial aid officers, high school counselors, and
teachers be trained to better serve disadvanta "ed students through grants awarded
under the TRIO Staff Development authority

4 That training activity include as an allowable cost the publication and dissemi-
4 nation of manuals to improve the operation of TRIO programs

5. That for the purpose of making grants and contracts in -ler the TRIO subpart,
there be authorized for appropriations

$400,000,000 for fiscal year 1988; $450,000,000 for fiscal year 1989, $500,000,000 for
fiscal year 1990; $550,000,000 for fiscal year 1991, and wuch sums as necessary for
fiscal year 1992

STUDENT TESTIMONY

Joey Henderson, who is a participant in the Special Services Project at Washing-
ton University, will present his personal testimony during the hearing Therefore, I
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have decided not to present the case of another Special Service students However, I
will present m this testimony information on two students who participated in the
Emporia State University Upward Bound Program in St. Joseph, Missouri

The Upward Bound Program provides disadvantaged high school students who
have academic potential with the challenging educational programs, guidance and
inspiration they need to matriculate into college The value of this program is illus-
trated by the success of two of its panicipan ..

Martha Roberts
Martha Roberts is a freshman, currently enrolled at Emporia :',Late University inEmporia, Kansas She is active in the Special Services program at Emporia State

University and is planning on majoring in elementary education Martha is main-
taining a G P.A. of 2.3/4.0. She has participated in the Upward Bound Programsince May, 1981

Before coming to Emporia State, Martha lived in St. Joseph, Missouri with her
grandmother whose major source of income was the $121 a month she reveived in
Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) payments for the care of Martha and her brother.
As a high school student, Martha showed high academic promise which was not re-
alized Through Upward Bound she gained the scif-confidence, direction, and disci-
pline to make appropriate choices in her life. Her dreams are now becoming a reali-ty

Marsha Bosley

Marsha Bosley, a high school student in the Project Focus Program, is an example
of the spirit and effectiveness of Upward Bound Shortly after joining Upward
Bound, Martha was diagnosed as having a form of Lou Gehrigs disease, which
causes muscular deterioration In spite of her debilitating illnese, she attended the
Upward Bound summer session, improved her grade point average from 1.6 to 3.0/
4 0, and began the process of career exploration and training. With the coaching of
an Upward Bound instructor she also learned to swim as therapy in her fight
against Lou Gehrig's. Marsha's nickname is "Spa:ky", and she is a giant among
Upward Bound students, epitomizing the purpose of TRIO programs as a means of
educational and personal opportunity.

STATEMENT OF LEON E. ASHFORD, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL SERV-
ICES PROJECT, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY; AND PRESIDENT,
MISSOURI-KANSAS-NEBRASKA CHAPTER OF THE MID-AMERICA
ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM PER-
SONNEL

Mr. ASHFORD. Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Coleman, and other mem-
bers of the panel, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before
you. I am Leon Ashford, and I am director of the Special Services
Program here at Washington University. I am also a member of
th' Mid-America Association of Educational Opportunity Program
Pirsonnel. I should say also inat I am president of the Missouri-
Kansas-Nebraska Chapter of that organization.

I have been affiliated with '!'RIO programs for the last fourteen
years. I started out sort of as a part-time counselor with the organi-
zation. And since 1980, I have been a director of the special serv-
ices project.

At first, I was under the impresbion that I would be on this panel
alone, in that the student that was supposed to appear was not
able to come when the date was changed. He is a recent graduate
of this institution, and I would like to refer to his testimony during
my comments.

Mr. FORD. We have copies of Joe Henderson's statement. And
without objection, we will put it in the record at this point.

Mr. ASHFORD. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Joey Henderson follows:J
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOEY HENDERSON, STUDENT, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST
Louis, MO

My name is Joey Henderson. This is my testimony in support of the Special Serv-
ices project at Washington University called Student Educational Service iSES)

My mother, a single parent, raised a family of eight children In 1975, when I was
12 years old, she died suddenly of heart failure Our family was divided among rela-
tives who lived nearby My twin brother and I moved to Ashdown, Arkansas to live
with our gradmother who was already guardian of a younger cousin My grand-
mother's only source of income was the wages she received as a domestic worker

I attended Ashdown's public school and was selected to attend Arkansas' Gover-
nor's school for the Gifted and Talented. I entered the fine arts program and was
exposed to information about Washington Univeristy. I expected to continue my
education after high school at a community college or perhaps a public Univeristy
in Arkansas, but did not seriously consider a private school of Washington Universi-
ty's caliber. One of my teachers who was determined to help me reach my full po-
tential, encouraged me to apply to Washington University I was very excited when
I was admitted to its School of Fine Arts with a substantial financial aids Package
that would make it possible for me to atttend.

The summer before I was to begin college I attended the summer program offered
by the University's Serial Services department. This program was helpful in sever-
al ways It allowed me to get comfortable in my new surroundings and become fa-
miliar with important University recourcesthe financial aids office, the library,
and the health care service. I earned 4 credits and improved by study skills.

The summer program also helped me to realize how under-prepared I was to do
the amount of reading required at the university level When I returned in the fall,
I took advantage of the SES Learning Center by enrolling in their speed reading
course and attending workshops in note taking and time management My work at
the Learning Center taught me to make conscious decisions about how I would
study and thus helped me to improve my grades. I continued to be involved with
SES, working one summer as an aid to one of the instructors in the Learning
Center. Even as a senior I went to SES to make use of such services as tutoring.

The cultural activities sponsored by SES have stimulated my interests in other
areas. While in high school I choregographed dances for stage productions, but
never considered the possibility of making a living in this way. However, when I
saw the Dance Theatre of Harlem on an SES sponsored outing, I found role models
who inspired me to pursue my interest in dance. I have since performed in three
major productions on campus.

On May 17, 1985 I graduated with a Bachelor's degree in Fine Arts I am applying
for an internship with a local public relations firm, an opportunity I learned about
through an SES counselor In the future, I hope to become self-employed as an
artist

I feel very fortunate, Mr. Chairman, to have had the opportunity to come to
Washington University, but without the support of SES I might not have stayed to
develop my talents and realize my potential. Because I was poor, it was easy for me
to limit my vision of the future I only needed an opportuntiy to break out SES
provided me with such an opportunity

Mr. ASHFORD. I also saw this as maybe a good opportunity to
kind of connect with what my colleagues here are talking bout
and what I am supposed to be about. I feel that certainly we now
in TRIO are not only concerned with what happens to the people
or the students prior to their postsecondary graduation, but we are
concerned with what happens after they leave college.

I have to stick mainly to what happens to young people within
the postsecondary level, since that has been the area that I have
worked in, although I have had a lot of contact being president of
the Missouri - Kansas- Nebraska chapter.

We have actually 14 TRIO programs within Missouri. There are
13 listed generally, but there is one that is also located in Illinois.
That is tile Educational Opportunity Center. We mostly hear about
the one in Kansas City, but I think that the one that is in St. Louis
as well as in Illinois is doing any outstanding job.
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In my testimony, I also have connected Congressman Coleman's
area in that there is testimony presented by Linda Taroff. I do not
mention her name, but she is a director of an Upward Bound Pro-
gram that is located at Emporia State, and she identified students
who have come out of St. Joe, MO.

What happens let's say to students who come into a college like
Washington University, and we are talking about disadvantaged
students based on the Government criteria. That would be econom-
ic, or it could be first college generation, or it could be handi-
capped. The Government says that we have to have a certain per-
cent or ratio of students who meet both criteria. Years ago, it was
the educational background of the student.

Well, in most instances, they are coming from intercity schools,
and they are coming to an institution that has very high standards,
and has definite requirements. These students are not able if left
alone to complete the curriculum or the chosen curriculum.

We also have a large number of students coming here who are
interested in the sciences. There is a joke around here that we
have a lot of people who indicate that they want to be doctors, and
then there are still a large number who are closet premeds.

So we have people who are coming here trying to get the best
educat n possible, and Washington University has a fine reputa-
tion. The question was raised earlier about why would a person
want to come here as compared to a State institution. They come
because they want the best and the finest opportunity, because we
are living in a very competitive environment, so the same thing
happens here.

What we try to do is provide for that support system, and the
basis for that support system is a counseling component. That is
the core staff people would be individuals who would be involved in
helping the student, plan on helping the student to figure out
where his or her strengths would be, and helping them come up
with some realistic career plans, or I should say educational plans.

Besides that, we have a Tutorial Program. The Tutorial Program
takes two major forms. One would be individual tutoring, and the
other would be academic workshops. The academic workshops
would be in areas that are very problematic for a large number of
people, and that would be tLe sciences and the math.

Besides that, we have the learning center. And within the learn-
ing center, we have some of the basic skills that are being handled.
That would be writing and reading. We even have a rapid reading
course that helps students to cover the large volumes of material
that they are required to deal with.

Our of that also, that learning center I am talking about, we
have a staff that helps them get into adopting good study habits. So
we are talking about study skills.

We as counselors then are providing these services on a regular
basis, and then we are trying to help them move from this institu-
tion into a viable either occupation or into graduate programs in
graduate schools.

We have done some studies in terms of examining those students
who have participated in our program and those that have not.
And we found that over 70 percent of our participants will gradu-
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ate, and this is consistent with the university that indicates that
the average student that comes here completes the curriculum.

We have a summer program that starts with the prefteshmen,
and a limited number of people are participating in that program.
And Joey Henderson is th. person who was going to testify, and he
was first introduced to me in our summer program. And the art

) school had accepted him, and he was very interesting.
The people who had admitted him were excited about him and

the type of person that he seemed to be. He came from a family of
eight children. His mother had died when he was age 12. And he
and his twin went to live with the grandmother, while the other
children were spread among other family members.

There were a lot of things about him that I did not know until he
started talking about him, And he was a pretty proud young man,
who did not have any of the resources or the wherewithal to come
to a school like this one. I think that there was an art instructor
who strongly suggested that he go ahead and apply.

And when he applied and when we found out something about
him and his needs, we inducted him more or less to our program.
We invited him for the summer, and he was hooked. He indicates
in his testimony that he thought that he was prepared, but he
found that he needed to di. a lot of work in the area of study skills
and reading. He became so involved in some of those activities that
he became one of the monitors in the reading lab or in our reading
center.

Joey made me very proud when he graduated just a few weeks
ago as the president of the senior class, and also received an award
from the chancellor, the Ethan Sheffley Award, which is for service
and for scholarship. He also received an internship with one of the
major corporations. I should also add that he is getting married to
a young lady who will be going on to graduate school and taking
advantage of a graduate fellowship or scholarship.

Joey is just one example of the many students that come in to
this institution and institutions like Washington University or
even public institutions. I strongly urge and I indicate in my writ-
ten document that the Congress will reappropriate funds for TRIO.
I think that without TRIO that many young people would not have
the opportunity for an education, and also for viable employment
in our society. Thank you.

Mr. FORD. One question, Mr. Ashford.
How many TRIO programs do you have here?
Mr. ASHFORD. In this particular institution?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Mr. ASHFORD. We only have one. We have a Special Service Pro-

gram at Washington.
Mr. FORD. Do any of the Missouri institutions have three or

) more?
Mr. ASHFORD. St. Louis University has two. And that is an

Upward Bound. And more recently, they have obtained a Special
Services Program.

Mr. FORD. What these gentlemen described a little while ago was
an Upward Bound for graduate students.

Mr. ASHFORD. You are saying that that is what they described a
few minutes ago?
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Mr. IORD. That is one of the concepts that they had. That they
described an Upward Bound for graduate students, the same prin-
ciple.

Mr. ASHFORD. I would agree, I would agree 100 percent. And as
you look even at the EOC centers and the kinds of things that they
are trying to do. What happens is that we do not have a tracking
from one of these programs to another. But it would be nice that
we could take from Talent Search to Upward Bound, and maybe to
Special Services, and then to a GPOP Program.

Mr. FORD. Thank you. Tom.
Mr. COLEMAN. I have no questions. Just to try to ameliorate Dr.

Wilson's concern about H.R. 2199. I think that he has made some
good suggestions, that if we could work it out languagewise, would
be good additions.

thank Dr. Magrath for coming. He is relatively new to the
State, and has embarked on a new challenge in his career after
serving very well at the University of Minnesota, we are delighted
to have him in Missouri.

Mr. FORD. He is not new to the committee. He has been hustling
us for years. Mr. Tauke.

Mr. TAUKE. Dr. Magrath, several times this morning the issue of
the size of debts that students have when they emerge from gradu-
ate school has been discussed.

Can you tell me if there is any statistical information in the
system that you represent relating to the average size of indebted-
ness for those who emerge from the system.

Mr. MAGRATH. I do not have it at my fingertips. Bt.t we do have
it, I am confident. And I think that that is a very pertinent ques-
tion, Mr. Tauke, and I will get it to you as well as to the chairman
of the committee. We are all obviously concerned about the size of
the indebtedness and the loan obligation that students and in this
case now graduate students carry.

I would hope that as we look at the authorization that ways
might be found to examine consolidation or extended periods of
payment. Because I personally feel that reality being what it is, we
are going to have to rely very substantially on loans. And I would
personally favor an increase in loan limits, but there is a problem.
And I would hope that we could figure out extended payment plans
and consolidations. I will provide that information to you.

Mr. TAUKE. Dr. Wilson, do you have any information?
Mr. WILSON. Not today. But I, too, will try to provide it. I know

anecdotally of several who come close to the $25,000. When the last
increment was suggested, in many cases I have tried to counsel a
;lumber against not doing it.

Mr. MAGRATIL I know anecdotally of some with more.
Mr. WILSON. Well, that happens as well. And as I mentioned, it

is a very, very serious problem.
Mr. TAUKE. Do either of you have in your institutions any kind

of counseling for graduate students on these financial matters?
Mr. WILSON. Our financial aid coordinator in effect also serves as

a counselor, very much so. She sits down with everyone and goes
over circumstances, and in particular discusses what the implica-
tions are.

Mr. TAUKE. What will happen down the road?
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Mr. MAGRATH. Essentially, the same answer.
Mr. TAUKE. Do you think that there is any merit to the notion of

perhaps some kind of service in return for graduate assistance?
Now in a sense, we have that with the assistantship programs and
so on through work-study. But one of the things that came to mind
during the earlier discussion of the GI Program was that the GI
Program was in a sense a return by the Government for a service
earlier performed.

Do you think that it would be helpful for us to explore some kind
of program where we would encourage people to take a year or two
after the graduate from college to perform certain services, and in
turn would receive grants or other benefits for graduate education?

Mr. MAGRATH. Could I respond to that?
Mr. TAUYE. Sure.
Mr. MAGRATH. I would like to separate it in terms of my person-

al view now in terms of undergraduate students and graduate stu-
dents.

Mr. TAUKE. I am separating it too.
Mr. MAGRATH. Frank Newman, who served among other things

as president of the University of Rhode Island, and is now the
president of the educational commission of the States is working on
such a proposal that might be submitted at some point. I do not
know what the form may be, but this might very well be one of
them.

And I personally think that the ieJa probably like all good ideas
needs to be refined. But I think that there is merit to the notion of
some kind of a public service tie-in and undergraduate assistance
for at least some categories of students. I think that it is an idea
worth pursuing.

I would not personally think that it would be germane in terms
of graduate students, because I would argue that there is a very
direct national benefit that accrues to the Nation through support-
ing graduate education. For undergraduate education, I think that
it is an idea worth pursuing.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Do you still have the medical school fellowships for

people who agree to a period of time with the U.S. Public Health
Service? That does not come from our committee.

Mr. MAGRATH. Mr. Chairman, I think so.
Mr. TAUKE. We just approved it again in the Energy and Com-

merce Committee. But one of the difficulties is that you do not
know for certain if the specialty that you have or the area in which
you will work will be qualifying until after you graduate. So it is
something that you can hope that you will qualify in after you are
finished, but you are not really certain.

I think that there is a need to have something up front, so that
people know ahead of time that they can get this kind of assistance
for health professionals as well as for others.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Wilson, do you find that your graduate stu-
dents are full-time students, or do you find that somehow they are
incorporating their graduate career with a full-time job?

Mr. WILSON. For doctoral students especially in the intensive
course phase, it is very, very difficult to do it parttime. It just
stretches over too long of a period of time. Of course, it will vary
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from discipline to discipline. In almost every discipline, then is onepart of the research dissertation phase which just requires an enor-
mous amount of energy. It is very hard to do it on a parttime basis.

After what we usually describe as the hump where some results
are apparent and then things are beginning to fall into place, then
indeed toward the tail end of writing a dissertation that it can be 4,done on a parttime basis. Now I cannot think of more than acouple of students who ever achieved a Ph D. doing it parttime
throughout. A masters, that is a different story. It can be done
easily. r

Mr. COLEMAN. 'Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, gentleman.
The final panel, we are going to do a little combining here. Dr.

Jack Kinder could not be here. He is the Chairman of the Presi-
dent's Advisory Council on Continuing Education and the executive
director of the Missouri State Teacher's Association. He ha.; sub-
rnitted testimony for the record. And without objection, that will be
inserted at this point in the record.

[Prepared statement of Jack A. Kinder follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK A KINDER, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

ON CONTINUING EDUCATION AND EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, MISSOURI STATE TEACHE'
ASSOCIATION

My name is Jack A. Kinder I am Executive Secretary of the Missouri StateTeachers Association. This year, I also have the honor of serving as chairman of the
National Advisory Council on Continuing Education, a presidentially appointed
body established by Congress in title I of the Higher Education Act.

Five hundred years ago, man sailed out to sea He was going somewhere, but
didn't know to how to get there He got to a place that was actually several thou-
sand miles from where he thought he was When he returned home, he reported on
where he had been, when in fact he didn't know where he had been

Twenty years ago this year, Congr ass authorized the higher Ed ition Act Thisyear, Congress will have to reauthorize it With all due respect ..0 Christopher Co-lumbus, I hope we have a better sense of where we have been, what we have done,and where we are going
To look at the Act as it was, and to look at it again today, is to look at two essen-

tially different views of the world of postsecondary education Much has changedI want tc draw your attention to one of those changes the emergence of adults
and older learners as the fastest growingsegment of our postsecondary enrollments,
a fact of our educational life that is consistent with what is now reported by theBureau of the Censusthat the median age of all Americans has now reachedthirty-one years

There are both facts, yes, but sometimes I think that many of us in the postsec-
ondary community have an emotionally difficult time handling them We don't
always know what to do with non-traditional learner) After all, most of our colleges
and universities are designed with other kinds of students in mind

The problem I have with the Higher Education Act is this How can it be reau-thorized without some better recognition 03 the role of adults on our campuses? I am
chiefly interested in title I, because ;,hat is the one title of the Act that legislators
and policy makers have historicAy reserved for dealing with adult postsecondaryeducation issues.

The problem I have with he Higher Education Act is this How can it be reau-
thorized without some better recognition of the role of adults on our campuses? I am
chiefly interested in title I, because that is the one title of the Act that legislators
and policy makers have historically reserved for dealing with adult postsecondaryeducation issues

Title I is not funded. 't has not been funded since 1981 Even more importantly,
the provisions that were introduced by the Education Amendments of 1980 to helpadults in title IV, the student assistance programs, have imt worked well Title IV
monies have been used, but not for the purposes originally conceived by Congress,insofar as adults are concerned
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That is one set of problems Another set of problems has been the changes in the
Nation's economy, the emergence of new technologies, and the dislocation of the
workforce and the relocation of businesses, factories, sometimes whole industries,
and other places where Americans work Add to these my earlier reference to the
changes in American demography, including the demographics of postsecondary en-
rollments, and you end up with a challenging array of circumstances

I am sure, Mr Ford and Mr Coleman, that you have heard much of this before
Some of this falls on the Federal plate, a lot of it falls elsewhere

On behalf of my colleagues on the National Advisory Council on Continuing Edu-
cation, I want to offer a modest solution It is an amendment to substantially re-
write title I of the Act and to address directly the continuing education issues that
mean so much to adult learners

Our proposal recognizes the importance of adult learning generally, but the pro-
posal we are offering attempts to focus this issue by singling out for special atten-
tion the educational programs that stress employment-related issues.

Continuing education means many things to many people. Continuing education
tends to be more individualized, more tailored, than traditional postsecondary edu-
cation; it occurs at different times, sometimes in unusual places But the important
thing to remember is that the pressures to p. ovide continuing education are coming
directly from the consumers. Much of this is voluntary on their part, but much of it
is also required by professional groups, by employers, and by individuals themselvEs
who see continuing education as a necessary step to get a job, keep a jab, or move
upwards or sideways i.i their chosen careers.

Let me list briefly what the Council is recommending in its new title I proposal.
The basic elements are these:

1 We are proposing a direct grant to select institutions to encourage and expand
their involvement and commitment to serve adults

2 We are proposinb a modest pilot program requiring limited federal funds, that
would focus on seed money to develop demonstration programs leading to replica
tion by other institutions, either separately or through consortial arrangements.

3 We stress the importance of the application of new technologies to meeting the
needs of new learners, as well as the collection, dissemination and transfer of infor-
mation regarding successful ventures

4 W stress the need for institutions to help other learners who are in nerd, in
particular the extraordinary number of women who are simultaneously entering or
returning to continuing education and the workforce.

5 We seek to provide an expanded role for the private sector in institutional con-
tinuing educatior., one that extends beyond a modest "advisory" role Lnd includes
an active involvement with institutions in planning, implementing, monitoring and
assessing the effectiveness of con, inning education, especially as it relates to em-
ployment issues and the prepara.ior, of the American workforce

6 We encourage institutional grantees to coordinate their continuing education
activities with existing state priorities

7 We support the sepa:ate development of recognized centers of postsecondary
continuing education research and demonstration activities, including specialized ef-
forts to develop pilot projects for exemplary staff development activities.

8 And finally, we desire to accomplish two important objectives, one which we
can state directly, which is to recommend that the Federal Government and your
committee state clearly in the Higher Education Act that there shall be unequivocal
Federal policies and programs in support of continuing education The Council's
second objective is more oblique but no less intensely felt, and that is this The
desire to see postsecondary institutions of all kinds reassess their institutional poli-
cies, programs and resources for continuing education and for adult learners

Perhaps a reformulated title I can do all of this, perhaps not; but what the Coun-
cil is suggesting for title i badly needs doing Colleges and universities simply must
4o more to direct their energies and resources to helping adults learn

,-/z. April 30, the Council responded to your earlier invitation and resubmitted ini-
tial recommendations on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act In that
submission, we provided more detail on our title I proposal. We also made a number
of suggestions regarding the effectiveness of title 1V's student asskitance programs
in reaching adult learners and went on public record to endorse the exemplary
work of the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education.

I want to add one final statement I have served on the National Advisory Council
on Continuing Education since 1981 I welcomed this appointment because it gave
me and other citizens who may not have a direct channel to legislators and policy
makers in Washington. an opportunity to participate in an activity that could make
a difference in some federal education policies. My relationship with the Council, its
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membt rs and staff, has been an exceptionally productive one I encourage :you to
consider the Council's reauthorization also and to encourage and make better use of
similar bode 'under your committee's jurisdiction

I thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement for the record I amsorry I could not join you today in St Louis srd participate in your hearing
The Council plans to submit further statements to your committee during the

course of the reauthorization hearing If, in the meantime, you wish additional in-formtition, I would be pleased to respond on behalf of my colleages on the Council.
Dr. Robert Spencer, associate vice president and director of de-

velopment, Webster University; Dr. Gene L. Schwilck, president of
the Danforth Foundation; and Mr. Wayne Walker. divisional direc-
tor of the volunteer services and external resources, St. Louis
public schools.

Dr. Spencer, would you like to start it off.
Mr. SPENCER. I would say to Dean Wilson, and I guess he Ir

left, that I am somebody who has just completed his Ph.D. on an
entirely part-time basis at Washington University.

You are one of two.
Mr. SPENCER. I am one of two, and it took 12 years.
Mr. FORD. I have been participating for years in a Ph.D. program

at Wayne University in educational administration. And th,..y are
all parttime, they are all teachers. So he has got a unique situa-
tion. Go ahead.

[Prepared statement of Dr. Robert A. Spencer follows]
PREPARED STATEMENT nr DR. ROBERT A. SPENCER, ASSOCIATE VICE PRESIDENT AND

DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT, WEBSTER UNIVRESITY, ST LOaS, MO
On behalf of Webster University's Board, Administration and Faculty I welcome

the opportunity to comment on the Department of Education's Title III Program.
My remarksfollowing your suggestionare divided into two parts Part I address-
es improvements that we believe would strengthen the Title III Program in thefuture Part II describes the important role Title III funds ',aye played in moving
Webster University to greater self-sufficiency

I. LEGISLATIVE IMPROVEMENTS TO THE TITLE III PKGRAM

In suggesting future directions for Title III I need first to catalog a number of
issues arising from the University's experience with the program between 1980 and1985.

There is a longstanding conflict within Title IIr between the program as "welfare"
for marginal institutions which need it for survival and as "seed money" for those
that are stronger. Because Webster University falls into the latter category, we nat-
urally take the biased position that the "seed money" concept is a better investment
of federal dollars I refer members of the committee to a February 22, 1984 article in
the Chronicle of Higher Education entitled "Some At Weaker Colleges View U.S
Aid as Rewarding MeNiiocrity." The article describes the findings of what has cometo be known as the Research Triangle report on Title III. The article and the report
address the welfare-seed money conflict of which I speak. The lack of clarity as to
puipose arising from this conflict manifests itself on both the legislativeand admin-
istrative sides. Legislatively, this conflict is manifest in eligibility criteria E nd ap-
propriation set asides. Administratively this lack of clarity appears to result in in-
consistent policies and procedures by Title III staff.

In theory a flexible program that allows institutions to set their own developmen-
tal priorities is dtsirable. However, th. 'ooser the guidelines, the greater the poten
tial for arbitrariness and disagreement uetween proposal readers, Title III staff, De-
partment of Education fiscal officers, and college administrators. Webster has a long
list of such disagreement many of which have been time-consuming and fruitless.

The revisions in Title III that went into effect in 1982 were an improvement in
placing more emphasis on integrated activities closely tied to the institution's long-
range plan However, at the same time the Department was asking institutions to
plan over a longer time span, they stopped making multi-year grants and went to
an annual cycle, greatly increasing the uncertainly about multi-year activities. We
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support the concept of an integrated node of institutional development tied to the
long-range plan but find the multi-year grant approach more consistent with the
concept than the annual apprc.ch

We experienced damaging reductions in funding amounts and delays in obtaining
approval of plans of operation This may be our last year on a grant in which we
have received only $994,314 (just half) of $1,994,645 requested in activities in the
original plan that were approved for funding Even more specifically, one year's
plan was finally approved on September 13 on a project that began the previous Oc-
tober 1. Moreover, we have not had a site visit by a department staff member since
we started receiving Title III funds in 1980 One of the readers of our 1982 proposal
said

"The strategies and times for accomplishing each activity are clearly stated Cer-
tainly if funded to the total amount requested, these things could be done as de-
scribed "

We are at a loss to articulate ioguilative solutions that would have prevented such
problems from arising It may 1-,a that the whole concept of federally funded institu
tional development projects, however well-intentioned, is unworkable.

Title III embodies a theory of orpnizational change through formulation of meas-
urable objectives that may be out of harmony with institutional style, causing mis-
understanding and friction in Washington and at the Institution It also embodies
unrealistic expectations as to the time required for achieving full self-sufficiency. As
our External Evaluator said in reviewing 1983-84 acco.nplishments,

"It takes much longer to truly develop a new thrust than is presently recognized
by federal officials and the associated legislation . . real development and insti-
tutional change programs take current than current federal funding cycles "

It may be unrealistic to create legislatively a system that requires a woefuly limit-
ed number of project officers in Washington to oversee effectively a bewildering va-
riety of development activities on numerous campuses across the country.

CONCLUSION

For these and other reasons we strongly recommend that Title III accelerate the
current trend of getting out of the business of overseeing complex developmental
projects, and instead emphasize endowment grants to stimulate long-term increases
in institutions' fiscal stability To date there has not been enough money in the en-
dowment program, however, to ease the transition for institutions like ours who
have received only half of the support we felt we had earned by virtue of a develop-
ment plan that was judged of high quality by field readers. and that has been very
effectively put Into operation in the view of our external evaluators The endow-
ment grant addresses the welfare-seed money conflict, problems of arbitrariness and
disagreement, and problems of multi-year vs. annual funding cycles. It would sub-
stantially reduce program administration costs in Washington. It supports institu-
tions with widely varying theories of organizational change. Most importantly, this
approach overcomes the knotty problem of trying to define when a given institution
has achieved self-sufficiency

11 ROLE OF TITLE III FUNDS IN MOVING WEBSTER UNIVERSITY TO GREATER SELF-
SUFFICIENCY

I suggested above that Webster University was in a position to use Title III funds
as "seed money" rather than "welfare " Stated differently, we were not in a crisis
situation where funds of this sort were required to keep our head above water, but
we were eligible in 1980 and again in 1982, the two years in which we submitted
and were awarded Title III grants I should emphasize that we have followed an in-
tegrated model of institutional development that hes maximized the long term
impact of Title III funds and has created many spin-off benefits That is to say, Title
III projects have been organically related to existing programs and staff The insti-
tution has concentrated its developmental activities in three primary areas: academ-
ic programs, student services, and funds and administrative management

Academic developments include
Establishment of an office of corporate relations to link programs in business and

management to St Louis area corporations;
Development of new programs in health careers including degree completion op-

portunities for nurses and programs in health services management;
Establishment of an international studies program which provides new education

al opportunities both on the home campus and at our three study centers in Europe;
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Development of new articulation agreements with Community Colleges facilitat-
ing transfer of credit to upper division programs,

Establishment of a new joint t3achelor of Arts and Master of Arts degree program
through which students (especially Community College transfers) may earn both de-
grees in closely related fields in less time,

And finally, the establishment of a mircocomputer center serving all academic de-
partments of the University

Student service developments include
Establishment of recruitment research capability and a new Assessment and Sup-

port Center which aids students in pinpointing areas of strength and weakness and
supports their efforts to compensate for deficiencies

Developments in funds and administrative management include
Development of a comprehensive computer-based management information

system which now supports every aspect of the University's administration;
Establishment of a systematic long-range planning system with important techno-

logical supports, integration of institutional research, program developments and
marketing functions into a cohesive whole;

Development of a sophisticated cost accounting system which allows the universi-
ty to apply indirect costs in a meaningful way,

And refinement of methods by which th,, university assesses teaching and pro-
motes faculty development.

CONCLUSION

In spite of our continuing disegreements with the Department of Education on
appropriate time frame, delays in funding approvals, and philosophical differences
regarding organizational change, Webster University has made productive use of its
Title III seed money. Because the institution had demonstrable strengths at the
titne it was awarded Title HI funds, we have been in a better position to absorb pro-
grams, main-stream them sooner, and take on staff once programs were operational
and soft money used up. We have, as a result of Title III, new academic programs in
areas where we can compete more successfully in the higher education market We
have richer student services which help us retain the students we have already re-
cruited. Ant we have muoh more streamlined management supports which allow us
to run the institution more efficiently and expedtiously We have benefited greatly
by the exis ace of Title III. For that we are grateful. We wish to emphasize, howev-
er, that t. intricacies of compliance with what we believe to be excessively detailed
regulations siphoned potential developmental energies into fighting red tape. What-
ever congress can do to promote educational entrepreneurship through Title III
without excessive regulatory burden, consistent with the appropriate demands of ac-
countability, would be greatly appreciated by Webster University and, I am sure, all
of post-secondary education

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. SPENCER, ASSOCIATE VICE PRESI-
DENT AND DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT, WEBSTER UNIVERSI-
TY

Mr. SPENCER. Mr. Chairman and members of Congress, thank
you for coming to Missouri, and thank you for hearing Webster
University's position regarding title III. I would also like to say
that my colleague, Dr. Winslow Rogers, who manages our Title III
Program is here. If he has better answers perhaps to the detail,
then I will call on hill, if need be.

Following your suggestions, I have divided my comments into
two parts, one regarding legislative improvements that we feel
might be warranted in title III, and the second part describing the
role that title III has had in helping Webster University's self-suffi-
cien.3y.

First regarding legislative improvements, I have cataloged in my
written testimony a number of problems that the university has ex-
perienced. In a nutshell, they include problems arising from what
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we believe to be a lack of clarity regarding the real purpose of title
III.

That is, is it a seed money program or is it an Institutional Wel-
fare Program. Second, we found problems of arbitrariness by the
Department of Education staff in evaluating the institutional de-
velopment plans. We experienced problems arising from an annual

1 versus multiyear funding cycle. And we experienced long delays in
receiving annual funding approval caused at least in part by a lack
of title III staff in Washington.

It may be unrealistic to create legislatively a system that re-
quires a woefully limited number of project officers in Washington
to oversee effectively a bewildering variety of developmental activi-
ties or. numerous campuses across the country.

For these and other reasons, we strongly recommend that title
III accelerate the current trend of getting out of the business of
overseeing complex developmental projects, and instead emphasiz-
ing endowment grants to stimulate long-term increases in an insti-
tution's fiscal stability.

To date, there has not been enough money in the endowment
program, however, to ease the transition for institutions like ours
who have received only half of the support that we felt that we had
earned by virtue of a development plan that was judged of high
quality by field readers, and that has been very effectively put into
operation in view of external evaluators.

The endowment addresses the welfare seed money conflict, prob-
lems of arbitrariness and disagreement, and problems of multiyear
versus annual funding cycles. It would substantially reduce pro-
gram administration costs in Washington, we believe. It supports
institutions with widely varying theories of organizationF' change,
and most importantly this approach overcomes the knotty problem
of trying to define when a given institution has achieved self-suffi-
ciency.

Second, regarding the role of title III funds in moving Webster
University to greater self-sufficiency, I suggest in my written testi-
mony that Webster has been in a position to use title III funds pri-
marily as seed money. We are not in a crisis situation where funds
of this sort were required to keep our head above water.

We have followed an integrated model of institutional develop-
ment that has maximized long-term impact of title III funds, and
has created many spinoff benefits. That is to say that title III
projects have been organically related to existing programs and
staff.

s The institution has concentrated its developmental activities in
three primary areas: Academic programs, student services, and
funds for administi ative development.

In conclusion, we think that in spite of our continuing disagree-
I ments at times with the Department of Education on appropriate

timeframes, delays in funding approval, and philosophical differ-
ences regarding organizational change, that Webster University
has made productive use of its title III seed money.

Because the institution had demonstrative strengths at the time
that it was awarded title III finds, we have been in a better posi-
tion to absorb programs, mainstream them sooner, and take on
staff once programs were operational and soft money used up. We
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have as a result of title III new academic programs in areas where
we can compete more successfully in the higher education market.

We have richer student services which help us retain the stu-
dents that we have already recruited, and we have much more
streamlined management supports which allow us to run the insti-
tution more efficiently and expeditiously. We have benefited great-
ly by the existence of title III.

But we wish to emphasize, however, that the intricacies of com-
pliance with what we believe to be excessively detailed regulations
siphon potential developmental energies in fighting redtape. What-
ever Congress can do to promote educational entrepreneurship
through title III without excessive regulatory business consistent
with appropriate demands of accountability would be greatly ap-
preciated by Webster and I am sure all postsecondary education.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Spencer. We will now hear from
Mr. Walker.

[Prepared statement of J. Wayne Walker follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT or J WAYNE WALKER, DIVISIONAL DIRECTOR, VOLCI", LEER
SERVICES AND EXTERNAL RESOURCES, ST LOUIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS

The School Partnership Program is an agency of the St Louis Public Schools Its
mission is to assist teachers at all grade levels to develop partnerships with commu-
nity resources for the purpose of improving instruction For the past five years, the
Partnership T-'' gram has worked with businesses of every size, with universities
and collegef, cult iral institutions, public and federal agencies, professional organiza-
tionsin 0 ort, a.iy group that desires to provide volurteers for instructional sup-
port or to co.laborite with the schools in some other way to provide the best instruc-
tion possible. In some communities these collaborative efforts are known as "Adopt-
a-School" programs I hasten to add that we are not the only unit in the District
that seeks the assistance of the community The Partnership Program does not so-
licit financial assistance for the schools from the business community, nor does it
deal directly with youth employment opportunities. The focus of our program is to
provide instructional resources for the teacher and students in the classroom

In 84-85, we had partnerships with more than one hundred sponsors Twenty-
three thousand students from 120 schools participated in 971 programs The over-
whelming majority of these program: consisted of several sessions conducted over a
period of weeks or months

When compared to other programs nationally, the St LOUlb Partnership Program
is unique in the way it works with teachers and students from the county districts
and their counterparts in the city's school system. Classrooms from city and county
join together to design and to participate in partnerships using these various com-
munity resources In 1984-85, 13,000 city and county students participated in 255

ograms.
The development of partnerships with universities and colleges in St Louis has

grown more slowly than the partnerships with other sectors of the community This
is surprising in view of the fact that university and pre-collegiate educators have a
natural alliance I joined the Partnership Program in 1980, after nine years as a
member of the University of Michigan's faculty. With this background, I was not
surprised at the obstacles we encountered The decentralized administration of most
universities and the independent status of the faculty make the development and
coordination of programs difficult. Overall, the university or college does not do
much to encourage its faculty to participate in these volunteer efforts When col-
laboration is discussed, it is usually in terms of a client relationship. Faculty can
not expect that their community service will be of significance in any tenure or pro-
motion decisions

Of late, I have read proposals that have come from universities that are intended
to assist the schools, but too often they reflect the narrow self-interest of a particu-
lar department t,nd have as their primary purpose the funding of a position or pro-
gram and only secondarily, the improvement of pre-collegiate education. Even
worse, these proposals reflect a certain naivete or ignorance of how schools operate
It is imperative, therefore, that those who want to assist the schools visit them and
spend time in the classroom with teachers and students In spite of these obstacles,
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however, there are examples of successful local school-college collaboration They
have grown steadily and often without fanfare I daresay that many Deans and
other administrators are unaware of their existence I am optimistic that this coop-
eration will continue to grow and to improve in quality

Collaboration can take many forms These include the traditional forms of teacher
training and staff development. Other types include faculty volunteers in the class-
room, cooperative efforts in curriculum development, accelerated courses for stu-
dents, students serving as volunteers or interns, collaboration in the development of

1 funding proposals, and special projects such as the Humanist-in-the School program
that incorporates several types of cooperation

In St. Louis, we have had projects with most of the major universities and colleges
in the area. I will describe a few that focus on classroom instructional programs

a Such of these involve joint funding and others represent volunteer efforts One of
the most successful has been the opening of Washington University's Tyson Re-
search Center to elementary and secondary students Each participating classroom
has the opportunity to spend three half-days on a field experience which the teacher
selects to reinforce classroom instruction at the school site. Dr. Robert Lee of Wash-
ington University's School of Medicine has developed a program which allows high
school students to spend four Saturday mornings working under the supervision of
medical students in the human anatomy labs. The Allied School of Health at St.
Louis University has opened its medical laboratories to students at the nearby
Health Careers magnet school

We have collaborated also with the University of Missouri-St. Louis in securing
funds from the Missouri Committee for the Humanities ft- a program in archaeolo-
gy for elementary and secondary students who visit the University's laboratories
and participate in a simulated dig. Other programs have involved Washingtor Uni-
versity's Romance Languages Department, which developed our first city-county
program, the Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences and the Black Studies
Department which worked with students from four high schools This past winter
students from the city and county had the opportunity to work with David Nash, a
sculptor from the United Kingdom, with the assistance of the University's School of
Fine Arts. Students created their own sculptures which were then critiqued by the
artist These examples are but a few of the successful partnership programs be-
tween the schools and local universities and colleges

In summary, I would like to recall for you five basic principles for successful col-
laboration which Gene Maeroff listed in the 1983 Carnegie Foundation Special
Report titled "School and College: Partnerships in Education "

"First, to achieve effective school-college cooperation, educators at both levels
must agree that they, indeed, have common problems.

"Second, . the traditional academic 'pecking order' must be overcome.
"Third, . . cooperative projects must be sharply focused.
"Fourth, it seems quite clear that if school-college cooperation is to be successful,

those who participate must get recognition.
"The fifth commandment is equally important For school-college cooperation to

work, it must focus on actionnot machinery."
If we follow these principles and secure the commitment of the universities' lead-

ers, the future of university/college-school collaboration will be much more promis-
ing

STATEMENT OF J. WAYNE WALKER, DIVISIONAL DIRECTOR,
VOL1JNTEER SERVICES AND EXTERNAL RESOURCES, rT. LOUIS

b PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mr. WALKER. Members of the committee, my name is Wayne
Walker, and I am director of volunteer services and external re-

, sources in the St. Louis public schools, and I am also director of its
School Partnership Program. It is my responsbility to de "elop part-
nerships for teachers and students in the St. Louis public schools
with a wide variety of resources.

I work with businesses, .iniversities and colleges, cultural institu-
tions, professional organizations, and public and Federal agencies.
We also work with county districts, and I think that our program
is unique in that respect, in that we develop partnerships in which
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teachers from the city and teachers from the county work together
to use some of these community resources in partnerships.

I do not solicit financial assistance from any of these groups.
Rather I recruit volunteers who will agree to work in the class-
room with students and teachers in invidually tailored instruction-
al programs.

The development of partnerships with universities in the St. ILouis area has developed more slowly than it has with any of the
other groups. Having serveu on the faculty of the University of
Michigan for 9 years, I am not surprised at this. When I started
this effort in 1980, I anticipated that it would be difficult. In part,
because the administration of universities is very decentralized,
and the faculty tends to be very independent, and it is difficult to
both recruit them and to coordinate the programs.

And I think, too, that the universities and colleges in general do
not do very much to encourage their faculty to participate in these
volunteer effort. When collaboration is discussed, it is usually in
the context of a client relationship. And I think that very few fac-
ulty can expect that their community service will be significant in
any kind of tenure promotion decisions.

I have read of late proposals that have come from the universi-
ties and colleges with the intention of assisting teachers either in
training or retraining and with students. And too often those pro-
posals reflect a rather narrow self-interest on the part of the uni-
versities and colleges to either fund a position or to fund a pro-
gram. I suggest that they reflect a certain naivete or even igno-
r ance of how schools operate.

So I think that it is imperative that those who want to assist
schools spend some time with teachers, and in the classroom, and
with students. And I think that that is one of the things that we
can accomplish in developing partnerships.

And I have given in my written testimony examples of some of
those. And I think that if you look at them, that they might be con-
sidered a kind of band-aid approach, too fragmented, and too
narrow. And there is some justification I think in that kind of judg-
ment.

But I think that it is important to look at them in the context of
a much more extended process of bringing the university, faculty,
and teachers, and students together. And put in that context, I
think that it plays an important role in the new strategy which Dr.
Schwilck suggests should be explored.

Traditionally, we have thought of teacher training in the class-
room with courses for credit. And I think that it is important now

ito look to now ways of staff development. And I think that some of
the informal ways of staff development that have developed as a
result of our partnerships show that it can be accomplished and
with great benefits and to great effect.

ISo I would suggest that we look for ways to develop local means
of corroboration. In some cases, funding would be needed for this.
There is a limit as to what you ask of university faculty to do as
volunteers. I tl.ink that it will probably be a combination of volun-
teer effort as well as funding, whether it be for stipends for gradu-
ate students, for interns, or for faculty to extend their involvement
and to come into the schools.
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But I am very confident based on my experience in the last 5
years that these kinds of contacts between the university faculty
and teachers and students will yield great benefits to es in improv-
ing ps ecollegiate education.

Thank you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you. And the president of the Danforth

Foundation, Dr Schwilck.
(Prepared statement of Gene L. Schwilck follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GENE L. SCHWILCK, PRESIDENT, THE DANFORTH
FOUNDATION, ST LOUIS, MO

My name is Gene Schwilck, President of the Danforth Founaation, and formerly a
school administratorboth as a high school principal and a superintendent of
schools. I am pleased to be invited by members of the Subcommittee on Post Second-
ary Education to speak to the importance of one aspect of the proposed reauthoriza-
tion of The Higher Education Act, namely, the partnership of faculty of colleges and
universities with teacners in elementary and secondary schools.

American elementary and secondary education is beset with problemsissues of
financing, questions of priorities, concerns for quality, and doubts about equity
Prominent in the minds of citizens is taf. pr-iblem of attracting and holding in the
teaching profession persons knowledgeable in their subject matter area who are
skilled in pedagogy and who care for students. Surveys of superintendents and
school board members reveal that they are desperately concerned about the qualifi-
cations of teachers and are seeking effective ways to assist mid-career teachers
retain their enthusiasm for teaching and to engage in worthwhile professional de-
velopment in the content areas of their disciplines

The plea of this statement is fir the Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education
to assign modest funds to Title V to encouiage college and university faculty to
engage in new and creative partnerships to assist in the professional growth of ele-
mentary and secondary teachers

In brief, there are two million elementary and secondary school teachers. They
have an average age of 45 This means that the initial preparation of the typical
teacher, both in content and pedagogy, was more than twenty years ago. Many will
teach another two decades. The typical 45-year-old teacher has few options for stim-
ulation and professional growth. All day they are segregated with young students
They are frt for academic work at a university only in the evenings or summer
times on the university calendar that usually do not provide the best selection of
academic offerings. Yet it is at colleges and universities and with college and uni-
versity faculty that teachers have the greatest opportunity to expand academic and
content knowledge in their disciplines and to update their skills in pedagogy based
upon recent research on how students learn New and flexible delivery systems are
needed.

On the other hand, university faculty traditionally are not rewarded for working
with elementary and secondary teachers Tenure, promotion, salary increases, and
recognition are awarded to university faculty primarily on the basis of their re-
search and publications University facu:ty are not encouraged or recognized to
assist practicing teachers to become better teachers No profession is more segregat-
ed by age level of their clients than teaching College teachers are not in contact
with elementary and secondary teachers professionally or socially

The experiences of the NDEA-funded "curricula revolution" of two decades ago
verify the importance of school faculty having a professional relationship with uni-
versity faculty on a sustained basis at the local level to keep travel costs negligible.
and in tandem with school administrators, the persons who set policy New initia-
tives which capitalize upon what was learned in that program, can reach more
teachers, at dramatically less cost and with more impact The current climate be-
tween faculty of schools and universities calls out for informed leadership The need
for professional growth of teachers in mid-career is evident New delivery systems
must be provided Teachers, as a group, are ready to accept informed assistance

'I he current rhetoric about a partnership of schools and universities is encourag-
all: Some college presidents are leading the way in forging new deLlitions of the
pa.,^ership President Donald Kennedy of Stanford University has stimulated a sig-
nificant number of academics on the Stanford campus to give of their time to assist
teachers in the San Francisco area to expand their content knowledge and teaching
skills President Giamatti of Yale University has raised an endowment fund to
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enable university faculty to assist elementary and secondary teachers of New
Haven In St Louis, university and college faculty work with representatives of
business and industry to aid school teachers A partnersnip program overlapping
tne city of St. Louis and the surrounding metropolitan area is vigorously involving
university and college faculty, along with representatives of business and industry,
in developing new patterns of working together Emphasis is on ways university fac-
ulty can work with elementary and secondary teachers, rather than directly with
students. This results in a domino effect with more impact, that is, helping one high
school teacher results in he teacher's impact on 150 high school students.

New strategies for a tr ie partnership between schools and colleges are being de-
veloped I urge the merr'Jers of the Subcommittee to provide modest funds to stimu-
late the development and dissemination of ways university faculty can effectively
assist school teachers grow in their capacity to be more stimulating and informed in
their profession Use of cable and satellite television are among programs in use
that avoid travel to traditional lectures University faculty need to receive recogni-
tion and credit toward promotion when they work effectively with teachers. Models
exist Many of us believe that it is not the responsibility of federal government to
fund programs which provide for the professional growth of mid-career teachers We
do believe that it is an opportunity of federal government to fund activities which
can stimulate the development of new strategies for faculty of universities and col-
leges to work with teachers in schools.

In the final analysis, only as local superintendents, schcol board members, and
citizens accept the need for a new partnership and support the development of the
partnership with their own local funds and energies will there be significant change
in the way schools operate. Greater visibility and recognition can stimulate emula-
tioi. and expansion of good programs which link elementary and secondary teachers
with the academic staff of local colleges and universitiesthis for the purpos? of
helping teachers in mid-carear be updated in content and pedagogy and add zest to
their teaching A modification of Title V, with modest funds, could stimulate such a
development

STATEMENT OF GENE L. SCHWILCK, PRESIDENT, THE DANFORTH
FOUNDATION

Mr. ScHwuxx. Thank you. I will abbreviate my remarks. I would
like to build in Dr. Walker's statements, and make a plea that you
consider including say, in title V, earmarked funds very modest
that would stimulate and encourage some selected able college
teachers to develop new strategies for delivering to elementary and
secondary teachers professional growth activities for midcareer for
their disciplines in pedagogy skills.

The argument in brief is that there are 2 million elementary and
secondary teachers whose average age is 45 that received their ini-
tial preparation in content and pedagogy 20 years ago, and the ma-
jority are going to be teaching for an additional 20 years.

There are not good delivery systems for them to keep stimulated
and upgraded in their content and their teaching. There is a lot of
national rhetoric now about the partnership among the university,
school, and businesses. There are some good programs. I would
argue that the movement is very fragile, and there are far too
many programs that are superficial.

And very quickly, I would suggest that when men and women on
loan parttime from businesses are working in schools and c ,ime
back and find that they are no longer on promotion tracks within
their corporation, and when business leaders find out that far too
many of their programs and their loaned people have not been
used effectively or integrated carefully into the lesson planning of
schools, I suggest that the movement is going to die very quickly,
and that would be most unfortunate.
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In short, I would argue that what we need is modest stimulation
to enable some able persons to develop new strategies, and there
are national models, that could assist universities and schools and
the business community to have some effective working relation-
ships or partnership. And I think that it only takes modest money.

I think that most of us would agree in conclusion that it is not
appropriate for Federal funds to pay for all of the programs that
might help elementary and secondary education. The basic argu-
ment, of course, is that unless local superintendants and local
members of school boards are willing to spend some of their own
funds, their own time and energy, and some real commitment with
local college and university staff, that no amount of Federal fund-
ing is going to make any significant difference.

But I would argue that it is appropriate for an opportunity for
Federal funds to stimulate some of those good models and some
able professors to work with school people to develop new methods
of delivering this kind of inservice education and disseminate them
that would encourage the movement to grow positively.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do I take that, you have personally or the Founda-
tion has been involved in such preparations and have found them
less than satisfactory?

Mr. Salm LcE. We find many of them less than satisfactory and
some are good. And our position at the Foundation, we literally has
the opportunity to visit hundreds of college campuses and school
districts, and the climate is more positive than it has ever been,
but a lot of the programs are very discouraging because of the rea-
sons that we quickly implied. Unless something dramatic happens,
I fear that we are going to have a .iratratic set-back.

Mr. COLEMAN. What role do you see between the private sector
and college and universities into the 1990's, is this relationship
going to become more formal and evolve into something that we
really have not seen in the past?

Mr. Salm LcE. That would be our vision. And that would be a
coalition in which faculty members at universities actually work
with teachers not actually in the classroom, we would have the
domino effect to upgrade teachers, with the help of people in the
business community. They have other insights. And to do it on
such a scale that there is professional stimulation for people who
are elementary and secondary teachers to want to remain in teach-
ing.

And I think that we have to get new delivery systems. We have
cable television, satellite television. We no longer have to send ele-
mentary and secondary teachers to take degree granting courses at
universities. Most of the time, the teachers can go to night school
or summertime, and that is not the most stimulating time to be in
contact with professionals.

There is no profession more segregated by age level clients than
teaching. Elementary and secondary teachers are with young kids
all day, and they are not in contact with people at research univer-
sities where the knowlege is being developed and new pedalogical
skills are being developed. So that is the relationship that wi have
to develop. it will not be terribly expensive, but we need to develop
the models for delivery.
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Mr. COLEMAN. Do you have spe-ific models in mind or are they
being developed, and car you supply us any?

Mr. ScHwmac. Yes, there are a number of them. There are a few
in the testimony, but we would be delighted to work with some of
your staff to call additional opport: :cities to your attention.

Mr. COLEMAN. One last question.
What kind of response are you getting from the teachers' groups 1

to these proposals?
Mr. ScHwiLoc. Teachers are delighted. The surveys of superin-

tendants, and schoolboard members, and teachers themselves in-
variably list as their primary concern the opportunity for profes-
sional growth. They all want more salaries, and good ones deserve
more salaries, but that is not number one on their surveys. They
actually feel isolated and lonely from professional growth and stim-
ulation of being with other professionals. So the climate is more
positive than it has ever been.

Mr. Z.:WYMAN. Mr. Walker, is that also reflected?
Mr. WALKER. Yes. I think that what we have to do is to break

down that tradition. I am the trainer of teacher;. and you, even at
age 45, are still here to learn how to teach, even though you have
been doing it for many years. I think that what can happen is that
if, for example, a university department forms a partnership with
its equivalent in a high school and the faculty of both sit down and
decide on their agenda and ways that they can assist each other,
that is a nontraditional way of doing it.

Because first of all, you begin to treat the secondary teacher as
an equal and as a professional, and that is something that has not
traditionally been done. The end of the testimony refers to that
kind of change in the academic pecking order where you have to
decide that you do have things in common as educators.

And those kinds of partnerships with others and that kind of
training and retraining for teachers can yield very good results.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do either of you anticipate academic credit being
extended?

Mr. SCHWILCK. Academic credit is the least of the problems. Most
of the teachers in the country- -

Mr. COLEMAN. Don't teachers also get paid on the basis of credits
earned, or possession of a master's and degrees.

Mr. ScHwmac. The majority of the teachers in ot.r country or
the ones that we are talking about have their master's degree and
have met legal requirements. We have new ones, or course. Many
salary schedules require teachers to engage in professional growth.
So it is important to get that kind of credit.

I am overstating it, but I think that the point is that traditional-
ly in our country, not unlike others, people at universities have
laid on teachers their professional growth. And teachers have been
encouraged to go back and take degree granting credit courses 4
often at night and in the summertime which are not the most stim-
ulating environments.

I think that the concept now that many college professors are
trying to help deliver and teachers are wanting is ownership on the
part of teachers in helping identify priorities and their needs, and
then going to the universities where the content knowledge does
exist, and on a sharing basis learn together. And it is that climate
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that is very encouraging currently. And most of the school boar'
have programs that allow that kind of relationship.

Mr. WALKER. Can I add that we have found at least that many
teachers are not motivated by getting more credits. Some of them
have already reached the limit of what they need. We have had ex-
&ivies of teachers who will give up Saturday mornings with no sti-
pends week after week to work with a college professional whom
they respect, beca-se they decide what the agenda is. They state
what their needs are, and they are getting help.

So I think that staff development that is linked to their students
in the most immediate way possible rather than deciding on a
course that is in the catalog, in the university catalog, that ad-
dresses maybe the department's needs and that professor's needs,
that we are going to have better results if we address the needs of
the teacher in the classroom.

As Dr. Schwilck pointed out, they are not always so concerned
about the credits than they are in just getting the knowledge and
making their daily woi k more profitable.

Mr. COLEMAN. Is this a pure American phenomena or are we
copying someone else's blueprint?

Mr. ScHwuxx. It is mostly American.
Mr. TAUKE. This is a very interesting concept, and one that is

very encouraging. You suggested that there should be some kind of
Federal incenth e with some commitment of resources, however
modest.

What kind of commitment of resources is being made by local
governments or State governments?

Mr. Saiwnxx. Very modest, and it is veey scattered. I N uld sug-
gest again that unless it comes from a commitment at the local
level that outside money is not going to accomplish it. Foundations
have had that wonderful history, as you know well, that when ex-
ternal funding stopped, too often many of the projects stopped.

I would urge that i . would only be modest money to help a few
people who do have good models and to be encourage.d to help
share and disseminate it. And then help the leadership in local
school districts, superintendents, school board members, and lead
teachers to get excited about it and take their own initiatives with
some of their own funds, but primarily their own time and energy.

I would say that modest . 4.,ney in the reauthorization of the act
might help stimulate that kind of development.

Mr. TAUKE. Do you have any examples now where local school
boards are making this kind of commitment?

Mr. ScHwitxx. Oh, yes. In fact, historically in our country today,
there is more money being allocated by boards of education for pro-
fessional growth and development of their teachers than ever
before. Now that is even counting inflation.

The main reason for it, and I am overstating again, is teachers
are now telling their boards that by and large they are dirienchant-
ed to get their continuing professional growth by going back to the
traditional college courses Now that is overstated, because there
are exceptions.

But the boards of education ere deciding that they need to devel-
op atypical ways for in-service with their teachers. The teacher
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center movement that the Fede 131 Government helped sponsor
about 15 years ago was a very drr ma is example of that.

Now they were not all successful. Because too early, we expected
teachers to have answers to a very complicated question, and they
never had that authority before. A few of the teacher centers that
have been continued by local support are some of the outstanding
examples in the country, because teachers share ownership.

So I would suggest that the concept is based on the idea that
local ideas, and by that I mean local tax and State moneys, should
be the main source of funding. And boards of education are begin-
ning to fund money for these kinds of approaches more than ever
before.

Mr. TAUKE. As you know, we are apparently entering a new era
of shortage sometime by the early 1990's.

Mr. SCHWILCK. Yes.
Mr. TAUKE. And one of the concerns that, of course, our commit-

tee has is dealing with that problem.
Do you know if there is any evidence that this kind of program

reduces the number or the attrition rate among teachers and
causes them wore to stay in th- nrofession and to continue longer
and probably to do a bet job?

Mr. Semwrixx. A quick answer is that the movement is too short
in time and too few examples of good programs to have that evi-
dence. Of course, part of the hope is that we could retain a larger
number of those midcareer teachers because of this kind of con-
cept. And the other point, of course is, that unless we improve this
kind of opportunity that we are not going to have a good opportuni-
ty of atti acting the million teachers that we need by 1990, addition-
al teachers that we need.

Mr. TAUKE. What about restoring those to the profession who
have left?

Mr. ScHwiccx. There is some opportunity for that maybe.
Mr. TAUKE. Do you know of anything that is being done in that

area?
Mr. Scirwmcx. A modest number across the country, a modest

number.
Mr. TAUK ". Could you submit some information if you have it to

us?
Mr. SCHWILCK. Yes.
Mr. WALKER. Could I just add that we find many former teachers

in the business community who are eager to volunteer and go back
ill" the cl --- room, bcca..-e they are on +l..0 nthar aide of the desk
But we find among the teachers in programs that we have evaluat-
ed that one of the benefits of their involvement whether it be with
business or university partnerships that their morale is boosted,
that they feel better about their positions, and they are learning
and developing professionally.

And they find that very invigorating, and they are willing to give
extra time to develop a partnership for that very reason.

So I think that while Dr. Schwilck pointed out that it is perhaps
premature to ^come un with definite conclusions, that the evidence
in my mind seems to indicate that we are going to help good teach-
ers where they are. Some of them get involved in business partner-
ships, because they see it as a way out, a way to do networking and
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to make contacts, so it is their out of the school. In part, as Dr.
Schwilck pointed out, they feel isolated and alone and not appreci-
ated. Sometimes their contact with outside people changes that
feeling.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I am sorry that we

i.
ran behind so far today, and had to have you wait around so long,
but I appreciate you patience. And the committee appreciates the
effort that you put it. to preparation for to:ay. And the committee

I ... will now adjourn.
[Whereupon, at 1:38 p.ni., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY,
St. Louis, MO, June 28, 1985.

I
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Hon. WILLIAM D. FORD,
Chairman, House Subcommittee on Past- Secondary Education, Cannon House Office

Building, Washington, DC.
DXAR RantzsamkrivE FORD: I wt 3 honored by the opportunity granted me to

present testimony on May 31, 1985 at the St. Louis field hearing of the Sub-commit-
tee on Post Secondary Education. Thank you for the intense interest yeu demon-
strated in the issues which President Peter Magrath and I raised. Both President
Magrath and I greatly appreciated the comments made in response to our testimo-
ny.

During our discussion, Representative Tauke asked whether deta were available
concerning the total undergraduate and graduate indebtedness now being incurred
by our students. Enclosed i.., a table we have generated in response to this query. I
hope it will be possible for this item to be included in the hearing record along with
my written testimony. As my comments at the end of the table indicate, I am great-
ly concerned by the heavy loan commitments currently being undertaken by a sig-
nificant number of our advanced graduate students. It is my belief that these data
give strong support to our testimony on the need both for extended pay back periods
and loan consolidation programs as well as new initiatives designed to curtail t!.-..e
necessity for graduate students to incur large debt burdens.

I shall be happy to provide you with any additional institutional data which you
believe might prove useful during the reauthorization debate. Thank you again for

our continued strong interest in graduate education
Sincerely yours,

Enclosure.
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TOTAL CSL ADD NDSL fRIDENTEDNIESS FOR ADVANCAL GRADUAL. STUDENTS")
AT VASSIMCION UNIVERSITT

Sorrowing
Category

Number of
Borrowers

Moen Y.O. Indebtedneas
Mee Prior Indebtednesn
Mean Total Indebtedness

(2)

(3) Mo. of borrowers
by Department

$25,000 or more
$21,599 Psychology (2,, .hysics (2),10 8,200 Chemistry (1), German (1),
29,799 Music (I), Romance Languages (1),

Sociology (I)

$20,000-$24,999 $16,455
Psychology (4), Biology (I),8 4,937 Education (1), Economics (1),

21,393 Social Work (I)

$15,000-$19,999
$14,904 Music (3), Philosophy (2),12 2,000 Psychology (2), Sociology (2),
16,904

Biology (1), German (1), Earth S.
Planetary Science (I)

$10,000-$14,909
$10,380 Psychology (6), Biology (4)18 1,801 Music (2), Social Work (2),
.2,181

Anthropology (1), Economics (I),
Education (1), Philosophy (1)

Lass than $10,000
$ 5,753 Psychology (4), Anthropology (3),20 846 Biology (2), Chemistry (2),
6,599 Comparative Literature (2),

Cerise. (2), Political Science (2),
Education (1), Mathematics (1)
Physics (1)

TOTALS 68 $12,182.03 NUMNITIES (16). Music (6).
2,865.21 Ceram (4), Philosophy (3),

15,047.35 Comparative Literature (2),
10111Ibeft Languages (1)

SOCIAL SCIENCES (36). Psychology
(1,), Anthropology (4). Education
(3). Social Work (3), Sociology
(3), Economics (2), Political
Science (2)

NATURAL SCIENCES (16), Biology
(8), Chemistry (3), Physics (3),
Earth A. Planetary Sciences (1).
Mathematics (1)

(1) The data in this table summarize the tots'
GSL and NDSL indebtedness of all graduate

students who took out a CSL or NDSL in the
period 1983-85 and who, et the time of the lastloan, hxd completed three of sore years of graduate work.

(2) Washington University Indebtedness has been calculated from all NDSL and GSL debts
incurred by the students at Washington 0n,versit

during the six year period from the academic
year 1979-80 through the academic yea 1984-85
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ST LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT MERAMEC,
St Louis. MO, April 25, 1985.

To Congressman WILLIAM D. FORD, Congressman E. THOMAS COLEMAN, Congress-
man WILLIAM GOODLING, CO/IgTeSSMS11 THOMAS TAUKE:

After a careful perusal of the outline provided me for the preparation of this testi-
mony, I have decided to react to three of its components.

The escalating amount of student indebtedness is a most expensive problem. To
eliminate stalents from the program who are potential defaulters I suggest that the
same academic standards or progress applied to the other Title N programs be ap-
plied to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program. Title IV regulations state that a
student must be enrolled in an eligible program of study leading to a baccalaureate
degree. The Guaranteed Student Loan Program does not require the student to be
enrolled in a specific program leading to a baccalaureate. More specifically a Guar
anteed Student Loan recipient may take any combination courses they wish not
leading to a degree, whereas, a student receiving a Pelt Grant, Supplemental Grant
or National Direct Student Loan must be enrolled in an eligible program of study.

Also, a modification to the Guaranteed Student Loan Program that appears ap-
propriate woulci be the consideration of the family's assets. In many instances stu-
dents from families with large amounts of assets are receiving Guaranteed Student
Loans. The question is whether Title IV funds should be expended on families with
this type of financial strength or on students from families demonstrating a lesser
degree of fin/nick] strength.

The $800 self help contribution will definitely be a burden on most students from
lower income families. Although it is proposed that work-study could substitute for
this contribution it is doubtful in many cases whether this a prudent considering
that many lower income students are also poorer students.

One last point which may be considered an abuse would be the treatment of stu-
dents applying for Pell Grants who claim to be separated. In many instances stu-
dents are indicating separated status on the financial aid application which means
only cht student needs to record an income and the spouse does not. I feel that the
separated status is a vague term and is taken advantage of by students who wish to
insure their eligibility.

Sincerely,
RICHARD A. LESSMANN, Director of Student Aid.

O
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